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1 

General lritroduction 

Twenty years after the introduction of the first integrated circuit (which contained 

a few transistors in combination with a few passive elements) silicon integrated circuit 

technology has reached a very high level of perfection, resulting in I.C.'s with 10.000 

transistors and an equal number of passive elements made in processes with economical 

production yields. 

The process development has still not reached saturationîevel; in the future the 

integration of even 105 - 106 and perhaps more transistors on a chip, known as VLSI 

(= Very Large Scale lntegration) and ULSI (=Ultra Large Scale Integration) are expected. 

The factors responsible for this dramatic expansion are: 

a) continuing improvement in processes, partly due to the introduction of better 

chemica! and physical processing steps, and partly due to elimination of first-order 

and second-order process variations; this is all made possible by expertise built up 

from the production of millions of I.C. 's (learning curve); 

b) continuing improvement in photolithography and etching techniques, which means 

that device sizes can be decreased, resulting in a better packing density of the 

circuitry; 

c) invention of new devices and circuits, which means that basic electronic functions 

can be performed with fewer or smaller basic elements (to improve the packing 

density) and/or at lower power dissipation level (which allows more functions on 

a chip). 

Integrated Schottky Logic (ISL) is an example of the latter factor. It is a new 

bipolar logic concept that can be realized using existing processes. It combines device 

structures, which in fact were already known separately, with a very attractive type of 

logic gate which can be used for high speed VLSI. 

This book discusses a large number of aspects of ISL, such as the original concept, 

its performance in different processes, switching speed (calculated and measured), first 

order modeling, its behaviour as a function of temperature, the noise margins as a func-
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tion of temperature and its applications. 

The next section entitled: "Aspects of Integrated Schottky Logic (ISL) and com

r,arison with I2 L and STL", is an extensive introductory discussion to the contents of the 

book; for detailed information reference should be made to the subsequent sections, 

where reprints of already published papers and not yet published papers are given. These 

papers include an overv,iew article on "Devices and circuits for bipolar (V)LSI" (where 

bipolar circuits are compared with MOS circuits in genera!, and where bipolar circuit/ 

technology-combinations whic;h satisfy VLSI requirements are discussed), and an article 

on "Statie and dynamic noise margins of logic circuits" (where a genera! noise-margin 

test method is proposed, which is applicable to every type of logic circuit). 

The subsections of section 2 and the corresponding section 3 to 12 are arranged in 

the following order : overview of devices and circuits for bipolar VLSI (section3), intro

duction to pn-isolated and oxide-isolated ISL (sections 4 and 5), comparison speed of 

ISL and 12 L (section 6), analytica\ expressions for propagation delay times (sections 7 

and 8), modeling of pn-isolated and oxide-isolated ISL (sections 9 and 10), sta~.c and 

dynamic noise margins of logic circuits in general and of ISL in particular (sections 11 

and 12), and the temperarure behaviour of the statie noise margins of ISL and STL 

(section 13). Appendix A discusses ISL applications and appendix B is a product 

specification of the 8Al 200 ISL gate array. 
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2 

Aspects of lntegrated Schottky Logic (ISL) and 

Comparison with 12 L and STL 

2.1. lnttoduction 

Silicon integrated circuits are fabricated using two main-stream technologies: 

bipolar and unipolar circuits. In the last group we find the MOSFET, MESFET and JFET 

circuits. Anno 1981 both technologies (bipolar and unipolar) circuits employ litho

graphy techniques allowing minimum details of 2-3 µm in standard production lines. 

Production yields are high enough to obtain IC's with many thousands of transistors 

on an economical scale. 

The two technologies differ in the electrical performance and packing density that 

can be obtained with the present 2-3 µm lithography rules. Except for I2 L, bipolar cir

cuits, in genera!, exhibit higher speeds than unipolar circuits at the cost of a somewhat 

smaller packing density and/or amore complex technology, which means that the pro

duction yield of bipolar circuits per unit area tends to be lower than that of unipolar 

circuits. For this reason the minimum gate count in bipolar VLSI circuits is often taken 

to be a factor of two lower than the gate count in unipolar VLSI circuits (5000 and 

10000 respectively). 

2.11. Comparison between bipolar and MOS-type circuits 

To obtain an electrical comparison between bipolar and MOS-type circuits the 

propagation delay times and power delay products will be discussed. 

As explained in Section 3.11, the first order average propagation delay times for 

bipolar and MOS circuits are 

(1) 

Cj<W) + Cw(W) 2L2 
tdMOS""' (W!L)µCox VT + µVT 

(2) 
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where Cj and Cw are junction and on-chip wiring capacitances, .1. V the logic swing, i the 

current per gate, W8 the basewidth of the bipolar transistor, W the width of the MOS 

transistor, L the gate length of the MOS transistor, C0 x the gate oxide capacitance per 

unit square, and Vr the threshold voltage of the MOS enhancement driver transistor. 

Fig. 1 shows a gtaphical representation of (1) and (2). The essential difference between 

(1) and (2) is that in the bipolar case the current per gate i is easily increased (a factor of 

10 for every 60 mV more base-emitter voltage at room temperature) without increasing 

the transistor size, due to the exponential characteristic of the transistor. This means that 

when no limiting effects occur due to series resistances, the bipolar propagation delay 

time can be minimized to the transit time (which is of the order of W~/(2µkT!q) for a 

\ 
\ 

\ 

bipolar 

\ 
\ 

\ 
\ 

' ' ' ...... 
--- -- --- -- -·-'"'---"'-----

_, 

MOS 

,. 
i.A.Cw 

---w 
Fig. 1. Propagation delay times of bipolar and MOS circuits as a function of current per gate (in the 
bipölar case) or transistor width (in the MOS case). The solid line is without on-chip wiring capacitance; 

the dashed line is with on-ehip wiring capacitance Cw. 

normal bipolar transistor) by increasing i. 

As the first-order average propagation delay time in the MOS case is independent of 

the power supply voltage, the only way to increase the speed (and the current) is to in

crease the transistor WIL ratio as shown by (2), which means that W has to be increased 

in a given technology where L had already been minimized. Thus transistors with a larger 

minimum width have to be used, thereby increasing the packing density and causing 

larger junction capacitances and larger on-chip wiring capacitances (both Cj and Cw 

depend on W). This implies chat ic is impossible to improve the speed any further if Cw 

increases linearly wich W [1], and if Cw increased more than linearly with W, the pro

pagation delay time would even increase. MOS type of circuits are therefore less suitable 

for high speed VLSI [2). 

In GaAs where the first-order mobility µ (disregarding velocity saturation) is a fac

tor of 5 higher than in silicon, smaller transistors can be used to obtain the same current. 
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This gives a higher packing density and consequently a smaller Cw, and thus the speed may 

be about the same factor of 5 higher. The GaA.s technology, however, is not yet con

sidered mature enough for LSI and VLSI circuits and the advantages still cannot be 

utilized on an economical scale [3 ). 

Note that Fig. 1 shows only qualitative first-order effects. The theoretica! mini

mum propagation delay times are different for different types of transistors. In non

-saturated ECL circuits, r er of the normal operated n-p-n transistor can be as low as 

Ter= W~/(2µkT!q) = 20 ps when the base width W8 is 0.3 µm. In the I2L case where 

inverse operated n-p-n transistors are used Ter can be as large as 10 ns. In ISL, r tr is about 

1.5 ns in the pn-isolated case and 250 ps in the oxide-isolated case. In MOS circuits with 

3 µm minimum gate length 2L2 lµVT is about 500 ps. 

Another point to be made is that in practical bipolar circuits, including ISL, the 

theoretica! minimum of the average propagation delay time is difficult to achieve due to 

series resistances (base series resistance, collector series resistance, Schottky diode series 

resistance) which limit peak currents which have to flow to charge and discharge capàci

tances (see Fig. 2). Also in MOS circuits the theoretica! minimum of the propagation 

delay time is difficult to achieve due to the fact for instance that depletion loads in ED

-logic do not behave as ideal current sources. 

• 1 d min 

<C 

Rseries =O 

<Ttr 

- i/gate 

Fig. 2. Influence of series resistances on the propagation delay time of bipolar circuits. 

So far only propagation delay times have been discussed. Another important 

figure of merit is the power-delay product Ptd = iVtd which would be VA. VCw, if the 

on-chip wiring capacitances were dominant (V is the power supply voltage) ; see Section 

3 .II. F or bipolar circuits the VA. V product can be minimized to 0.2 V2 irrespective 

of transistör size. For MOS type of circuits the sarne value can be obtained, but this 
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makes only sense for scaled devices (L < 0.5 µm), otherwise the speed will be disap

pointingly low. 

Thus the advantages of bipolar circuits over MOS circuits are that: a) optimum 

speed can be obtained with minimum size transistors (disregarding series resistances), 

b) small voltage swings are possible (due to the exponential characteristics), resulting in a 

relatively small speed degradation due to on-chip wiring capacitances, c) V" and ~ V can 

be minimized independently of transistor size. 

In Integrated Schottky Logic (ISL) where minimum-size transistors are always 

used, the logic swing is as low as 200 mV, and using resistors as current sources instead 

of p-n-p transistors the power supply voltage is about 1.5 V, which means that the V"~V 

product is 0.3 V2 ; thus a low power-delay product is obtained (only 0.1 V2 more than 

the minimum possible). 

Note that in this sub-sectión (and in Section 3) bipolar and MOS gates are only 

compared for speed and power-delay product and not for many other important prop

erties such as packing density, wiribility, suitability for dynamic storage etc. 

For instance MOS circuits with polysilicon gates have 2% effective interconnection 

layers when using 1 layer metal, whereas in bipolar circuits 2 layers metal are needed to 

obtain the same interconnect possibilities. Another point is for instance dynamic storage, 

which is extremely simple in MOS circuits and very difficult in bipolar circuits. 

This all means that bipolar circuits may be faster (gate-wise), but that they missa 

lot of convenient properties which are available in MOS circuits. 

2.111. Logic circuits for high speed bipolar VLSI 

Nowadays most medium-size chip packages do not allow a higher power dis

sipation than about 1 W, and therefore, for most VLSI circuits with more than 5000 gates 

per chip the maximum power dissipation per gate has to be smaller than 200 µW. 

Furthermore, with maximum chip areas of 25 mm2 , packing densities better than 200 

gates/mm2 are required. 

Section 3.VIII examines the question as to which logic circuit/technology com

binarions fulfil these requirements. Only the most important logic types such as LS, 12 L, 

STL, ISL, DTL, ECL, and NTL are considered. 

The result of the comparison is that in oxide-isolated processes with 3 µm mini

mum details, STL, ISL and 12 L satisfy the VLSI requirements, with about 1 ns average 

propagation delay time for STL and ISL, and about 5 ns for I2L. ECL and DTL are VLSI 

candidates only in more sophisticated processes using polysilicon electrodes. 
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pn - i sela ted ox i de - i so 1 at e d 

5JJm min.details. 3 JJffi min.details 

epi t hickness 2.9 :!: 0.3 JJffi 1.2:!:0.05 µm 

epithickness af ter 

all processing steps 
v.:!: 0.3 JJffi 1.0 :!:0.05 t-Jffi 

qepi 0.3 ncm 0.3 ncm 

base xjB 1.2 fJm 0.5 ,urn 

base sheet res. 200 n!D 600 D/O 

emitter xjE 0.8 ,urn 0 .25,um 

resistor xjR 0.5 f-Jm 0.5 fJm 

res istor sheet res . 2000 n10 2000 DIO 

photoresist neg./ contact 
print ing 

pos ./optica l 
projecti on 

min. emitter 
5 x B !Jm2 

mask si ze 
3 x 5 !Jm2 

1st metal mask 
width/spacing s,uml5!Jm 3 ('Jm/ 5 f-Jffi 

2nd metal mask 
width/spacing 10f-Jm/14,Um 11 f-lm/5 t-Jffi 

via's (mask) 8x10,um2 5 x7 ,um2 

alignment 
3fm 1 f-lm tolerance 

Table 1. Mosc relevant process parameters of processes in which ISL has been made. 
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2.IV. Bipolar processes for ISL 

Section 3.IV-VII gives an extended survey of production and experimental pro

cesses for bipolar LSI and VLSI circuits. ISL has been made in existing production 

processes only. Initially, the pn-isolated SBC process (Standard Buried Collector) was 

used with a 3 µm thick epitaxial layer and 5 µm minimum dimensions; later an oxide

-isolated process was used with a 1.2 µm thick epitaxial layer and 3 µm minimum dimen-

sions. Details of these processes are given in Section 8 and Section 10 respectively; table 

1 lists the most important numbers. 

In bath processes Schottky diodes are made with PtNi-silicide (60% Pt and 40% Ni) 

with a harrier height of about 0. 78 eV. 

2.V. The original concept of ISL 

ISL was initiated to fill the gap becween low-power Schottky TTL and I2 L with

out changing the technologica! standard process, for rhose circuits where low-power 

Schottky TTL consumes too much power and takes up too much chip area, and when 

I2 L does not attain the required speed (4,5,6] (see Section 4). In fact, ISL is a com

promise becween Schottky-diistor logic (7] (also called Schottky Coupled Transistor 

Logic (SCTL) [8]) which is made in a process with one type of Schottky diode, and 

Schottky Transistor Logic [9] (also called Cornplementary Constant Current Logic (C3 L) 

[ 10]) which is made in a process with two types of Schottky diode. The electrical dia

grams of Schottky-diistor logic, STL and ISL are shown in Fig. 3; all p-n-p transistors are 

used in the standard downwards mode. All these logic types are of the wired-AND type; 

they have one input and a multiple output. The disadvantage of Schottky-diistor Jogic is 

that it becomes heavily saturated which means that it is rather slow. STL, on the ether 

hand, is Schottky clamped and consequently relatively fast, hut has the disadvantage 

that the process in which it has to be made is much more complex due to the fact that 

two types of Schottky diodes have to be made with different harrier heights (a high 

harrier for the damp diode and a low harrier for the output diodes) to obtain a reasonably 

large voltage swing. 

In ISL the clamp action is provided by a p-n-p transistor (see Fig. 3); the n-p-n still 

goes into saturation, hut as soon as the n-p-n base-collector junction is forward biased 

the superfluous base current is drained to ground by the p-n-p transistor which means 

that the n-p-n transistor goes Jess far into saturation. 

The effectiveness of a p-n-p transistor as a fast damp device depends mainly on 

the minority carrier storage in its base, hence the base width has to be small. 

Fig. 4 shows a top view and cross section of an ISL gate made in a standard pn

·isolated process. A vertical damp p-n-p is obtained by not extending the buried layer 

under the base-contact of the n-p-n transistor. The parasitic lateral p-n-p action to the 
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1972 Schuenemann & Wiedmann (IBM) 

1 Schottky- Diistor Log Ic 1 1976, SCTL 1 

outputs 

1975 Peltier (Motorola), Wiedmann&Berger (IBM) 

91H jilL 

+ 

ii 

1977 

~ + 

T1 

lntegrated Schottky Log ic 

Fig. 3. Circuit diagrams of Schottky-diistor log ic or SCTL [7 ,8], STL or C3 L [9 ,10 ], and ISL. 
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second-layer metal 
first-layer metal 

n+ 
p 

vertical pnp (not to scale) 

ox 

n 

Fig. 4. Top view and cross-section of a pn-isolated ISL gate without current source; S µm minimum 
details are used. 

isolation diffusion is inevitable in pn-isolated processes. 

To reduce the minority carrier scorage in these lateral areas, the lateral p-n-p base 

width is reduced by the application of a shallow isolation-diffusion overlapping p-ring 

at a minimum-detail distance around the p-base (5 µm for instance). 

The base thickness of the vertical p-n-p is determined by the thickness of the 

epitaxial layer; the thinner this epilayer, the faster the logic is. 

A p-n-p clamp transistor has been proposed to con trol the saturation in an 12 L type 

of strucrure [11], but to implement a merged clarnp p-n-p with an inverse operating n-p-n, 

requires a drarnatic deviation from the standard process [11]. 

Although ISL is, in principle, a wired-AND type of gate (see Fig. S(a)), the extra 

internal collector node (which does not exist in 12 L) makes collector dotting possible 

to obtain NOR functions and also AND TO OR NOT functions (see Fig. S(b,c)). Col

lector dotting is obtained either by placing more base areas in one collector island, or by 

interconnection of more collector islands with n• collector contacts and an interconnect 

wire. 
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NAND 

(0) 

NOR 
(b) 

+ 

AND TO OR NOT 
(c) 

Fig. 5. (a) Wired-AND construction to obtain AND and NAND functions, (b) collector dotting to 
obta.in NOR functions, (c) combination of a and b to obta.in AND TO OR NOT functions. 

2.VI. Performance of pn-isolated ISL 

As the n-p-n transistor in ISL is used in the nonna! (downward) mode, the current 

source cannot be merged with this transistor as in 12 L [12,13 ]. Either a separate transistor 

or a resistor in a separate island has to be made. This means that the packing density is 

about 30% lower than in I2 L. The logic voltage swing is .ilV= (kT!q)ln(ap-n-pldollpo>. 

where Ido and lpo are the saturation currents of the Schottky diode and the p-n-p transis

tor respectively. In processes with an epilayer thickness of about 3 µm and PtNi-silicide 

diodes (<p8 = 0.78 eV) and using 5 µm minimum details (see Fig. 4) a logic swing of 

200 mV is obtained. With resistors as current sources, and washed emitters, a minimum 

average propagation delay time of 2.7 ns at 200 µNgate is obtained (see Fig. 6). Despite 

a voltage swing which is about 500 m V smaller than that of I2 L, most of the ISL noise 

margins are larger than those of I2 L. The main reasons, as explained in chapter 2.XV, are 

that the current source is a resistor instead of a saturated p-n-p transistor (this improves 

the power supply line and ground line noise margins) and chat the current gain of the nor

mal operating n-p-n is generally much higher than the current gain of the inverse operated 

n-p-n (this improves the parallel current noise margin). This makes the ISL a more "for

giving" circuit than I2 L [4]. 
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Fig. 6. Average propagation delay times of the ISL gate of Fig. 5. The epilayer thickness is 2.9 µm; the 
current sources are ion-implanted resistors. 

As the ISL gates are made in a standard buried collector process, they can easily 

be combined with I2 L, low-power Schottky TTL and ECL on the same chip. Even in 

analog processes with thicker epilayers, ISL has been demonstrated to have a S to 10 

times better speed than I2L. 

2.VII. Oxide-isolated ISL technologies 

Using oxide isolation, ISL gates can be fabricated without the relatively slow lateral 

p-n-p transistor which is inevitable in pn-isolated processes. As shown in Section S, the 

clamping action is provided either by a fase vertical p-n-p only, or a reverse operated n-p-n 

(see Fig. 7 and 8); a 1.2 µm thick epilayer and 3 µm min. dimensions are used. Fig. 9 

shows tpd as a function of current per gate for type A (vertical p-n-p damp) and type B 

(reverse operated n-p-n damp). Type Ais the most successful one; tpd is about 0.7 ns at 

a current level of 200 µNgate (tpdD ""' 0.2 pJ). The reason why type B is slower is due to 

the fact that the saturation current of the minimum size inverse n-p-n is about a factor of 
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Fig. 7. Oxide isolated ISL with a venical p-n-p damp. 
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Fig. 8. Oxide isolated ISL with reverse operated n-p-n damp. 
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5 smaller than the saturation current of the vertical p-n-p. This means that the nonna! 

operated n-p-n becomes much more heavily saturated than with p-n-p clamping, causing 

much more hole storage in the n-epilayer undemeath the base. The speed could be 

improved by increasing the size of the inverse n-p-n transistor, but the improvement may 

be small if the size of the total structure then needs to be increased (which would cause 

an increase in base-collector capacitance and an increase in island capacitance). 

Using a small size vertical p-n-p damp therefore ISL has been realized in a standard 

oxide-isolated process, featuring sub-nanosecond propagation delay times with sub-pico

Joule speed-power products. This makes this type of logic very attractive for high speed 

VLSI. Oxide-isolated ISL has also been tested by others with 5 µm details [14) and even 

1.2 5 µm details [ 15]; in the last case tpd = 0. 7 ns at 100 µNgate was reported. 

V> 

.:: 5 
L1J 

~3 
...... 

~2 
_J 

L1J 
0 

61 
~ 
(.9 

~05 o · 
0:: 
o_ 

01 ,____._..__..___.__._....._._....___ .___.___.__..___.__ ............. 
20 50 100 200 500 

CUR RENT PER GATE [AJ A] 

Fig. 9. Measured propagation delay times of oxide isolated ISL with vertical p·n·p damp (~) and reverse 
operated n-p·n c~p rn>. 
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2.VIII. Speed comparison of ISL and I2 L 

As already mentioned, the minimum average propagation delay time of ISL is a fac

tor of 5 to 10 better than the speed which can be obtained with 12 L in the same process. 

This is explained in Section 6. 

For comparison, ISL and I2 L gates are considered which are made in the same 

process with the same epilayer thickness and the same minimum dimensions, see Fig. 10. 

+ 

(a) 

+ 

(b) 

ISL 
p 

Fig. 10. Cross-section of I2L (a) and ISL (b) made in the same pn-isolated process. Active charge wil! be 
found mainly in areas 1 and Ir(I2L) and 1, II and 111 (ISL). 

For small currents ISL will be faster than I2L because of the smaller voltage swing 

(200 mV instead of 700 mV), whereas the junction capacitances are comparable. 

At high current levels, at maximum speed, the active charges dominate. It is charac

teristic of 12 L that the active charge is found mainly in the n-p-n emitter area (see Fig. 

lO(a)), whereas in ISL the active charge is found mainly in the n-p-n collector area 

(= p-n-p base) because of the saturation of the n-p-n (see Fig. lO(b)). These active charges 

can be represented by non-linear capacitances between base and emitter in 12 l and 

between base and collector in ISL (see fig. 1 l(a) and 12(a) respectively). As shown in 

Section 6, the ratio of the intrinsic current-independent average propagation delay times 

of I2 L and ISL is about ~ fT PNP ISL/fT NPN up J2L· 

For processes where W epi is 2 µm, h PNP ISL and h NPN up I2L are both about 

15 MHz. Fig. ll(b) shows for this case the typical switching behaviour of I2 L when 

f3up eff = (3 = 4 andfT NPN up 12L = 15 MHz. 

The transient behaviour of the currents illustrated is obtained with a computer 

simulation program. At t = 0 the switch is opened and TNl starts to conduct. The collec-
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tor cirrent ofTNl increases relatively slowly: ic1 = fYic1[l - exp(- t21TfT/~)]. 

It takes a relatively long time to discharge Q2 due to the fact that TN2 is heavily 

saturated. After 30 ns TN2 is no longer saturated and it takes another 7 ns to completely 

switch OFF TN2. So the average propagation delay is 37/2 = 18.5 ns. 

+ + 

etc.. 

switc hes ON switc.hes OFF 

~npn=4 

fT =15MHz npn 

tirne[ns] 

Fig. 11. lnverter chain made with J2L (a) and the behaviour of ici and ic2 as a function of time (b). 

open 
ot t=O 

+ 

1 
Cpnp2 

+ 

switc.hes ON 

0 -1------:..----.---~---,r----I 
0 10 20 30 40 50 

time [ns] 

switches OFF 

'3npn=100 

fîpnp =15 MHz 

f Tnpn» fîpnp 

+ 

Fig. 12. lnverter chain made with ISL (a) and the behaviourof iCD1H'l and ic~2 as a function of time (b). 
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Fig. 12(b) shows the ISL case withfT PNP ISL = 15 MHz. We assume that 

h NPN > h PNP· In this case, shortly after t = 0, TN1 can sink any amount of current up 

to icmax = t3n"t>-nis. This maximum current will not be reached since the discharge path to 

remove Q2 goes through the fan-out diode D2 and is limited to is. 

This means that ic p-n1>2 decreases linearly (ic P'fl1>2 =is (1-t2rrfT PNP)) and Ïcn"t>-nl 

increases from is to 2is with the same amount. The charge Q2 is thus removed in about 

10 ns and so the average propagation delay time in this particular ISL-case is 5 ns (com

pare with 18.5 ns in the I2L case). 

Measurements of I2L and ISL made in the same process show about the same or 

an even larger factor in maximum speed, because in most cases 

fT NPN ISL > fT NPN up I2L· 

2.IX. Propagation delay time of I2L at low current levels 

Before the propagation delay times of ISL and STL are calculated (for low and 

intermediate current levels), first the propagation delay time Of I2L at low current levels 

is calculated, because with its simple electrical diagram it gives a convenient introduction 

to the more complicated ISL/STL case. 

(al 

v, 

ON .... -----Va 

(b) 

Fig. 13 . Chain of J2L inverters (a) and the behaviour of the node-voltages as a function of time (b). 
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As shown in Section 7, the calculation of the I2 L case is relatively simple due to 

the low number of electrical nodes, see Fig. 13(a). For the calculation the following 

simplification is introduced: the transistor is assumed to be ON as soon as Vbe reaches it 

maximum value Vbemax = V0 , and OFF when Vbe < V0 (see Fig. 13(b)). This simpli

fication is justified by the exponential current/voltage characteristic of the transistor, and 

also verified by computer simulations. It implies that v3 and V5 start to decrease and in

crease respectively at the same time when V1 reaches V0 ; this means that the average 

propagation delay time is equal to trist:/2 when trist: > tcan (see Fig. 13(b)). It is shown in 

Section 7 that trist: > tca11 in a 3-stage ring oscillator when f3eff > 2 and that trist: is equal 

to (3C be + C be) V 0 li5 • In ring oscillators which have more than 3 stages f3eff is permitted 

to be somewhat lower than 2; with an infinite number of stages f3eff can be very close to 1. 

2.X. Propagatiott delay times of ISL and STL at low and intennediate current levels 

The calculation of the propagation delay times of ISL and STL at low current 

levels is more difficult than of I2 L due to the fact that ISL ~d STL have more electrical 

nodes than I2 L (compare Fig. 14 with Fig. 13(a)). 

As shown in Section 8, the voltage swing at the internal nodes V2 , V4, etc. is twice 

as large as the voltage swing at the input/output nodes V1, V 3, V5 , etc. 

Here the propagation delay time is not determined only by trist: of the input node, 

because V5 does not start to rise immediately after V1 has reched Vbemax• due to the 

fact that the internal node V2 first has to be discharged sufficiently to forward biase Dl 

and to switch OFF T2 (V5 starts to rise when V3 < Vbemax). The average propagation 

v. 

Fig. 14. Chain of ISL inverters. 

02 
Ccs2 

delay time is now determined as tcharge12 where teharge is trisc plus the times it takes to 

decrease the voltage of the next internal node to switch OFF the subsequent n-p-n tran· 

sistor. As the internal node voltages do not reach their eventual DC-level, an exact expres

sion for teharge is difficult to derive. With empirica! factors a reasonable approximation 

is obtained for instance fora 21-stage ring oscillator: 

tcharge = (4.0 Che+ 1.3 Ces + Che) ÄV/i5 , where ÄVis the voltage swing. 

As shown in Section 8, the average propagation delay times of ISL and STL are 

very similar at low current levels ; at intermediate current levels, the intrinsic average pro

pagation delay time of ISL being about a•r;/2 has to be added in the ISL case only (a* is 
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the effective a of the p-n-p transistor; T; is the effective forward transit time of the p-n-p 

with the active charge stored in the n-p-n-collector added to the charge stored in the 

p-n-p base). At high current levels the propagation delay times of both ISL and STL are 

increased by series resistance effects. It is shown by calculation and measurements that, 

when compared in pn-isolated processes with 3 µm epilayer, the speed difference, at inter

mediate and high current levels between ISL and STL can be quite large due to the 

relatively high value of T;. 
This high value of T; (1.5 ns) is cauSCN:I both by the relatively thick epilayer and by 

the presence of the relatively slow lateral p-n-p. In oxide isolated processes with a thinner 

epilayer, T; is much smaller (250 ps). also because the lateral p-n-p, which is inevitable 

in pn-isolated processes, is fully eliminated. In an oxide isolated process with 3 µm mini

mum details tpd ISL and tpd STL are about 0.95 ns and o .. 75 ns respectively at 100 

µA/gate. 

2.XI. Fan-in and Fan-out aspects of ISL and STL 

Both ISL and STL suffer from speed degradation due to fan-in . Fan-out, in general, 

has a speeding-up effect. In real logic circuits combinations always occur, and thus that 

speed degradation due to fan-in may be compensated or partly compensated by speed im

provement due to fan-out. Nevertheless, critica! paths are always found where speed de

gradation due to fan-In is dominant, so this determines the worst case situatioil . Fig. 15 

shows the effect. Here the fan-in is Fi• and n gates switch OFF simultaneously. Now the 

current source i5 has to charge more than one base-collector capacitance (Cbe) and island 

capacitance (Ces). In Section 8 expressions are derived for tpd where this fan-in effect is 

1 ' n· Is 

Va~-

v 

VL-
n+1 
V1NO 

VL-
F; 
VINE 

Fig. 15 . ISL situation with fan-in> 1. The current source has now to charge more capacitance if n input 
gates switch OFF simultaneously. 
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included. Measures of obtaining delay times that are independent of fan-in are also dis

cussed. One of them is to use dummy gates as shown in Fig. 16. Here the speed im

provement of fan-out is used to compensate a speed degradation of fan-in. 

dummy gate 

Fig. 16. A dummy gate is used to compensate the speed degradation due to fan-in. 

2.XII. Perfonnance, temperature behaviour and first-order modeling of ISL 

So far analytica] expressions for the average propagation delay time have been 

derived, where series resistances and non-linearities of capacitances have been ignored. 

With an appropriate model and a circuit simulation program the more refined behaviour 

of the gate can be studied. 

Fig. 17 shows a complete model of pn-isolated ISL, including all series resistances, 

junction capacitances and non-linear diffusion capacitances (minority carrier storage). 

The p-n-p is split into two parts, the lateral and the vertical one. Fig. 18 shows a to-scale 

cross section of the lateral p-n-p, the vertical p-n-p and n-p-n transistors. The depletion 

layers and hole distrîbutions are indicated. Hole storage is found in three regions: in the 

base of the Iateral p-n-p, in the base of the vertical p-n-p and in the collector of the n-p-n. 

The storage is calculated from all junction depths, and forward and reverse transit times 

for the n-p-n, and both p-n-p's are derived. Beta's of transistors are measured and capaci

tances are measured and/or calculated. In Section 9 it is shown, both by measurements 

and simulations, that the voltage swing decreases with increasing temperature due to 'the 

different temperature coefficients of the base-{:mitter voltage of the combined p-n-p's 

and of the anode-cathode voltag~ of the Schottky diodes. At room temperature the 

voltage swing is about 200 m V; at 150°C the swing is reduced to about 150 m V. 
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Fig. 1 7. Complete model of pn-isolated ISL. 

4.5.urn 1,um .-------. 
0.9.um 

p 

Fig. 18. To-scale cross-section of a typical pn·isolated ISL gate. Minority carrier storagc is indicated. 

It is further evident from measurement that the vertical p-n-p has a very large 

collector series-resistance of 8 kll at room temperature when ISL is processed in the 

original low-power Schottky TIL process with a substrate resistivity of 5-14 n•cm. 

Moreover, this resitance has a very high temperature coefficient which means that the 

series resistance increases to 16 kil at 150°C. The consequence is that, already at inter-
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mediate current levels, the vertical p-n-p goes into saturation, causing a dramatic increase 

in the propagation delay time (see Fig. 19). The only way to get rid of this effect is to 

decrease the resistivity of the substrate below 5 U•cm at the cost of higher island capaci

tance of the n-p-n. Using the higher doped substrate (called ISL process) therefore the 

average propagation delay time at low current levels will be somewhat higher than in the 

LS-process, but the minimum tpd is much lower, due to the elirnination of the saturation 

of the vertical p-n-p (see Fig. 19). The intrinsic delay time being r;/2 is 750 ps. As ex

plained in Section 9, all results are obtained with minimum design rules of 5 µm causing 

a lateral p-n-p base width of 2.5 µm. lt may be asked whether a similar performance with 

a similar delay time could be obtained with a lateral p-n-p only. Of course this would 

be possible, but then ·the base width of the later al p-n-p would have to be 0. 7 µm, which 

means that instead of 5 µm, 2.8 µm minimum details would have to be used in the same 

process. However, for standard pröduction lines this value is much too small. 

~ 
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w 
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~10 
_J 

w 
0 
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0::: 
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w 
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<( 
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5-14 ohmcm · 

........ "" 150°C -----
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----150°C 
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~ 1 L----L~..__,1.......JL.......L. ......... _._~~_,_~_.___.___.__,_ ............... 
20 100 1000 

CURRENT PER GATE [,UA] 

Fig. 19. Average propagation delay times of ISL made on a 5-14 n•cm substrate (dashed lines) and on a 
1-3 n•cm substrate (solid lines). 
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2.XID. First-order modcling of oxidc-isolatcd ISL 

Oxide-isolated ISL, in the p-n-p clamped version, can be modeled in a similar way 

to pn-isolated ISL. As the lateral p-n-p does not exist, the most simple model would con

tain only one n-p-n transistor and one p-n-p transistor to model the merged n-p-n/p-n-p 

strUcture. However, in oxide isolated processes with a thin epilayer, a very shallow base 

diffusion (0.5 µm) and a very shallow emitter (0.25 µm), the base series resistance tends 

to be very high, especially in cases where the emitter is oxide-walled on two sides. This 

causes a relatively large voltage drop across this resistance and the base collector junction 

thus injects more holes outside the intrinsic n-p-n region than inside the intrinsic n-p-n 

region when the transistor goes into saturation. As a first-order approximation all hole 

injection is modeled by a diode, and the hole storage under the n-p-n is then assumed to 

occur as a result of lateral flow of holes (see Fig. 20). Fig. 21 .shows the complete model 

derived in Section 10. All parameters for this model are obtained from measurements and 

calculations. Due to the p + channel stop in the process, the collector series resistance of 

the clamp p-n-p is relatively small (- 1.5 kil), which means that low doped substrates 

can be used. It is shown that, already at 100 µNgate, series resistances affect the pro

pagation delay time seriously. Without series resistances tpd would have been 0.8 ns in

stead of the measured value of 1 ns (at room temperature). Simulations have shown that 

the relatively high base-series-resistance of the n-p-n causes the largest speed degradation. 

Special attention is paid to all temperature coefficients of the device parameters, to ob

tain a good agreement with the measurements in the temperature range from 25°C to 

125°C. 

ox OX 

Fig. 20. Subdivision of the merged transistorstructure in oxide-isolated ISL into a p-n-p, a diode and an 
n-p-n transistor. The hole storage under the base of the saturated n-p-n is associated with the diode. Hole 

storage is indicated for the p-n-p (triangle) and diode (box). 
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V+ 

Fig. 21. Complete model of p-n·p clamped oxide-isolated ISL. 

2.XIV. Statie noise margins of logic circuits 

The noise margins of logic circuits are often the subject of confusion because there 

are different types of noise, and the worst case situations depend on fan-in, fan-out and 

the way the noise sources are applied. 

In Section 11 it is shown that four basic noise sources can be considered: series

-voltage noise (llV series), parallel-current noise (lli), voltage noise at the ground line 

(l>Vgnd) and voltage noise at the power-supply line (l>Vsupply). When identical noise 

sources of opposite sign in the even and odd stages of an înfinitely long chain put this 

chain on the very edge of switching to the wrong state, the amount of noise is consîdered 

the worst case noise margin à (à = llmax ). Instead of an infinitely long chain, a flip-flop 

(made with two inverters) can also provide the same result (16). When the often dis

regarded condition that the output impedance of a gate is very much smaller than its in

put impedance (Rout <{ Rin) is satisfied, à V series can be found usîng the maximum square 

method of the voltage transfer characteristics of the logic gate [ 16]; see Fig. 22. 

To explain what happens in a flip-flop, Fig. 23 shows series voltage noise in a 

fan-in = fan-out= 1 flip-flop. It is assumed that Rout <{ Rin. When the noise sources are 

incorporated in gate 1 and gate 2, overall transfer characteristics can be obtained (for 

gate 1 and gate II respectively). Fig. 24(a) shows the two transfer characteristics when 

l>V series= 0. There are three states: two stable states where the small signal voltage loop

gain A* = (dV2 /dV1 )1•(dV1/dV2 )n is smaller than 1 (at cross points A and C) and a 

metastable state where A * > 1 (at cross point B). Let us assume that the flip-flop is in the 

stable state A and the noise amplitude starts to increase. In Fig. 24(b) the intermediate 
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Fig. 22. Determination of the worst-case series voltage noise margin /:!,. V series of an inverting gate, when 
RQut ~ Rin, by mirroring the voltage transfer characteristic and by finding the maximum square which 

fits between the characteristics [16]. 

v, 
H 

Vseries 
'----v-----" 

gate l 

Vseries 
~ 

gate II 

Fig. 23. Flip-flop built up with two identical gates, disturbed by series voltage noise sources .SVsen.s. 

situation is shown where 0 < /3 V series < .1 V series ; the transfer characteristics are shifted but 

the flip-flop still remains at point A (at this point the loop gain has increased but is still 

smaller than 1). In Fig. 24(c) the noise margin .1 V series is reached; points A and B merge 

together (B = A) and at this point the loop gain is exactly 1. When /3 V series is made larger 

than .1 V series the flip-flop switches to state C. 

In cases where Rout is not much smaller than Rin, the voltage transfer character

istics have no relevance any more, because the output voltage depends now both on Rout 
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(a) 

(b) 

Fig. 24. Transfer characteristics of the gates 1 and Il of Fig. 23 for different values of 5 V series ; 
(a) 5Vseries = 0, (b) 0 < 5Vseries < ~Vseries and (c) 5Vseries= ~Vseries. In the last case the small signa! 

voltage loop gain is 1. 

and Rin. In this case the noise margin can be found as the amount of noise which has to 

be applied to achieve a situation in which both small signa! voltage and small signa! 

current loopgains are equal to 1. This method is explained in Section 12 [17] where, as 

an example, !!.. V series is calculated for 12 L (fan-in = fan-out= 1 ). 

As a reaction to (17] Seevinck showed [18] that instead of a careful examination 

of the small signa! loops and of assuming that current loopgain and voltage loopgain are 1, 

it is possible to calculate instead the condition for which the J acobian of the complete 

set of Kirchoff equations is zero. This provides a more mathematica! approach, but 

physically it is exactly the same, so both methods deliver exactly the same value for a 

particular noise margin. 
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Only simple mathematica! results are obtained when series resistances are ignored. 

I2 L, SI2 L, ISL and STL circuits are then translinear circuits [19], and the noise margins 

are current independent. 

When calculations are too difficult (which certainly is the case when all series 

resistances are included), computer simulations have to be carried out. 

The best way is to carry out quasi-statie transient simulations by inereasing the 

noise sourees slowly eompared with the switehing speed of the flip-flop, and detect the 

noise amplitude at which the flip-flop switches to the wrong state. 

2.XV. Statie noise margins of ISL, STL, I2L and SI2 L 

A. ISL and STL 

Fig. 25 shows the logie swing and the worst case room temperature statie noise 

margins (simulated) of pn-isolated ISL with Fi = F0 = 4, f3fN = 20 and ap = 0.9. The 

results are obtained with an asymmetrie flip-flop (see Seetion 11). The figure shows the 

logic swing, ~Vseries • ~Vgnd and ~i/i as a function of ld0 /lpo· Stable flip-flop operaiion 

starts when /d0 //po > 120; the logic swing increases with increasing ld0 / I po . 

Fig. 26 shows the same as Fig. 25, hut this time for more parameter values (/3tN = 20 

and 100, Fi = F 0 = 1and4) [20]. Measurements have been done for /d0 / lpo = 4.103 ; and 

they coineide with the simulations. As shown by Fig. 26, ~Vseries is about 100 mV 

300 
lmVI p : 20 

1 
F = 4 

, 
ISL 

, 
/ 

200 ./''· / 
/ 

" / 

100 

o ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 

11 10 102 103 104 105 106 

~ 

I S L 

0.5 î 
t.i /j 

Fig. 25 . Logic swing and worst-case room temperature statie noise margins (simulated) o f pn-isolated 
ISL with F; = F 0 = 4, tlfN = 20 and <kp = 0.9 as a function of ld0 l l po. 
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Fig. 26. As Fig. 25, hut also for the parameters Fi = F 0 = 1 and 4, and J3m = 20 and 100. 
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Fig. 27. Logic swing and worst-.:ase room temperature statie noise margins (simulated) of STL as a func
tion of ldollldo2· 
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smaller than the logic swing; A V gnd is about 50 mV smaller than half of the logic swing; 

Ai/i iricreases to (JJfN - F)l((jfN + F) for large values of ld0 /lpo. Fig. 27 shows the logic 

swi~ and noise margins of STL (20]. The curves are very similar to those of ISL; along 

the abscissa is l do 1 Il do2 instead of l doll po . 

B. SI2L and I2L 

Fig. 28 shows the logic swing, AV series• AV gnd and Ai/i for SI2 L (21] and I2 L for 

the case where f3up eff = 2, (jdown = 100 and Fi = F 0 = 4 at room temperature [20]. Along 

th~ abs~~sa a:re the saturation currents ld0 /lno for SI2 L, where Ido is the saturation 

current of the Schottky diode and lno the saturation current of the inverse operated n-p-n. 

A saturated p-n-p current source is used both for SI2 L and I2 L. The voltage swing and 

A V series of 12 L are not indicated in Fig. 28 because those values .<- 700 m V and - 600 m V 

respectively) are outside the scale of this figure. Fig. 29 also shows Fi = F0 = 1 and 4, 

and f3up eff = 2 and 10. 

1 t has been suggested in the literature (12,22] that A V series would be equal to 

(kT/q)ln(jup eff i this is not true however. 

The ground line noise margin A V gnd is rather small due to the fact that the p-n-p 

current sources have their bases connected to ground, which implies that the current 
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Fig. 28. Logic swing and worst-case room temperature statie noise margins (simulated) of SI2L and I2L 
for the case where ~up eff = 2, ~down= 100, and Fj = F 0 = 4. The voltage swing and t..vseries of I2L 

(- 700 mV and - 600 mV respectively) are outside the scale of this figure. 
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Fig. 29. As Fig. 28, hut also for the parameters F; = F0 = 1 and 4, and f3up eff = 2 and 10. 
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Fig. 30. Ground line voltage noise in SI2L and J2L (a) and in ISL and STL (b). As SI2L and I2L have a 
p-n-p current source which is exponentially modulated by llVgnd• .6.Vgnd is much smaller than in ISL 

and STL. 
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sources are exponentially modulated by llV gnd (see Fig. 30(a)). In ISL and STL this 

modulation is not very effective (see Fig. 30(b) ), so à Vgnd and also à V supply will be 

essentially higher for JSL a:nd STL. 

For I2 L, à V gnd is equal to Y, (kT!q)ln.Bup eff• which is half the value given in [12] 

and[22]. 

The relative parallel current noise margin áili increases with increasing voltage 

swing toa maximum value of ái/i =<'.Pup eff- 1)1(.Bup eff +l). 

No separate computer simulations have been clone to determine à VsupplY, because 

this value can directly be calculated from !:iili as the power supply is only eonnected to 

the emitter of the p-n-p. Calculation shows that à V supply "" (kT!q )Jn(l + áili), which is 

5 mV for áili= 0.2 for instanee. 

2.XVI. Dynamic noise margins of logic circuits 

The statie noise margins indieate the maximum DC noise amplitudes that can be 

withstood by the logic. This means that the noise may be present for an infinitely long 

time without bringing gates into the wrong state. 

It is very well known that if the noise is present in pulse form, the noise amplitudes 

are allowed to be higher than the statie margins, without affecting the proper logic states. 

Fig. 31 shows this phenomenon. For very long pulses the situation is quasi-statie and the 

margins are determined by the statie worst-case margins ásiaric . 

c: 
Ol 
L. 

0 
E 
Q) 
<Il 
0 
c: 

listatic-

o~----------~ 
0 pulselength (1:) - 0 

Fig. 31. Genera! behaviour of the dynamic noise margins; amplitudes of noise pulses are allowed to be 
higher for short pulse widths. For very long pulscs, the situation is quasi~tatic and the noise margins 

will reach their minima. 

For short pulses the noise margins increase. The eombination of the putse tength 

and amplitude now depend also on the switching speed of the gates. 

Section 11 gives a first-order explanation as to wat happens in a logic cirucit when 

series voltage noise and parallel current noise is applied in pulse-form. During such a putse 
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energy is delivered to or sinked from (= negative delivery) the circuit to bring it into 

the wrong state. lt appears that the energies in these noise pulses are generally different 

for series voltage noise sources and parallel current noise sources; it is impossible thcre

fore to speak of a typical energy noise margin as a figure of merit. In genera!, the energy 

delivered by a series voltage noise pulse increases with decreasing pulse-width, and the 

energy delivered by a parallel current pulse decreases with decreasing pulse width; this has 

also been demonstrated with pulsed noise in ISL. 

2.XVII. Dynamic noîse margins of ISL 

Fig. 32 shows four noise sources in an pn-isolated ISL flip-flop (Fi = F 0 = 1) with

out series resistances. These noise sources have been investigated separately for dynamic 

noise margins (the noise source_s are not applied simultaneously, hut separately). 

+ 

L 

Fig. 32. Four noise sources in an ISL flip-flop (F; = F 0 = 1), which are investigated for the dynamic 
noise margins. The noise sources are not applied simultaneously. 

Fig. 3 3(a) shows co111puter simulated dynamic voltage noise margins and relarive 

current noise margins as a funcrion of pulse width for the four noise sources. Fig. 3 3(b) 

shows the energy content of the same noise pulses (energy noise margins). Indeed the 

energy in the voltage pulses increases with decreasing pulse width and the energy in 

current pulses decreases with decreasing pulse widths. 
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Fig. 33. Computer-simulated dynamic noisc margins (a) and 'dynamic energy noise margins (b) of the ISL 
flip-flop of Fig. 32. 

2.XVIII. Temperature behaviour of the statie noise margins of ISL and STL 

When, at room temperature, the voltage swings of ISL and STL are equal, then the 

room temperature values of the noise margins of ISL are a little better, due to the fact 

that in ISL the superfluous base-current of the saturated n-p-n transistor is sinked to 

ground (by the p-n-p transistor), whereas in STL this current has to flow through the 

n-p-n transistor. With a temperature increase, however, the noise margins of ISL are very 

soon smaller than those of STL, mainly because of the high negative temperature coef

ficient (- 0.6 m V /°C) of the voltage swing of ISL (as a first-order approximation the 

voltage swing of STL is independent of the temperature). Section 13 gîves an analysis 

of the voltage swings of ISL and STL, and analytica! expressions for the low-current 

worst-case statie noise margins of ISL and STL. At high current levels series resistances 

can no langer be ignored and the noise margîns are obtained with computer simulations. 
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Fig. 34(a) shows half the voltage swing and the worst-case statie ground-line voltage 

noise margins of oxide-isolated ISL at 100 µA/gate with F = fan-in = fan-out as para

meter, as a function of temperature. In this case the noise margin AV gnd for F = 4 is 

quite low and even negative for temperarures higher than 50°C. Fig. 34(b) shows similar 

results but this time with a gate input current of 50 µA and an internal pull-up current 

of 50 µA. It is obvious that the noise margins have been increased dramatically; for F = 4 
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Fig. 34. Half the voltage swing and the worst-case statie ground-line voltage noise margins at 100 µA/gate 
of oxide-isolated ISL without internal pull-up current (a) and with internal pull-up current (b), as a 

function of temperature, with F = fan-in= fan-out as parameter. 
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save operation is now possible up to 200°C. The noise margins of STL are always some

what better due to the temperature-independent voltage swing, but wjthout pull-up cur

rent AV gnd STL is zero at 80°C for oxide-isolated STL at 100 µNgate; also for STL the 

application of an intemal pull-up current improves the noise margins (see Section 13). 

Thus the application of intemal pull-up currents improves the noise margins and decreases 

the propagation delay time depending on the fan-in (see Section 2.XI) of ISL and STL. 

2.XIX. Applications of ISL 

Until now all ISL applications have been made in a pn-isolated process with a 

3 µm epitaxial layer and 5 µm minimum details. 

In appendix A some designs are discussed; a 256 bits shiftregister, a pipeline

-multîplier, a counterchip (which combines ECL, I2 L, ISL and TIL), a custom library 

called CCL (= Composite Cell Logic) with as example a FIFO memory controller and a 

1200 gate array (8A1200). 

Appendix B summarizes the main characteristics and specifications of the 8A1200 

gate array. 

Oxide-isolated ISL applications such as a high performance gate array, and a 

12x 12 bit parallel multiplier are in preparation. Samples of both chips are expected in 

December 1981. 
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3 

Devices and Circuits for Bipolar (V) LSI 

Abstract - It is shown that bipolar circuits can continue to play an important role in 

high-performance LSI and VLSI circuits, because power supply voltages and logic swings 

can be minimized independently of transistor dimensions, and because the speed degrada

tion due to on-chip wiring capacitances is less severe than in MOSFET/MESFET types of 

circuit. General performance improvements (in speed and packing density) oflogic gates 
are obtained by incrcasing transistor fr, and decreasing parasitic capacitances, series resis

tances and device arcas, by usi.ng oxide isolation, self-aligned t.echniques and polysilicon 

electrodes. Fast switching diodes (such as Schottky harrier diodes and lateral polydiodes) 

improve the flexibility of circuit design. Logic circuits (such as I2L, LS, DTL, ISL, STL, 

ECL, and NTL), wbich already perform in LSI and VLSI circuits or are realistic proposals 

for them, are discussed. 

3.1. lnttoduction 

Although a clear definition of VLSI is hard to find, the most common opinion is 

that pure digital VLSI circuits should have at least 5000 (bipolar) or 10 000 (MOS) gates 

per chip. Analog VLSI is much more difficult to define; multifunctionality is here re

quired, for instance 20 operational amplifiers on a chip. Also combined analog/digital 

functions can lead to VLSI chips (analog/digital, digital/analog converters with other 

systems). Both digital and analog VLSI will benefit from shrinking dimensions and reduced 

current levels. Power supply voltage reduction, however, is much more difficult to realize 

in analog circuits, due to high signal-to-noise rátio requirements, which means that large 

power supply voltages are needed. This also means that breakdown voltage requirements 

are much more stringent in analog circuits than in digital circuits; consequently the 

process developments for analog and combined analog/digital IC's do not always coincide. 

As this article is focused on digital VLSI, only digital developments will be dis

cussed. 

Reprinted with perm1ss1on trom Proc. /EEE, vol. 69, no. 7, pp. 
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Nowadays most medium-size chip packages do not allow a higher power dissipation 

than about 1 W, which means that for most VLSI circuits with more than 5000 gates/chip 

the maximum power dissipation per gate has to be smaller than 200 µW. Furthennore, 

with maximum chip areas of 25 mm2 , packing densities better than 200 gates/mm2 are 

required. 

By extrapolating the development of IC technology from 1960 to 1980, forecasts 

have been made about the state of the art of silicon VLSI at the end of this century. Such 

forecasts envisage logic chips of 30 mm2 having 25 000 gates per chip with gate-delay 

times of 100 ps, using standard production minimum details of 0. 7 µm [ 1 ]. Memory chips, 

according to these predictions, wilt be much larger (- 3 cm2 ), containing at least 5x106 

bits/chip and using the same minimum dimensions of 0.7 µm [1]. For large memory VLSI 

chips (> 64 bit) which fit inro main-frame memory systems with relatively long cycle 

times (300-800 ns), the Si MOSFET technology will be the favorite one. For fast 

memories (needed in cache-memory structures to bridge the gap between fast processors 

and the relatively slow main-frame memories) and for fast logic chips, five technologies 

can be considered: Si bipolar, Si MOSFET or MESFET, Si CMOS, Si JFET, and GaAs 

MES- or JFET. To make the right choice fora given application, a sèt of specific require

ments has to be fulfilled, such as speed, power dissipation, packing density, noise margins, 

temperature stability, radiation hardness, sensitivity to power supply variations, costs (the 

Jatter depending on process complexity and yield in a given process), etc. 

Section II gives a first-order comparison between bipolar and MOS-type circuits. It 

will be shown that the speed degradation in bipolar circuits due to on-chip wiring capaci

tances is less severe than in MOS/MES - FET types of circuits. In Section 111 the genera! 

behaviour of switching speed and power-delay product of bipolar circuits is explained. 

In Sections IV-VII the processes for n-p-n transistors, p-n-p transistors, Schottky 

and polysilicon diodes, and resistors are treated. In Section VIII, logic circuits are ~ven 

and a comparison is made. It will be shown that some types of circuits in combination 

with the appropriate technology are good candidates for high speed VLSI. 

Whether the bipolar technologies will really become commercially successful as 

VLSI technologies not only depends on their technica! potentials. For instance reduced 

power supply voltages (e.g., 0.8-3.0 V) have to be accepted for system applications. 

Further market factors as second-sourcing and accessibility of a technology for custom 

design as well as yield cost tradeoffs are very important. These items, however, wilt not 

be included in this technica! article. 
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3.IL Comparison Between Bipolar and MOS-Type Circuits 

Fig. 1 shows two basic inverter stages of a ring oscillator built with arbitrary 

devices. The logic swing is given by A V = V H - VL. The load capacitance CL is the sum 

of the junction capacitance Cj, the on-chip wiring capacitance Cw, and a third capacitance. 

In the bipolar case this third capacitance is a non-linear one with charge Q = ÏT tr (where 

T tr is the transit-time of the bipolar transistor); in the MOS case this capacitance is the 

(linear) gate capacitance Cg. As a very first-Qrder approach, neglecáng series resistances, 

the propagation delay times are given by 

(1) 

(2) 

Due to the exponential current/voltage characteristic of the bipolar transistor, the current 

in the bipolar case can be increased many decades by changing V8E with some amounts 

of (kT!q)ln 10 (= 60 mV at room temperature) without increase of transistor size. This 

means chat the idealized propagation delay time of the bipolar circuit. can be minimized 

down to T tr• by increasing the current level and/or decreasing AV. 

In the MOS-case it is much more difficult to increase the current level, due to the 

quadratic current/voltage characteristic. The current is increased by increasing the tran

sistor size, but by doing so, also Cg will increase. The minimum propagation delay time is 

calculated in the following way. With Vin= v+ th.e output voltage of the inverter has to 

be about half the threshold voltage (V y/2). This means chat AV = v+- V T/2. The driver 

transistor, which operates in the triode region, has to draw the current i, which means 

load 
device 

switching 
transistor 

V+ 

Fig. 1. Two basic invener stages of a ring oscillator built with arbitrary devices. CL represents the total 
capacitance (logic gate capacitance + on-chip wiring capacitance). 
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that (W/L)/30 (Vy/2)AV=i where Wis the transistor width, L the transistor length, and 

/30 the gain factor. 

Furthermore, /30 is given by /30 =µCox• where µis the surface mobility and C0 x 

the gate oxide capacitance per unit square. With the above mentioned formulae, and 

neglecting velocity saturation, equation (2) is easily transformed to 

2L2 

+ µVT . (3) 

Equation (3) says that the MOS propagation delay time can be minimized down to 

2L 2 /µ V T by increasing W (the current level increases linearly with W). 

Tuis means that larger transistors than minimum-size transistors have to be used to 

obtain this minimum. This measure, however, affects the packing density of the circuits 

(which is a disadvantage for VLSI). Further with increasing W, and decreasing packing 

density, the length of the interconnect wires will increase and thus Cw is going to intrease, 

which means that in reality the minimum 2L 2 /µ V T can never be reached [2]. This all 

means that the performance of MOS circuits with minimum-size transistors is strongly 

affected by wiring capacitances. In GaAs where µ is about a factor of 5 higher than in Si 

this is still true, but there the speed can be anyhow the same factor of 5 faster. 

Another figure of merit is the power-delay product Pta = iv+ta. In the bipolar case 

Ptdbip. = VAV(C; + Cw) + Virtr and in the MOS case PtdMOS = VAV(C; + Cw +Cg). 

In scaled Si MOS and CMOS, v+ and A Vare not allowed, for noise margin reasons, to be 

lower than 0.5 and 0.4 V respectively, [3 ]. In bipolar circuits v;;,in can be between 0.8 

and 1 V (being V BE plus a voltage drop across the laad device), independent on sealing, 

while A V min can be between 150 and 200 m V (4 ]. This means that eventually the mini

mum v+ A V product is quite independent of the technology (- 0.2 V2 ). In large chips 

with dominating Cw the power-delay product would be independent of the technology 

when using this minimum v+ A V product! 

A comparison of Si bipolar and Si MOS shows that, when the wiring capacitance is 

neglected, the Pta product is smaller for bipolar circuits when using minimum details 

> 1 µm (5,6]; furthermore tdmin is smaller for bipolars when using minimum details 

> 0.5 µm (5,6]. 

Summarizing it can be said that the advantages ofhipolar circuits over MOS circuits 

are that: a) optimum speed can be obtained with minimum size transistors, b) smal volt

age swings are possible (due to the exponential characteristics), resulting in a relative 

small speed degradation due to on-chip wiring capacitances, c) v+ and AV can be mini

mized independent of transistor size. 

This all means that bipolar circuits can keep an edge in the IC market where ulti

mate speed performance is required. GaAs MESFET's can take over a pan of the market 
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share, but this technology is not yet considered as a mature one (7 ], and if it does reach 

maturity its success wil! depend on the cost/performance ratio. 

3.111. General Behavior of Switching Speed and 

Power-delay Product of Bipolar Circuits 

In genera!, the switching speed of bi pol ar circuits increases (propagation delay time 

decreases) when the current per gate is increased. At relatively low current levels the 

storage of minority carriers can be disregarded, and the switching speed is determined 

only by the capaeitances CL = Cj + Cw (junction capacitances + on-chip wiring capaci

tances). In this case the approximated average propagation delay time td equals CL 1:1 V!i, 

where 1:1 V is the logic swing and i the current per gate. The power-delay product yields 

CLVl:!.V. 

Without series resistances the propagation delay time decreases linearly with in

creasing current, whereas the power-delay product remains constant (see low-current part 

of curve A in Fig. 2). At relatively high current levels the storage of minority carriers 

starts to play a dominant role. As the storage increases linearly with the current (assuming 

•=1dmin 

E 

w 
~ 
1- F 

~ 
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z 
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Fig. 2. Genera! behaviour of the switching speed as a function of current per gate of bipolar circuits. 
A : no senes resistance(s). constant fr; B: no series resistance(s), decreasing fy ; C: as A or B with series 
resistance(s); D: as A or B with high series resistance(s); E : as A or B with very high series resistance(s); 
F: as D with a higher load capacitance. 
Arrow 1: less capacitance; Arrow II: less minority carrier storage (higher fr ). 
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that the transition frequency f T of the transistor is constant ), no speed improvement is 

possible; td remains constant (see the high current part of curve A in Fig. 2). Note that 

tdmin is found at a higher power-delay product than the delay times at low-current-levels. 

In practical cases fr will decrease with increasing current at sufficiently high-current 

levels, which means that ta tends to increase with higher currents (see curve Bin Fig.2). 

So far the ideal case has been considered where series resistances are disregarded. In 

practice however series resistances can affect the performance of the logic seriously. If 

series resistances are present in paths where switching peak currents have to flow, they 

limit these peak currents and consequently the switching speed of the gates is reduced 

[8,9 ]. The most troublesome series resistances are base- and collector-series resistances of 

switching transistors and series resistances of Schottky diodes. Depending on the values of 

the series resistances, deviations of curve A and B can occur. With very small series resis

tances the same tdmin can be obtained as for curves A and B (see point 1 on curve C in 

Fig. 2). At higher currents ta increases strongly because the minority carrier storage 

increases, whereas the available current to discharge this charge remains limited by the 

series resistances. 

With higher series resistances point 1 cannot even be reached because ta already 

starts to increase at lower current level (see curve D with tdmin at point 2 in Fig. 2). 

With very high series resistances ta remains limited by RC-time effects (Rseries CL), long 

before minority carrier storage plays a role, and increases again as soon as minority 

carrier storage is no Jonger negligible (see curve E with tdmin at point 3 in Fig. 2; remark 

that in this case a plateau occurs in the curve). 

When CL in a given circuit is increased by adding a relatively large wiring capaci

tance to the logic gate, tdmin can start to be limited by RC-time effects as shown by curve 

Fin Fig. 2, which has the same series resistances as curve D. Due to the larger capacitance 

CL, the power-delay product is increased, and due to the larger value of Rseries CL, tdmin 

is found at point 4, instead of at point 2. 

From this information, it can be concluded that the performance of bipolar circuits 

is optimized by: a) minimizing V, ..iV, and CL (see arrow 1 in Fig. 2); b) minimizing the 

minority carrier storage by realizing a high f T for the switching transistors and eliminating 

or minimizing saturation effects (see arrow Il) ; c) reducing critica! series resistances to 

acceptably low values. 

As already mentioned in Section 11, the v+ ..i V product can be minimized to about 

0.2 V2 , independent of the feature sizes in the process. Junction and dielectric capaci

tances can be decreased by sealing the process to smaller dimensions. The transition fre

quencies of the transistors can be increased by making shallower layers and steeper 

doping profiles [10]. In sealing down, physical limitations such as punchthrough and base

-stretching (Kirk effect) must be avoided by increasing the base and collector doping 
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respectively, as base width and the current density increases [8]. This processes can con

tinue until other limitatiohs such as contact resistance, tunneling, or base doping fluctua

tions [11] are encountered [8,12]. Further, unless higher base dope levels are used, tran

sistor base series resistances may increase when shallower junctions are used, which means 

that a tradeoff between forward current gain and base series resistance has to be made. 

Also, due to smaller dimensions, the current densities tend to increase, causing transistors 

to go in to high injection at lower current levels, which affects f T· This, therefore, means 

that it is impossible to give the best combination of measures beforehand, because many 

tradeoffs can be made, depending on the type of logic circuits and the type of specific 

technology used . 

ln the following sections it will be shown how process modifications can improve 

the performance of n-p-n transistors, p-n-p transistors, Schottky diodes, polysilicon 

diodes, and resistors. 

3.IV. The n-p-n Transistors 

A. SBC, CDT, and JD Processes 

Since the early 1960's integrated circuits have been made with p-n isolation, either 

with or without the application of an epitaxial layer. 

The process most commonly used has been the standard buried collector (SBC) 

process, which uses an n + buried lay er to reduce the collector series resistance, an n-epitaxial 

layer and a p+ isolation diffusion (Fig. 3(a)). 

1 SBCI B E C oxide 

(al 

(b) 

{c) n 

p-

Fig. 3. Cross-sections of three junction-isolated processes. (a) Standard buried collector (SBC) process. 
(b) Collector diffused isolation (CD!) process. (c) Tripple diffused (30) process. 
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Another process, called collector diffused isolation (CDI), uses a p-epitaxial layer 

and an n • isolation diffusion which also provides the contact to the buried lay er. The base, 

which is relatively thick, is formed by the epitaxial layer (Fig. 3(b)) [13 ,14]. To obtain 

an epilayer thickness independent base-width, the dope level of the epilayer can be de

creased and an extra base-diffusion can be applied. 

By application of an accurate ion implantation for the n-collector well, n-p-n tran

sistors can be made directly in a p-substrate in a process called triple-diffused (30) (15] or 

also called guard-ring isolated monolithic IC (GIMIC-0) [16], see Fig. 3(c). Due to its sim

plicity this process has a high yield and relatively low manufacturing costs. 

B. VLSI Process Requirements 

Although the aforementjoned technologies are used in MSI and some LSI circuits, 

the areas of the transistors are not small enough for the packing densities needed in VLSI 

circuits. Also the junction capacitances are rather high due to the relatively large· areas, 

and some transistors suffer from either a low f T (CDI) or large collector series resistance 

(3D); this makes that neither a small power-delay product nor a small tdmin can be ob

tained with these technologies. 

Several processes have been developed to obtain the required properties for high

-speed LSI and VLSI. These propenies are: small active transistors areas (for packing 

density and reduction of capacitances), shallow layers and diffusions and steep doping 

profiles (to obtain high fr) and small series resistances. 

Most efforts are directed to the following: 

a) minimizing the emitter area to reduce Che and the base series resistance Rbb'• (a 

very narrow emitter stripe is the most effective one, because of the current crowding 

effect); 

b) placing the base contact as close as possible to the emitter, to reduce the size of the 

base area (reduction of C be) and to reduce R bh'; 

c) application of oxide isolation to obtain walled emitters and walled base areas, 

which means that C be• C be• and the collector .substrate capacitances are reduced 

(furthermore, oxide isolation provides the possibility to make small-area walled 

p·n-p transistors and JFET's instead of the area-consuming ring-p-n-p and ring

-JFET transistors which have to be made in p-n-p isolated processes). 

C. Oxide lsolation Processes 

Oxide isolation can be obtained by different means. The best known technique 

uses the mask properties of Si3N4 to obtain local oxidations. The technique has been 

described by several authors, using different acronyms: LOCOS (17,18) ; Isoplanar [19,20, 

21]; OXIM (22]; Planox {23]; OXIS (24]; and ISAC (25]. 
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The processes use either n-type or a p-type epitaxial layers and are well established. 

Production yields are reasonable high and small transistor sizes are obtained with thin 

epitaxial layers and small dimensions. These processes will be the standard in the 1980's. 

When the epilayer is too thick (> 1.5 µm) for oxide isolation, a combination of 

oxide isolation and p-n isolation can be made called recessed oxide isolation (ROi) [26,27]. 

Fig. 4 shows a part of the LOCOS process sequence. After implantation and oxida

tion of the walled base area (the base-mask overlaps the thick oxide), contact holes are 

made with a composite mask, containing the base contact, the collector contact, and the 

emitter area which is usually walled at two sides. After covering the base contact with 

photoresist (with an extra noncritical mask), an arsenic ion implant is done to form the 

washed emitter and the collector contact. As the base contact to emitter contact distance 

is not influenced by an alignment procedure, this distance can be minimized to the mini

mum metal spacing. For this reason the area of the transistor can be relatively small and 

the base series resistance is minimized. 

(a) 

LOCOS, ISOPLANAR, OXIS, ISAC 
with composite masking 

Fig. 4. Pan of process sequence of an oxide isolated process. (a) Base formation. (b) Contact holes for 
base contact, emitter, and collector contact plus laquer coverage of base contact plus arsenic ion implant. 

(c) Remov;ng laquer plus stripping of thin oxide for washed emitters. 
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With a thin epitaxial layer and small minimum dimensions, small-area high

·perfonnance transistors are made with fr's between 3 and 5 GHz. Table 1 compares 

transistors made in the SBC process with 3-µrn epitaxial layer and 5-µm minimum details, 

and in a typical LOCOS process with 1.2-µm epitaxial layer and 3-µrn minimum details. 

Both transistors have a single base contact. The packing density of thé LOCOS transistors 

is a factor three higher than of the SBC transistors. All capacitances and resistances of the 

SBC LOC OS 

3µm epi 1.2 µm epi 

5µm min. details 3µm min. details 

area [µ m2 J 1500 500 

cbe [ pF) .1 .07 

Cbe [ pF) .12 .05 

Ces [ pF) .52 .13 

Rbb [ .n. 1 250 800 

Re [ .n. 1 6 9 

Re [ .n. 1 40 20 

tr [GHz I 1 3-5 

TABLEI 
Comparison of Transistors Made in the SBC Process with 3 µm Epitaxial Layer and S µm Minimum 
Dimensions, and in a Typical Oxide Isolated Process with 1.2 µm Epitaxial Layer and 3 µm Minimum 

Details. 

LOCOS transistors are smaller, except for the base-series resistance, which is larger, due 

to the more shallow base. Very often the extrinsic base area is provided with an extra 

boron dope to reduce Rbb, (base boost). Also a double-base contact can be applied to re

duce Rbb, with a factor of 2 to 4; this of course increases the transistor size. A non

·walled transistor (which is larger in size) will also have a lower Rbb, [28] . 

A type of transistor isolation which has not gained very wide acceptance is the 

Polyplanar process [29] or IOP (isolation by oxide and polysilicon) process [30], uses 

V-grooves (obtained by anisotropic etching) which are oxidized and backfilled with poly

silicon. Some improvements in transistor size and in reduction of sidewall capacitances 

are obtained. 
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D. Polysiiicon Processes 

The introduction óf polysilicon in bipolar processes has opened up a number of 

new ways to improve both packing density and/or the performance of the transistors. In 

most cases the processes are much more complicated than the standard oxide isolated 

processes, which means that production yields will be relatively low; however, the yields 

may improve when the experience with polysilicon increases in the future. 

An example is a process called elevated electrode integrated circuits (E2 IC) where 

As-doped polysilicon is used for the emitter diffusion source as well as for the elevated 

emitter and collector electrodes as shown in Fig. S(a) [31 ]. The polysilicon is processed 

to form an overhanging edge; consequently, the evaporated metal on the rooftop of 

polysilicon is isolated from the metal on the lower ground level. This means that the 

separation between base and emitter electrodes is self-aligned and less than 0.4 µm. The 

lateral gap between electrodes from the top view is apparently zero. The process features 

an emitter size of 3x4 µm2, together with a base area of 64 µm 2, Rbb, = 111 n, and 

fr = 7 GHz [31). 

Another recently published process [32) has the same aim as E2 IC, but tries to 

achieve it by a more direct method. Here too the emitter is out-diffused from As-doped 

polysilicon, hut the metal contact to the emitter is not directly on top of the structure; 

Si-oxide+ Si-nitride 
ox 

B 

p+ 
p 

oxide 
As doped poly-Si 

B c 

ox ox 

n+ 

p-

{b) 

Fig. 5. (a) Cross-section of the E2 IC process. (b} Cross-section of the self·aligned preferential-(Jxide-etch 
polyprocess. 
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a piece of lateral polysilicon remains between the emitter and metal contact (see Fig. 5(b)). 

By oxidation of the polysilicon and by doing a selective etch it is possible to 

remove the oxide on the transistor base area while maintaining the oxide on the poly

silicon . Metal can now be deposited which contacts the base and which is isolated from 

the emitter. In this manner, the base contact is self-aligned to the emitter. 

Base emitter self-aligned technology (BEST) is another process that can be used to 

make the base area and the distance from base contact to emitter smaller than determined 

by the metal spacing on top of the structure (Fig. 6(a)) [33 ]. In this process, which starts 

with an n-epilayer and non-doped polysilicon, two boron and one arsenic implants and 

B E c 

poly-Si 

Fig. 6. (a) Cross-section of the BEST process. (b) Cross-section of the APSA process. 

diffusions through the polysilicon are done successively to achieve the intrinsic base, base

-contact and emitter, respectively. Although the transistor size can be very small, some 

extra base series resistance has to be accepted due to series resistance in the boron-doped 

polysilicon. The extra resistance makes this process unsuitable for very high speed. 

The resistors are simultaneously made with the boron-doped polysilicon; this gives 

a reduction of parasitic capacitances and of the distance between resistors. 

A poly~elf-aligned process (PSA) is quite similar to BEST except for the fact that 

the polysilicon electrodes and interconnections are alloyed with platinum to reduce the 

sheet resistivity to 3 Q/o [34 ]. The most advanced type of this process, called advanced 

PSA (APSA) uses two layers of polysilicon, allowing for small emitters with close base 
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contacts and overlapping electrodes (Fig. 6(b)) [35] . Emitters l µm wide are made by 

using fine lithography and Si3 N 4 masking. Transistors have been fabricated with a 1x3 µrn 2 

emitter area, and a base area of 42 µm 2 , Che= 13 fF, Che= 22 fF, C,s = 110 fF, and 

Rbh' = 367 n. 

E. lnfluence of Polysilicon on the Emitter 

Having the emitter covered with polysilicon has advantages in processes where 

silicide Schottky diodes are made as well and where the silicide step is maskless in all the 

contact holes. In that case the silicon-consuming silicide step does not consume n•-mono

crystalline silicon from the emitter region, which means that the emitter Gumrnel number 

and consequently the current gain of the transistor are not affected. When a very thin 

layer of Si02 is present between the polysilicon and the n•-emitter, the emitter Gummel 

number is increased, which means that the transistor current gain is increased [36,37,38]. 

A selectively grown epitaxial layer on top of the emitter can also provide the same effect 

[39]. In this way the base thickness may be increased if the higher current gain is not 

wanted; in that case R bh' is reduced (at the ex pen se of a somewhat lower f T). 
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Fig. 7. (a) Cross•section of_ the _invcrse-operated up-diffused n-p-n transistor. (b) Cross-section of the 
short-channel vei:tically normaUy-off n-channel JFET (BSIT). 

F. Up-Diffused Base Processes 

In some logic circuits, such as I2 L, n-p-n transistors are used in the reverse mode, 

the buried layer operating as the emitter. To obtain a steep emitter-base diffusion profile 

and a base width that is nearly independent of the thickness of the epilayer an up-diffused 
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technology has been developed in which B and Sb are implanted prior to the growth of 

the epilayer. During n-epi growth and subsequent high-temperature processing the p-type 

boron up-diffuses in the n-epi film at a rate faster than that of the n• buried layer dopant, 

creating a vertical n-p-n with a heavily doped n + emi tter, a sharply graded p-base region 

(W8 - 0.3 µm) and a lightly doped collector region (Fig. 7(a)) [40]. Ohmic contact to 

the buried p-base and definition of the n-epi collector area is then obtained by diffusing a 

p• annular ring down through the n-epi to touch the up-diffused base. Oxide isolation 

can be combined with this technology [41 ]. 

Although these processes show attractive electrical features, the yield and repro

ducibility is not proven at this moment. 

G. Short-Channel JFET Trans4tors (SIT) 

A transistor structure called statie induction transistor (SIT), which is in fact a 

short-channel vertical JFET, is made on a low-doped epitaxial layer (Nv =1013 -1015 cm-3 ), 

which means that for channel widths in the µm region the channel is pinched-off in the 

nonbiased condition, resulting in a normally-off transistor [42,43,44] ; see Fig. 7(b). 

For small forward biased base-emitter (gate-source) voltages a punchthrough 

current flows from emitter (source) to collector (drain) [45,46). Due to its highly two

-dimensional behaviour, the intemal voltage harrier (which determines the punchthrough 

current [4 7)), is modulated by both Vee and V be. The ic - V be characteristic is exponentia'i 

with a non-ideality factor which is fundamentally larger than one [45,46 ]; this means that 

in the low-current region the transistor behaves like a bipolar transistor, but with a lower 

transconductance than a norrnal bipolar transistor. At higher current levels the depletion 

layers withdraw and an n-channel JFET current flows from emitter to collector. The 

injection of holes further causes conductivity modulation, providing a highly conductive 

channel; in that case the minority carrier storage will affect the f T considerably. 

Due to the high irifluence of Vee on the collector current, the output conductance 

of the SIT transistor is very poor compared with a real bi pol ar transistor. 
\ 

It has been shown [43,45,46], that the current through the SIT device is very 

sensitive to lateral dimensions, which makes it doubtful whecher the SIT transistor is a 

reliable device for VLSI. 

3.V. p-n-p Transistors 

The p-n-p transistors are mostly used as load devices for n-p-n switching transistors, 

and have to be made in n-p-n compatible processes. 

A. Lateral p-n-p Transistor Types 

In most cases a laceral p-n-p device is made using the n-p-n-compatible shallow 
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p-diffusion (n-p-n-base) for emitter and collector, while the n-epilayer provides the p-n-p 

base. The thickness of the p-n-p base is mask-determined and also de-pendent on lateral 

out-diffusion of baron, which owing to process variations, makes it difficult to make 

reliable basewidths below 0.5 µm. Further hole injection from the p-emitter area is also 

downwards in to the epilayer, which means extra storage of minority carriers ; and when 

holes diffuse through the buried layer a loss current flows to the substrate (parasitic 

vertical p-n-p). This all means that the fr of the lateral p-n-p is low and that the current 

gain is rather limited. Further the transisitor will go into high injecrion at relatively low

-current levels owing to the low-doped epilayer. With oxide isolation a walled structure 

can be achieved in processes where the channel-stop diffusion under the thick oxide does 

not make a short circuit between collector and emitter. 

When using a p-type epitaxial layer a submicrometer base-width can be obtained by 

doing a double diffusion (phosphorous first, then boron) through the same contact 

opening (48,49]. Details of the reliability of this last method have not yet been published. 

B. Vertical p-n-p Transistor Types 

Vertical p-n-p transistors can have much better properties than the lateral type. In 

the n-p-n-comparible processes with thin epilayers a relatively fast vertical p-n-p is ob

tained between the shallow p diffusion and p substrate, when the n + buried layer is not 

inserted at this point. However, as the substrate has to be connected to a fixed voltage, 

(a) 
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(b) n+ 
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Fig. 8. (a) Cross-section of a vertical inverse-operated p-n-p switching transistor used in Schottky base 
I2L. (b) Cross-section of a vertical inverse-operated p-n-m transistor, which is a p-n-p transistor with a 

Schottky diode as collector. (c) Cross-section of a lateral polysilicon diode. 
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such a p-n-p can only be used as an emitter follower (with the substrate as collector) or 

as an p-n-p-damp device (for instance in ISL (50]). 

C. Reverse Operated Vertical p-n-p Transistor Types 

Sometimes, reverse operated vertical p-n-p transistors are used as the basic switch

ing transistors in logic circuits. This has been demonstrated in an experimental 12 L 

process, called Schottky base 12 L, where the load device is a lateral n-p-n (fig. 8(a)) [51 ]. 

The fr of vertical p-n-p's will be lower, however, than the fr of vertical n-p-n's 

because of the lower mobility of holes in the p-n-p base. 

A special type of reverse-operated p-n-p uses a Schottky diode as collector area of 

the transistor [52,53 ]. This type of transistor is also called p-n-m (where m stands for 

metal). Fig. 8(b) shows such a transistor; the advantage is that the transistor is automat

ically Schottky clamped. lt has been shown that the p-n-m can be made in a vertical n-p-n

-compatib!e process with an extra up-diffused p+ region [53 ]; if no yield prob!ems arise, 

this p-n-m transistor can be attractive in some type of circuits. 

3.Vl. Schottky Diodes and Polysilicon Diodes 

Diodes are used either to keep transistors out of saturation (clamping) or for logic 

functions. For speed, the switching time has to be small (small junction capacitance and 

low amount of minority carrier storage); for packing density the area has to be small. 

For clamping the Schottky barrier diode only is suitab!e (due to the low forward voltage), 

while for logic functions both Schottky diodes and polysilicon diodes can be used. 

A. Schottky Barrier Diodes 

Schottky barrier diodes are made by applying metal directly on top of n-doped 

silicon. When using homogeneously doped epilayers, the doping of the epilayer has to be 

sufficiently low to prevent the harrier from being penetrated by runneling electrons; in 

practice, this limits the doping to less than about 1017 cm·3 (54 ]. Different Schottky 

harrier heights can be used for different purposes and can be achieved by using different 

metals and/or by doing a barrier-lowering shallow n+ ion implant just underneath the 

Schottky diode [55,56,57]. Because of the concentration of electric field lines near the 

corners, the reverse breakdown voltage of a Schottky diode is not an abrupt function of 

voltage and occurs at a relatively low bias. Several techniques, such as the use of diffused 

guard rings or field plates, have been developed to improve the reverse characteristics. 

Because they often complicate the circuit processing, and they consume extra area, these 

techniques are avoided unless especially needed. Self-aligned guard rings have been re

ported [58), but at the expense of amore complicated process. 

Aluminium, which is mostly used for the wiring on the chip, can also be used to 
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form Schottky diodes (with a harrier height of 0.7 eV), but reproducibility problems 

often arise, especially in · the case of diodes without guard ring. More reproducable 

Schottky diodes are made with a platinum-nickel compound NixP l-x that forms a silicide 

l~yer with the silicon underneath. By changing the nickel-platinum ratio, harrier heights 

between 0 .64 eV (for 100-percent Ni) to 0.84 eV (for 100-percent Pt) can be obtained 

[59]. Titanium and tungsten can be used to obtain diodes with much lower harrier heights 

(0.53 and 0.59 eV, respectively). 

B. Lateral Polysilicon Diodes 

Lateral polysilicon diodes can be fabricated on top of the oxide (Fig. 8(c)). With 

narrow polysilicon lines, active areas of a few square micrometers can easily be realized. 

For clamping of bipolar transistors the forward voltages of these diodes are generally too 

high; because the exponential current increase with bias voltage is slower than in bipolar 

transistors (exp(qV/2kT) instead of exp(qV/kT)) [60-62]. However, the switching times 

are very short due to the short lifetimes of minority carriers. Therefore this type of diode 

can be used as a logic switching diode very well (34 ]. 

3. VII. Resistors 

A. Diffused and Jon-implanted Resistors 

For low ohmic resistors the diffusions for the base and emitter of the n-p-n tran

sistor can be used. High-value resistors are often made with an extra shallow ion implant 

step. Using the last method, reproducible sheet resistances up to 20 kll ± 10 percent per 

square are possible (p-ion implant in n-epilayer). The higher the sheet resistance the less 

accurate and reproducible the resistance will be, due to: variation in the doping of the 

epilayer, spread in the ion implantation, spread in oxide charge in the oxide layer on 

top of the resistor (this can cause a depletion or enhancement layer at the oxide inter

face), and influence of potentials applied to metal lines which cross such a resistor. The 

highest resistor values are limited by the fact that the p-ion implant must overdope the 

n-epilayer at least with a factor of 2. 

B. Polysilicon Resistors 

A way to achieve high ohmic resistors is to make them with doped polysilicon on 

top of the oxide. Undoped layers may reach a specific sheet resistiviry of 108 n per 

square, but are generally not reproducible. The sheet resistance is reduced by doping the 

polysilicon. As the resistivity strongly depends on the doping level (the sheet resistance 

decreases more than linear with the dope level) and grain size of the polysilicon, the re

producibility of the resistors remains poor, which means that polysilicon resistors can be 

used only in circuits where high resistance variations are tolerated. 

The temperature coefficient of these resistors is rather high and, in contrast to im-
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planted resistors in crystalline silicon, it may be negative. A description of the conduction 

mechanism underlying the complex behaviour has been given [63]. 

At the cost of higher processing complexity, polysilicon resistors make it possible 

to construct high-value small-area Ioads, and do generally offer additional area reduction 

in bipolar technology as compared with the shallow ion-implanted resistors. In processes 

where polysilicon electrodes to the transistors are made (BEST, APSA, etc.) these resis

tors fit very wel!. 

3.VIII. Logic Circuits 

Many types of logic circuits exist which are already performing in, or are realistic 

proposals for LSI and VLSI circuits. Since an extensive treatment of all circuits would be 

impossible within the limited scope of this article, only the most important ones will be 

discussed. These are LS, 12 L, STL, ISL, DTL, ECL, and NTL. 

The state-of-the-art of these circuits in their optimized technologies will be dis

cussed. 

At the end of this section the performance (td, P, Ptd, and packing density) of the 

most irr.portant circuits will be compared and it will be checked which circuit/technology 

combinations fulfil the VLSI requirements: P < 200 p.W and packing density > 200 gates/ 

mm2 . 

Other circuits as bipolar (E)(P)ROM and (F)PLA circuits play a considerable role 

m LSI circuits where system transparency and tum-around time are important items; 

these circuits, however, may not provide optima! speed and optima! packing density and 

are not considered as real VLSI candidates and therefore not treated in this article. 

A. Low-Power Scbottky (LS) TTL 

For LSI circuits the optimum packing density is required, and, therefore, the 

simplest unbuffered low-power Schottky (LS) TIL gate is used for internal chip gates, 

whereas the output interface circuits are buffered with the more powerful totempole 

circuit [64]. Fig. 9 shows a simpte LS gate (two-input NAND); the circuit requires two 

collector islands, whereas the resistors can be placed in a common island. Both transistors 

are Schottky clamped; the voltage swing at the input is about 600 mV. Using an SBC 

process with 3-µm epilayer and 5-p.rn minimum dimensions, typical gate delays are 4 ns 

at 5 mW/gate (Ptd = 20 pJ) and 7 ns at 2 mW/gate (14 pJ) with Vee= 5 V; packing den

sities of about 40 gates/mm2 can be realized. Using the lsoplanar II process with 3-4 mini

mum dimensions subnanosecond gate delays have been measured (65]. 

B. lntegrated lnjection Logic (12 L) 

The standard cel!, suitable for wired AND logic, is made with a multicollector 
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~ (low-power Schottky TTL) 

Fig. 9. Circuit diagram of a two-input non-buffered low-power Schottky TfL circuit. 

inverse-operated n-p-n transistor, using a saturated lateral p-n-p transistor as a load device 

(Fig. lO(a)) [66,67). In the SBC process an+ isolation diffusion between the inverse-operated 

n-p-n transistors is convenient to increase their current gain. The power supply voltage is 

0.8-1.0 V and the logic swing is about 700 mV. The packing density of I2L is the best 

of all bipolar logies due to the compact structure which does not need the conventional 

p isolation. The speed, however, is relatively low, because of the low fr of the inverse

·operated n-p-n [68). By reducing the thickness of the epilayer, the storage of minority 

carriers (holes) is reduced, which improves the speed. With a 2-µm epilayer and 5-µm 

(E1] V+ 

(a) 

1 B 

self-aligned preferential oxide-etch process 
(b) 

Fig. 10. (a) Circuit diagram of J2L. (b) A cross-section of J2L made in the self-aligned preferential-oxide
-etch polysilicon process. 
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minimum details tdmin is 20 ns at 100 µNgate (1.4 pJ), featuring packing densities of 

150 gates/mm2 [69). By using oxide isolation and sealing of the dimensions the results 

can be improved. With a 1.0-µm epilayer and 0 .9-µm details tdmin is 3 ns at 200 µNgate 

(0.5 pJ) [70]. Although the packing density in this case is very high (up to 1000 gates/ 

mm2 ), the speed is still relatively low. 

A r~,al improvement is obtained by using the self-aligned polyprocess [32], see Fig. 

10 (b). Due to the self-aligned base contacts, the base area of the multicollector n-p-n can 

be much smaller, which improves the fr of the inverse n-p-n. The extrinsic base regions 

between n + collectors are stitched together with a metal overlay , reducing series resis

tances in the length direction of the gate, eliminating the difference in switching times 

between the first and last collector. Fora fanout of 3, with 2.5-µrn design rules, I2 L cir

cuits of this type show 0.8 ns gate delays at about 100 µNgate (~ 0.1 pJ) [32]. 

In another approach to I2 L the multicollector inverse-operated n-p-n is replaced 

by a multicollector inverse-operated statie induction transistor (BSIT). With such a struc

ture tdmin = 3 .5 ns at 300 µNgate is achieved [70 ]. 

C. Scbottky Transistor Logic (STL) 

Fig. 1 l(a) shows the circuit diagram of STL (52,72 ]. The gate is quite similar to 

I 2 L; single-input multiple-output for wired-AND logic. The n-p-n transistor is normally 

operated and clamped by a Pt Schottky diode. A voltage swing of about 200 mV is ob

tained either by using Ti Schottky diodes for the output diodes [73 ], or Pt Schottky 

diodes with a barrier-height-reducing shallow ion implant. Using oxide isolation and 

3 .8-µm minimum dimensions tdmin is 0.8 ns at 400 µNgate (0.64 pJ , when V cc= 2 V) 

has been measured. Even higher speeds have been measured for voltage swings as low as 

125 mV, but the safety margins of these circuits may be too low in real circuits, owing 

to a limited noise margin [4 ]. Due to the separated load device (resistor or p-n-p in a 

separate island) the packing density is lower than that of I2 L; however packing densities 

of 250 gates/mm2 can be obtained. A problem in STL can be that leakage currents 

through the lower barrier Schottky diodes affect the noise margin of the circuit. 

D. /ntegrated Schottky Logic (ISL) 

In standard bipolar technology (SBC), ISL has been developed to bridge the gap 

between 12 L (which has VLSI capabilities, but not a very high speed) and low-power 

Schottky TIL (which features a good speed but consumes too much power). The circuit 

is similar to STL except for the damp diode which is replaced by a combined verticaJ/ 

lateral p-n-p damp transistor (see Fig. ll(b) and (c)) (50,74,75]. lt has been shown that 

for the same epilayer thick.ness and the same minimum dimensions ISL is a factor of 5 to 

10 faster than 12 L [74 ]. With an epilayer thickness of 3-µm and minimum details of 5-µm 

tdmin = 2.7 ns is obtained at 200 µ.Ngate and Vee == 2 V (1.2 pJ). The packing density is 
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Fig. ll. (a) Circuit diagram of STL. (b) Circuit diagram of _ISL. (c) A cross-section of an ISLgate in a 
p-n isolated process. 

about 80 gates/mm2 . Only one type of Schottky diode is needed in this process. To ob

tain a voltage swing of 200 mV, PtNi-silicide Schottky diodes (60 percent Pt, 40 percent 

Ni) are used with a Schottky harrier height of 0.78 V. The minimum propagation delay 

time depends heavily on the storage of minority carriers in the base of the p-n-p. By 

applying a thinner epilayer and oxide isolation, the slow lateral p-n-p can be eliminated, 

which improves the speed considerably. With epilayers thinner than 1.5 µm the storage of 

active charge in the vertical p-n-p will be much smaller than the charge in the junction 

capacitances, which makes ISL nearly as fast as STL. 

Delay times of 0.7 ns at 200 µNgate and 1 ns at 100 µNgate have been measured 

in an oxide isolated process with 1.2 µm epi and 3 µm minimum dimensions, featuring 

a packing density of about 250 gates/mm2 (76 ]. Even oxide isolated ISL with 1.25 µm 

minimum details has been demonstrated [77). 

In another approach to ISL, the p-n-p transistor is replaced by a statie induction 

transistor (BSIT); with this structure tdmin = 2.5 ns has been measured at 400 µW/gate 

(71 ]. 
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E. Diode Transistor Logic (DTL) 

Fig. 12 shows the simplest form of DTL, which is very similar to LS, except that 

the input devices are diodes (instead of a multi-emitter transistor) and that an extra level

-shift diode plus an extra resistor to ground is used. The input and level-shift diodes may 

be Schottky diodes, but in that case the packing density would be low, because each 

Schottky qiode has to be placed in a separate island. By using lateral polysilicon diodes 

in the PSA or APSA process, the occupied area of the diodes is very small; also the 

junction capacitances to ground are minimized with these devices. DTL with polysilicon 

Fig. 12. Circuit diagram of of DTL. The input diodes and level-shift diodes can be either Schottky diodes 
or lateral polysilicon diodes. 

diodes has been realized in the PSA process with 3-4 µ.m minimum details featuring 

tdmin = 1.6 ns at 0.5 mW/gate (0.8 pJ), and a packing density of 400 gates/mm2 . As all 

diodes and resistors are formed in the polysilicon layer, only the transistors are made in 

the crystalline silicon, resulting in very high packing densities (34 ]. 

F. Emitter Coupled Logic (ECL) 

This type of logic, also called current mode logic (CML) is a non-saturated circuit, 

which means that no clamping devices are needed; Fig. 13(a) shows the basic diagram. 

The voltage swing of this logic is 200-700 mV. The circuit can be very fast when transis

tors with a high fr are used; in that case the speed is determined by RC times [8,9), 

which means that reduction of junction capacitances and series resistances directly im

proves the performance of ECL. Although the packing density of ECL is relatively low 

(because of the large number of components), the logic is more powerful than other cir

cuits, because the inverted output signa! is available. This means that the effective packing 

density of ECL is about 1.4 times the real density . Another feature is that gates can be 
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Fig. 13. (a) Circuit diagram of ECL. (b) Circuit diagram of NTL. 

stacked, using the sarne current source (current routing). Using oxide isolation, pro

pagation delay times of 0.5 ns have been achieved at 3 mW/gate (1.5 pJ) (25]; also delay 

times of 0.3 5 ns at 2.2 mW (1.3 pJ) have been reported (78]. The effective packing den

sities are about 150 gates/mm2 . 

With the BEST process td = 0.65 ns at 0.6 mW/gate (0.39 pJ) is achieved [3 3] and 

with the APSA process td = 0.29 ns at 1.48 mW/gate (0.43 pJ) is reported, with packing 

density of about 200 gates/mm2 [35] . This means that ECL belongs to the fastest type 

of logic, however, at the expense of a larger power dissipation. By decreasing the current 

level a speed degradation occurs, but still very attractive propagation delay times of 

1-2 ns can be realized at 200 µW /gate. 

G. Non-Threshold Logic (NTL) 

NTL is also a non-saturated logic which operates with two resistors with a small 

resistance ratio (R2/Rl"" 1.5); see Fig. 13(b). The resistor Rl is shunted with a speed-up 

capacitance [79]. The packing density is about the same as for ECL; the speed can be 

even higher at the expense of smaller noise margins. In a junction-isolated process 

td = 0 .4 ns with Ptd = 8 pJ has been obtained [80]; in the E2CL process td = 0 .085 ns 

has been measured with a power delay product Ptd = 0.19 pJ [31]. 
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H. Circuit!Technology Combinations Comparison 

To obtain some relevant trends, for the most important circuits, a rough compar-

1son is setup in Table II for three types of processes; SBC, LOCOS and PSA with 

3 µm/5 µm, 1-1.5 µm/3 µm and 2 µm/3 µm epithickness/minimum-dimensions combina

tions, respectively. For I2 L also an experimental process with 0.9 µm min. dimensions, 

SBC LOCOS PSA td p Ptd Packing 

31 5 1-1.5 / 3 2/3 [ns l [mWl 1 pJ l density 

[gates J mm2] 

VLSI requirements - <,2 > 200 

LS 7 2 14 40 

LS 3 1 3 10 0 

DTL 1.6 .5 .8 400 

r2L 20 .01 1.4 150 

r2L 5 .15 .8 300 

r2L 1 /.9 3 .1 5 ,5 1000 

r2L 112.5 .8 .12 .1 500 
exp. Poly 
process 

STL .5 .4 .24 } 250 
" 1 .2 .2 

ISL 3 .4 1.2 80 

IS L ,6 ,4 .24 } 250 

" 
1 .2 .2 

ECL ,35 2.2 1.3 } 150 eff. .. 2 .2 .4 

ECL .29 1.5 .5 } 200 eff. .. 1 .2 .2 

TABLE Il 
Circuit/Technology Combinations Comparison for Three Types of Processes: SBC, LOCOS and PSA 
with 3 µm/5 µm, 1-1.5 µm /3 µm and 2 µrn/3 µm Epilayer/Min. - Details Combinations Respectively. 
Also .Two Experimental I2L Processes are Listed: a 1/0.9 Oxide Isolation Process and a 1/2.5 Oxide 

Isolated Self-Aligned Polyprocess. Figures Which Meet the VLSI Requirements are Printed in Bold 
· · · - Figures. 
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and an experimental self-aligned polyprocess [32] with 2.5-µrn design rules are listed . 

Most figures can be found in the literature; when published figui:es belong to other 

processes then listed in the table, an estimated adaptation has been done. 

When figures meet the VLSI requirements, they are printed in hold figures. The 

most important conclusion from Table II is that the following circuit/technology com

binations meet the VLSI requirements: DTL in PSA when operated at a lower power 

level than listed in the table, ECL in PSA at 200 µW power level, I2 L in LOCOS, STL in 

LOC OS at 200 µW power level, ISL in LOC OS at 200 µW power level. I2 L has the best 

packing density but the lowest speed (except for the experimental self-aligned poly

process). ECL, STL and ISL have the same speed (- 1 ns) at 200 µW ; STL and ISL have 

a better pac king densi ty. 

3 .IX. Conclusions 

It has been shown that bipolar circuits can continue to play an important role in 

high performance (fast) LSI and VLSI circuits, due to the facts that power supply volt

ages and logic swings can be minimized independent of transistor dimensions, and that 

the speed degradation due to on-chip wiring capacitances is less severe than in MOSFET/ 

MESFET types of circuits. Genera! performance improvements (in speed and packing 

density) of logic gates are obtained by increasing transistor f T • and decreasing parasitic 

capacitances, series resistances and device sizes, by the introduction of oxide isolation, 

self-aligned techniques and polysilicon electrodes. Fast switching diodes like Schottky 

harrier diodes and lateral polydiodes improve the flexibility of circuit design. In the 

choice of circuit type for a given set of minimum details, a trade-off has to be made 

between speed, power dissipation and packing density. 

VLSI requirements can be fulfilled by DTL, I2 L, ECL, STL and ISL, using oxide 

isolated or polyelectrode processes with 3-µm details. 12 L has the best packing density, 

hut a relatively low speed . ECL, STL and ISL fulfil the VLSI requirements by limiting 

the power dissipation at 200 µW; in that case all these three circuits will have a pro

pagation delay time of about 1 ns (STL and ISL, however, have a better packing density 

than ECL). Improvements, bath in speed and packing density can be expected when in 

the future the processes are further scaled and smaller minimum dimensions are possible. 
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4 

ISL, A Fast and Dense Low-Power Logic, Made in 

a Standard Schottky Process 

Abstract - httegrated Schottky logic (ISL) is a new 200 mV voltage-swing LSI logic that 

can be made in standard Schottky processes with a double-layer metallization. It fills the 

gap between low-power Schottky TTL and I2 L for those circuits where low-power 

Schottky TTL consumes too much power and takes up too much chip area, and when 

12 L does not attain the required speed. An ISL gate consists of à current source, a nor

mally operated n-p-n transistor with a merged p-n-p transistor, and a set of Schottky out

put diodes (wired AND gate). The merged p-n-p transistor clamps the n-p"il transistor and 

prevents the n-p"il from going too deeply into saturation. Minimum propagation delay 

times of 2.7 ns at 200 µA/gate are obtained, with a speed-power product of 1.2 pJ. The 

packing density of ISL is 120 to 180 gates/mm2 . Notwithstanding the small voltage 

swing, the noise margins of ISL are in most cases better than the noise margins of I2L. 

The logic can be combined with ECL, I2 L, and TTL on the same chip, and can also be 

made in analog processes. Proposals are given on how to make ISL in advanced oxide 

isolated processes in which propagation delay times below 1 ns can be obtained. 

4.1. httroduction 

A gap exists between low-power Schottky TTL (LS) and integrated injection logic 

(12 L), both of which are commercial circuits that can be made in standard processes with 

a high production yield. 

Though 12 L has the advantages of high packing density and low power consump

tion, it cannot attain the speeds desirable for many applications. Low-power Schottky 

TTL, on the other hand, features good speed but consumes too much power and takes up 

too much chip area for LSI. 

The wish to fill this gap with a new logic that can also be made in a standard process 

has led to the invention of integrated Schottky logic (ISL) [ 1,2 ]. 

A predecessor of ISL was a proposal named Schottky-diistor logic (3]. consisting 

of a current source, an n-p-n transistor, and a set of Schottky diodes (see Fig. 1 ). Later, 

Reprinted with permission trom IEEE J. Sa/id-State Circuits, vol. 
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the name of this logic was changed to Schottky coupled transistor logic (SCTL) (4 ). The 

logic swing of SCTL is about 200 mV, being the difference between the base/collector 

voltage of the saturated n-p-n transistor and the forward voltage of the Schottky diode. In 

SCTL the n-p-n transistor can be used either in the normal downward-operated mode or 

in the reverse mode. When the n-p-n is used in the normal mode, this transistor will go 

heavily in to saturation in the ON state, causing a large saturation delay. When the reverse 

mode is used, the current source can be merged with the n-p-n transistor as in I2 L [5,6); 

+ 

outputs 

Fig. 1. Schottky-düstor logic, later called SCTL, consisting of a current source, an n-p-n transistor, and 
a set of Schottky fan-out diodes [3,4 ). 

+ 

Fig. 2. Schottky transistor logic (STL [18] or C3L [19]). which has a Schottky clamp to keep the n-p-n 
transistor out of sacuration. This concept is best seen from an electronic standpoint, but is not producible 
in a standard process, because two types of Schottky diodes are needed with different Schottky barrier 

heighcs. 

in this case, the maximum speed, however, is limited by the low cut-off frequency of the 

n-p-n by the same amount as in I2 L. This means chat SCTL is not very much faseer than 

I2 L, if compared in the same process (7]. 

Seen from a purely electronic standpoint, the best way to obtain a high speed is to 

use the n-p-n in the normal mode and prevent saturation by Schottky clamping. To ob-
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tain a logic swing, cwo types of Schottky diodes with different harrier heights have co be 

used. This type of logic has been introduced under the names of Schottky transistor logic 

(STL) [8] and complementary constant current logic (C 3 L) [9]. Fig. 2 shows the basic 

diagram. The damp Schottky diode must have a sufficiently low harrier height to keep 

the n-p-n out of saturation. The output Schottky diodes must have a harrier height about 

200 mV lower than the harrier height of the damp diode. For instance, titanium output 

diodes together with a platinum damp diode can fulfill the requirements. The current 

source can be either a p-n-p transistor or a resistor. 

A technologica! drawback of STL is the face chat it cannot be made by existing 

standard processes, in which only one type of Schottky diode is available. This means 

chat if the object is to obtain a speed improvement within a standard process, a change 

has to be made at mask level rather than at process level. 

Sacrificing a bit of the inherently excellent speed of STL, ic is possible to replace 

the fast Schottky damp diode by a somewhat slower silicon damp device. 

Silicon damp devices can be made with normally operated n-p-n transistors [10) 

or with merged inversely operated n-p-n transistors [ 11-13] used as diodes. Both methods 

provide a damp over the base/collector junction of the n-p-n transistor used in the logic 

circuit. The first method requires an extra collector island per logic gate, which is a draw

back for large-scale integration, and the second method only works effectively if the 

inverse currenc gain is high, which is mostly not the case in standard processes. 

Other approaches reduce the current gain of the n-p-n in the logic circuit by 

shunting the base/emitter junction with a transistor structure, for saturation control [14, 

15]. However, the current gain has to be decreased to very low values to decrease the 

minority carrier storage of the saturated h-p-n ; for chose low values of (3 the noise margin 

of STL-type logic circuits wil! be unacceptably low [16 ]. 

In this paper a new logic, ISL, is introduced which uses a p-n-p as a silicon damp 

device to keep the n-p-n transistor out of heavy saturation. Although the new logic is not 

as fase as STL, the concept can be implemented in a standard process, and it tums out 

that the logic is considerably faseer than I2 L. This means chat the gap between low-power 

Schottky TTL and I2 L can now be filled. 

4.11. Principle of Integrated Schottky Logic 

It has been found chat the saturation delay can be reduced considerably by the 

introduction of a merged p-n-p transistor chat controls the saturation of the n-p-n transistor. 

This leads to the ISL concept shown in Fig. 3. The n-p-n transistor still goes in to 

saturation, but no longer as heavily, because most of the n-p-n input current is drained off 

to ground by the p-n-p as soon the n-p-n base/collector junction becomes forward biased. 

A first-order calculation shows chat the logic voltage swing equals (kT! q)ln(<Xp-n-pldol lpo ), 
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+ 

Fig. 3. Integrated Schottky logic (ISL) which can be made in a standard process. A merged p-n-p transis
tor is added to the n-p-n to control the degree of saturation. It has been found that the saturation delay 

is reduced considerably by the n-p-n clamp transistor. 

where Ido and lpo are the saruration currents of the Schottky diode and p-n-p transistor, 

respectively. If the n-p-n transistor T1 is a nonna! downward-operating n-p-n, the p-n-p 

transistor T2 is, in fact , already present as the parasitic substrate p-n-p. In ISL, this para

sitic p-n-p is deliberately enhanced in order to fulfi.ll the saturation control requirements. 

Two methods have been used to enhance the parasitic p-n-p without causing an increase 

in n-p-n transistor si ze: 1) around the base of the n-p-n transistor a shallow p-ring in the 

shape of a horseshoe is diffused, which overlaps the isolation diffusion; and 2) a vertical 

substrate p-n-p is introduced by applying a shorter buried layer than is usual for the n-p-n 

transistor [ 1 7] (see Fig. 4 ). 

No shallow p-stripe is needed between the base of the n-p-n and the first Schottky 

diode. Holes injected by the base in the n-area under the first Schottky diode will be 

collected by this diode. At that place the holes recombine immediately, causing a small 

increase in current through the diode. This current increase does not affect the behaviour 

of the gate. 

The minimum propagation delay of ISL depends to a great extent on the amount 

of holes stored in the base areas of the composite p-n-p (lateral and vertical) [18,19). The 

overall effective cut-off frequency belonging to the composite p-n-p is increased by 

making either a thinner lateral p-n-p base or a thinner vertical p-n-p base. The thickness 

of the lateral p-n-p base is limited by lithographical and diffusion tolerances and cannot 

usually be made thinner than 3 µm . The thickness of the vertical p-n-p base is determined 

by the epilayer thickness minus the shallow p diffusion depth and can easily be made 

thinner than 3 µm, resulting in a high p-n-p cut-off frequency. 

To avoid crossing problems with the ground line (which has to ground all emitters) 

and logic interconnection lines (which have to interconnect base nodes with fan-out 
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Fig. 4. Cross-section of an ISL gate without current source. The p·n·p transistor consists of two parts' a 
lateral one and a vertical one. With thin epitaxial layers, the base of the verrical p·n·p can be made 

thinner than the lateral p·n·p base, which improves the speed. 

Schottky diodes). a double-layer metallization can successfully be used. As shown in 

Fig. 4, a via is made on top of the emitter, which makes it possible to interconnect all 

emitters with a second·layer metal line. 

4.111. Current Sources 

The current sources needed to supply current to each ISL input can be either p-n-p 

transistors or resistors. If p·n·p transistors are used, they cannot be merged with the n-p-n 

transistors as in 12 L, owing to the face chat the n-p-n transistors are used in the norm al 

downward mode. This means that an extra (common) island has to be made for these 

p-n-p's. Despite a somewhat worse power economy [20], the island potential, which is the 

base poten rial of all current-source p-n-p's, should be some 200 m V higher than the 

ground potential to keep the p·n·p's out of saturation. This measure results in maximum 

possible noise margins (16,21) because, in that case, the {3 of the n-p-n is not affected by 

the back-injection effect in the p-n-p . 

Instead of p-n-p's, one can also use resistors. In that case, the power-supply voltage 

has to be increased somewhat to prevent excessive modulation of the currents flowing in 
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resistors connected to gates that are ON and OFF. 

The introduction of the extra current-supply island, with either p-n-p's or resistors, 

implies that the packing density of ISL is smaller than the packing density of I2 L when 

compared in the same process. 

4.IV. Layout Technique 

The layout technique of ISL is very similar to that of 12 L. As Fig. 5 shows, gates 

are laid out perpendicular to a current-supply island; in this example, resistors are used at 

half the pitch of the minimum pitch in which the ISL gates can be placed. The layout 

exarnple comprises two D-flip-flops and shows how the two layers of metallization are 

used. The first layer is used to make the logic interconnections and the connections 

between base nodes and current sources. The second layer is used to interconnect all 

emitters and to interconnect the resistors at the power-supply side. lf first Schottky 

diodes (i.e., those closest to the base of the n-p-n transistor) are not used in the logic 

interconnection, they can be left floating (see Fig. 5). These floating Schottky diodes still 

collect holes and will be automatically forward biased to collect an electron current to 

compensate for the collected hole current. 

-- - --·Î 

+V- --- -

-----T 

--1st layer metal 
----2nd layer metal 

• via 
C substr. conn. 

Fig. 5. Example of the layout technique of ISL (two D-flip-flops). The gates are placed perpendicular to 
a current supply island with resistors. Two-layer metallization is used. Floating Schottky diodes can be 

placed if the first Schottky diode has no logic function to improve the speed. 
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If a complicated fan-out wiring affects the packing density in some particular inter

connection cases, simpler and denser layouts may be obtained by the introduction of 

some extra islands with fan-out Schottky diodes (see Fig. 6). With such a solution, the 

fan-out wiring can be placed at the most convenient positions. This method is particularly 

convenient for clock line distribution to registers, for example [22]. 

+ 
r--------1 

.------------ ----~I......., 
1 

1 ._ _______ _J 

ISL gate separate is land 

Fig. 6. Schottky diodes can be placed in an extra island to avoid complicated interconnection problems. 

4.V. Processes and Propagation Delay Measurements 

ISL has been made in two processes, both using double-layer metallization and 

PtNi Schöttky diodes (60-percent Pt and 40-percent Ni) with a Schottky harrier height 

of about 0.78 eV. The firstprocessA has a 3 .2 µm thick epitaxial layer, n-type, 0. 7 ll•cm, 

and normal-cut emitters. The second process B has a 2.9 µm thick epilayer, n·type, 

0.3 ll•cm, with washed emitters and ion-implanted resistors of 1500 ll/o. 

Table 1 shows some relevant parameters of both processes. In both cases, the logic 

swing is about 210 m V. For process A, p-n-p current sources are used; while for process 

B, ion-implanted resistors of 5 kil are taken as current sources. For both processes, 5 µm 

minimum details are used. Fig. 7 shows the propagation delay versus current per gate, 

measured with 11 ~tage ring oscillators for both processes. With the p-n·p's as current 

sources (curve 1 in Fig. 7), the logic can be driven at each current level; with the resistors 

as current sources (curve 2 in Fig. 7), the logic operates only when a sufficient voltage 

drop is developed over the resistors. 

The speed-power product at low current levels is 0.5 pJ for process A (curve 1) and 

0 .25 pJ for process B (curve 2) (calculated with Vee= 1 V). 
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process process 

A B 

n - type epi lay er 

thickness [µml 3.2 2.9 

~ [D.cm) 0.7 0.3 

base diffusion 

junction depth [µml 1.7 1.2 

sheetresistance [O/D) 200 200 

ion-impl. resistors 

junction depth [µm) , 0.5 

sheetresistance [Cl/D] 1500 1500 

emitters cut washed 

junction depth [µml 0.9 0.6 

sheetresistance Info] 10 12 

TABLEI 
Some relevant process parameters of processes A and B used for the ISL devices. 
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Fig. 7. Propagation delay per gate versus current per gate, measured for two processes. Curve 1 has been 
measured for a ring oscillator with p·n-p current sources, made in process A with 3.2 µm epilayer, 
0.7 .f2 °cm, and normal cut emitters; curve 2 was measured for a ring oscillator with ion-implanted 
resistors as current sources, made in a process B with 2.9 µm epilayer, 0.3 .\1°cm, wirh washed emitters. 

The minimum propagation delay time is 3.5 ns at 400 µA for process A and 2.7 ns 

at 200 µA for process B. The speed-power products at these minima are 1.4 pJ (with 

V cc= 1 V) and 1.2 pJ (with V cc= 2 V) respectively . 

The better results from process B are due to the much smaller emitter area of the 

n-p-n (less C be capacitance) and to the thinner epilayer (less storage of holes). 

Figs. 8 and 9 show photomicrographs of test D-tlip-flops made in process A with 

p-n-p current sources (Fig. 8) and in process B with resistors (Fig. 9). The flip-flop in 

Fig. 8 has closed p-rings around the n-p-n base, whereas, the flip-flop in Fig. 9 has horse

shoe rings that are open at the Schottky sides. Note that in the flip-flop of Fig. 9 no 

floating Schottky diodes are present at the first Schottky positions. With the flip-flop 

.made in process A, a maximum toggle frequency of 60 MHz was measured. With the flip

-flop made in process B, the maximum frequency measured was 70 MHz. 
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Fig. 8. Photomicrograph of a test D-flip-flop in process A with p-n-p current sources. In this particular 
structure, closed shallow p-rings are diffused around the n-p-n bases. The bases of the current supply 
p-n-p's are kept at a reference potential. A maximum toggle frequency of 60 MHz has been measured for 

this flip-flop. 

4.VI. Fan-out, Fann-in;Speed Comparison with I2 L; 

Absence of Parasitic SCR-Latching 

Measurements have shown that a fan-out of 4 can be realized without difficulties. 

There is no increase in delay time for the more removed Schottky diodes. This is an 

advantage over 12 L, where the increasing base series resistance causes an increasing pro

pagation delay time for the more removed collectors. 

An interesting feature of ISL is that the minimum propagation delay time decreases 

with increasing fan-out [18,19]. This is caused by the fact that the minimum propagation 

delay time depends on the time needed for the removal of the active charge stored 

in the base of the merged pcn-p. For this removal action a discharge current has to flow 

through the fan-out diodes. Jf more fan-out diodes are available also, more discharge 

current is available and the faster the active charge is removed from the p-n-p base [ 18]. 

On the other hand, the ISL propagation delay time can increase for fan-in > 1 in 

some particular switching cases. This can happen if two or more ISL gates have to switch 

OFF simultaneously and if these gates have to share discharge current in the case where 

some of their fan-out diodes are connected to the same input node of another ISL gate 

119). 
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Fig. 9. Photomicrograph of a test D-flip-flop in process B with ion-implanted resistors as current sources. 
The shallow p-rings around the n-p-n bases are in the shape of a horseshoe. In this particular flip-flop, 
no floating Schottky diodes are placed at the first Schottky positions. A máximum toggle frequency of 

70 MHz has been measured for this flip-flop. 

It can be shown, both theoretically and experimentally, that the minimum pro

pagation delay time of ISL is a factor of 5 to 10 smaller than the minimum propagation 

delay time of I2L, if compared in the same process [18). lt appears that ISL is faster 

because of a different switching bebaviour, and also because of the fact that in most cases 

the cut-off frequency of the merged p-n-p in ISL is higher than the cut-off frequency of 

the inversely operated n-p-n transistor in I2 L. 
It has been shown (23] that parasitic silicon-controlled reccifier (SCR) latching can 

occur between a Schottky diode and an adjacent n-p-n transistor. In that case, the injec

tion of holes by the forward-biased Schottky diode creates a lateral p-n-p where the 

Schottky diode acts as emitter and the base of the n-p-n transistor as collector. The 

combination of the downward-operated n-p-n and the lateral p-n-p transistor forms an 

SCR. In order to keep the SCR from latching, the product of the common-emitter 

current gains ~n and ~P of the n-p-n and p-n-p transistors has to be smaller than 1. 

In ISL, a parasitic SCR latching may occur between the n-p-n and the first 

Schottky diode. Measurements have shown that the current gain product ~n~p remains 

well below Ö. l up to current levels of 10 mA per gate. This means that for the practical 
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current levels, which are even below 1 mA per gate, there is no reason to fear any para

sitic SCR-latching problem with the type of Schottky diodes presented. 

4.VII. Noise Margins of ISL 

(Comparison with I2 L) [16,21] 

Due to the fact that ISL has a smaller voltage swing than I2 L, it has a smaller worst 

case statie voltage noise margin (A V series) than 12 L has. However, this type of noise, 

which is mostly generated by inductive coupling, hardly appears in integrated circuits. At 

room temperature the AVseries is about 100 mV for ISLwith alogicswingof200mV. 

The worst case statie ground-line noise margin A V gJ1d of ISL is much better than 

that of I2 L, due to the fact that the current source is a resistor or a non-saturated p-n-p 

rather than a saturated p-n-p as in 12 L. At room temperature, the value of A V gJ1d is about 

50 mV for ISL with a voltage swing of 200 mV. 

The worst case statie relative parallel-current noise margin (Ai/i) is usually better in 

ISL than in 12 L because the current gain of the nonnally operated n-p-n in ISL is usualiy 

higher than that of the inverse-operated n-p-n in 12 L. At room temperature, Ai!i > 0 .5 

for ISL if f3n-p-n > 20 fora fan-out of 4. 

The worst case statie power-supply voltage noise margin of ISL (which can be cal

culated from Ai/i) will be large when resistors are used as current sources. In the case of 

p-n·p current sources the variation of the power-supply voltage is limited to about 

(kT/q)ln(l + Ail i) and wil! be 10 mV at room temperature for Aili = 0.5. Tuis value is 

rather low but still better than for 12 L, where Ai/i is lower in most cases. 

All mentioned statie noise margins will decrease at very high current levels due to 

the collector series resistance of the n-p-n transistors and the individual series resistances 

of the Schottky diodes. 

The dynamic noise margins are larger than the statie margins ; the energy noise 

margins have minima between 0. 5 and 1.0 pJ, but their meaning as a figure of merit is 

doubtful (21]. 

4.VIII. ISL in Analog Processes 

As analog processes use a thicker epitaxial layer (7-15 µm) to obtain a certain re

quired base/collector breakdown voltage, the ISL vertical merged p-n-p is no longer effec

tive as a current sink. Nevertheless, th e p-ring around the base can sink enough current, 

and the overall effective cut-off frequency belonging to the composite p-n-p will still 

be higher than the cut-off frequency of an inverse operated I2 L n-p-n transistor made 

in the same process. This means that in analog processes, too, ISL will be 5 to 10 times 

faster than I2 L [18]. ISL has been measured in an 6.5 µm epitaxial process, having a 

minimum propagation delay of 8 ns. 
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4.IX. Advanced ISL Proposals 

Decrease of the minimum details, together with the reduction of the thickness of 

the epitaxial layer and the application of oxide isolation, will improve the speed of ISL. 

It has been shown [24] that the minimum propagaóon delay time of ISL will be about 

800 ps for 1 µm minimum details together with a minimized epilayer thickness. I2 L 

remains slower; T min = 2 ns for the same process [24 ]. 

Another proposal is to use the merged inversely operated n-p-n damp method 

[ 11-13] in an advanced oxide isolated process, as shown in Fig. lO(a). Basically, an n-type 

epilayer is used. At the locaóon of the n-p-n transistors, the epilayer is p-overdoped with 

an ion implantation and acts as base area. This makes the n-p-n transistors practically 

symmetrical, which results in a high inverse current gain. Two emitter diffusions are made. 

The base contact overlaps the second emitter. Fig. lO(b) shows the electrical diagram. 

Computer simulations have shown that a minimum propagation delay of 1 ns will be ob

tained for W = 1 µmand 0.5 ns for W = 0.7 µm , where Wis the base thickness between 

the emitters and buried layer. 

+ 

p ion-implant 

(a) 

(b) 

n+ 
p 

. Fig. 10. Example of an advanced ISL proposal using the merged inversely operated n·p-n damp method. 
A cross section is given in (a) and the electrical diagram in (b). Propagation delays below 1 ns can be 

realized with this struccure. 
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4.X. Conclusions 

ISL is a new 200 mV voltage-swing LSI logic that can be made in standard 

Schottky processes with a double-layer metallization. The minimum propagation delay is 

5 to 10 times better than that of I2 L made in the same process. Although the packing 

density is lower than that of I2L (about 40 percent less), the improvement in packing 

density and power consumption is dramatic compared with low-power Schottky TTL. 

This means that circuits that require a TTL speed and a real LSI complexity can be made 

m ISL. It is also possible to combine ISL with ECL, I2 L, and TTL on the same chip. 

Table Il gives a comparison of ISL with I2 L and low-power Schottky TIL, all three 

made in the same process with an epitaxial layer of about 3 µm thick and the same mini

mum details of 5 µm. The table shows the packing density, speed-power product, mini

mum propagation delay time, and D-flip-flop toggle frequency. As both ISL and I2 L have 

to be buffered with TTL circuitry to increase the noise margins at the chip interface, the 

Low ISL 12L 

Power 
Schottky 

TTL 

average packing density 

centre of chip 15-20 120-1 BO 200-280 

complete chip 10-20 60-100 120-180 

[gates/mm2] 

speed-power product [pJ] 19 0.5-1.5 0.5-2 

veel VJ 5 1-3 0.7-1 

min. prop. delay-time [ns] 5-10 2-5 10-20 

D-flipflop maximum 33 60 18 

toggle frequency [MHz) 

TABLE II 
Comparison of ISL with J2L and low-power Schottky TTL, all three made in the same process with an 

epitaxial layer about 3 µ.m thick and with the same minimum dimensions (5 µ.rn ). 

average packing density of the gates together with the buffer circuits will (depending, 

of course, on the nurnber of input and output pins) be smaller than the packing density 

in the middle of the chip. Furthermore, ISL can be combined with analog circuitry in 

analog processes with some reduced performance. 

Notwithstanding the small voltage swing, the noise margins of ISL are in most cases 

even better than the noise margins of I2 L, specifically if resistors are used as current 
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sources. Tuis means that ISL is amore "forgiving" circuit than 12 L [25]. 

In the future, speed improvements of ISL can be made with advanced oxide isolated 

processes. With minimum dimensions of 1 µm, the propagation delay time can be 0.8 ns; 

using the merge inversely operated n-p-n damp approach, delay times between 0.5 and 

1.0 ns can be realized. 
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Oxide-lsolated ISL Technologies 

]. Lohstroh, J.D.P. v.d. Crommenacker, and A.J. Linssen 

Abstract - Using oxide isolation, ISL gates can be fabricated without the relative slow 

lateral p-n-p transistor which is inevitable in pn-isolated processes. Now the clamping 

action is provided either by a fast vertical p-n-p only, or a reverse operated n-p-n. Usmg a 

1.2 µm thick epilayer and 3 µm minimum dimensions, propagation delay times of 0.7 ns 

are obtained at a current level of 200 µAper gate. 

Oxide isolated ISL (Integrated Schottky Logic) is a fast bipolar logic with a high 

packing density and a low-power consumption , highly suitable for high speed VLSI. 
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(b) 

· Fig. 1. Oxide isolated ISL gate using a vertical p-n-p damp (type A ). Circuit diagram (a) and not -co-scale 
cross-section (the emitcer is walled in the direction parallel to the cross-section) (b). 

Repri nted with permission from IEEE Electron Device Letters, vol. 
EDL-2, no. 2 , pp. 30-31, Feb. 1981. 81 



The ISL gate is a single input, multiple output wired-AND gate with an n-p-n 

driver transistor and Schottky diode outputs. Clamping of the n-p-n transistor is provided 

by either a vertical p-n-p (type A, see Fig. 1) or a reverse operated n-p-n (type B, see 

Fig. 2) [l]. 

In oxide isolated processes the n-p-n base can be completely walled (4 sides) by 

oxide, fully eliminating the relatively slow lateral p-n-p which is inevitable in pn-isolated 

processes [1,2 ]. 
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Fig. 2. Oxide isolated ISL gate using a reverse operated n-p-n clamp (type B). Circuit diagram (a) and 
not-to-scale cross-section (the emitter is walled in the direction parallel to the cross-secóon) (b). 

A non-optimized form of oxide isolated ISL has been published [3 ], where the base 

is walled on three sides; in this structure still parasitic minority carrier storage will occur 

in the lateral p-n-m-structure, decreasing the fT of the composite clamping p-n-p. 

Although in principle the switching speed of oxide isolated ISL will be somewhat 

slower than of oxide isolated STL (Schottky Transistor Logic), due to minority carrier 

storage in the damp device (p-n-p or reverse operated n-p-n), the speed difference wil! be 

very small as soon as the amount of this in minority carrier charge is small compared with 

the charge in the junction capacitances. This is the case when a shallow epitaxial layer is 

used; then ISL is made with a high performance and in a simpler process than STL which 

uses two types of Schottky diodes [4]. Further leakage problems, which can occur in 
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the lower harrier height Schottky diodes in STL [5], wil! not be present in ISL which uses 

Schottky diodes with a relatively high harrier height. 

ISL gates have been made in a standard oxide isolated process using a 5 il•cm sub

strate, a Sb buried layer, a 1.2 µm thick epitaxial layer (0.6 il•cm), ion implanted walled 

bases (0.5 µm and 0,7 µm thick for type A and B respectively), ion implanted two-sides

-walled As emitters (0.25 µm), and walled PtNi-silicide Schottky diodes with a harrier 

height of 0 .78 eV. Type A has been fabricated with 3 µm minimum dimensions and type 

B with 2.5 µm minimum dimensions, featuring maximum packing densities of 250 and 

400 gates/mm2 respectively. 

Fig. 3. Photograph of a pan of a 21-stage ring-oscillator, built-up with gates of type A (fan-out = 4), 
using 3 µm minimum details. 

Fig. 3 shows a photograph of apart of a 21-stage ring-oscillator built-up with gates 

of type A . The current sources are ion-implanted resistors of 12 kil ; the gates have a fan

·out of 4 . 

Fig. 4 shows the measured propagation delay times of bath type A and B. In spite 

of the somewhat smaller dimensions, type B (with the reverse operated n-p-n damp) is 

slower than type A. This is caused by the facts that a) the area of the feedback emitter is 

only 16% of the total n-p-n base area and b) hole storage is present in the epilayer be

tween the n-p-n base and buried layer (the buried layer acts as emitter for the reverse 

operated n-p-n). Speed improvements are possible by increasing the feedback emitter size 

and/or decreasing the epi-thickness to achieve a direct contact between the base and the 

buried layer. 

Type A which, uses the vertical p-n-p damp, shows a very good performance. Pro

pagation delays of 0.7 ns at 200 µA/gate are measured (rD = 200 fJ for a power supply 

voltage of 1.6 V). 

Both types have a logic swing of abou t 190 m V. 
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Fig. 4. Measured propagation delay times of gates of type A and B. 

CONCLUSION 

Oxide isolated ISL is made in a rather simple process and features sub-nanosecond 

propagation delay times with sub-picojoule speed-power products. This makes this type 

of logic very attractive for high speed VLSI. 

A good clamping action is provided by the vertical p-n-p transistor. The clamping 

action of the here presented reverse operated n-p-n transistor can be further improved. 
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6 

Performance Comparison of ISL and 12 L 

ISL (Integrated Schottky Logic) [1,2,3 ,4] and I2 L are both bipolar LSI logic cir

cuits that can be processed in standard, pn-isolated, (Schottky) processes. Figure 1 shows 

an example of an ISL-D-flip-flop (1]. Good functioning circuits with more than 500 ISL 

gates have already been made. In I2 L the n-p-n transistors are used in the inverse mode; 

Fig. 1 . ISL-D-flip-flop with resistors as current sou rees [1] . 

Reprinted with permission from IEEE ISSCC 1979, Digest of Tech· 
nical Papers, pp. 4849, Feb. 1979. 85 



the p-n-p current sou rees can be merged with the n-p-n's in a very area-saving way. In ISL 

the n-p-n transistors are used in the normal mode ; in this logic the current sources (p-n-p's 

or resistors) have to be made in a separate island , which means that the pack.ing density is 

smaller compared to that of I2 L [1,2]. For speed, however, ISL outrivals I2 L. 

For comparison , we can consider ISL and I2 L gates which are made in the same 

process with the same epi-layer thickness and same minimum dimensions; Figure 2. 

For_ small currents ISL will be faster than I2 L because of the smaller voltage swing 

(200 mV instead of 700 mV), while the junction capacitances are comparable. 

+ 

@ 

@ 

ISL 
p 

Fig. 2. Cross section of f2L (a) and ISL (b) made in a standard process. Active charge will be found 
mainly in areas 1 and Il (I2L) and 1, Il and 111 (ISL). 

At high current levels, at maximum speed , the active charge dominates. It is charac

teristic of I2 L that the active charge is found mainly in the emitter, whereas in ISL the 

active charge is found mainly in the n-p-n collector(= p-n-p base), because of saturation. 

The active charges can be represented by capacitances between base and emitter in 12 L 

and base and collector in ISL, respectively; Figure 3. 
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Fig. 3. Inverrer chains made with J2L (a) and ISL (b) gates. The active charge Q1 and Q2 will be found 
in the emitter in l 2L and in the collector (p-n-p base) in ISL. To calculate the minimum propagation 

delay time, the input switch is opened at t = 0. 

The minimum propagation delay time of I2 L can be found with the circuit shown 

in Figure 3(a) [S]. TNl switches ON rather slowly, because active charge Q1 has to be 

built up in the emitter. TN2 is switched OFF, if all active charge Q2 in its emitter is re

moved. The initial value of Q2 depends both on F12L (=fan-out) and f3up eff and will be 

found in the n-emitter area and p-n-p base; regions 1 and II in Figure 2(a) (5 ,6). Calcu

lations [5] have shown that the average propagation delay time r 12L is given by equation 

(1), where f3up eff and fr n-p-n up are the effective current gain and the cut-off frequency 

of the inverse operated n-p-n. 

The minimum propagation delay time of ISL (r15L) is found in a similar way; 

Figure 3(b). The switch ON time of TNl (normal operated!) is very short compared to 

the switch OFF time of TN2 which has an appreciable amount of active charge in the 

merged p-n-p base. This means that the switch OFF time of TN2 determines r 1sL. For 

t;;;. 0, TNl can sink any amount of current up to icmax = {30 is . This maximum current will 

not be reached since the discharge path to remove Q2 goes through the fan -out diodes 

and hence, the discharge current is limited by F15Lis (F1sL =fan-out). In face the dis

charge current will be somewhat higher due to the fact that TN2 operates in the reverse 

mode during its switch OFF time. The reverse current depends on 'Y=lnollpo • where 

!no and !po are the saturation currents of the n-p-n and p-n-p , respectively. Maximum 

storage of active charge is found for f3n-p-n -+ 00 and O!p-n-p -> 1. r 1sL is found as half the 

switch OFF time of TN2 and is given by equation (2) in which fr p-n-p is the overall 
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TABLE 1. Equations. 

effective cut-off frequency belonging to the composite p-n-p with active base charge in 

the regions I, II and III;Figure 2(b). r1sL reduces to 1/(4rrfrp-n-pFisL) for 'Y < 1. The 

ISLJI2 L speed comparison delivers equation (J) for 'Y < 1. The cut-off frequency 

fr n-p-n up is given by equation (4) [5], where Wepi is the width of the epitaxial layer be

tween base and substrate and J Nsdx the base dope integral. Where ISL, the injecting 

cross-sectional areas, indicated by 1, Il and Ill, are equal, then with fr = i/(2rrQactive ), 

equation (5) is found where WP is the width of the base of the lateral p-n-p. Table 2 

gives, for different values of Wepi• measured delay times of ISL and I2 L, as well as 

measured and calculated speed ratios. Measurements have been done for devices with 

5 µm minimum details. Calculations are made using equations (J,4,5), and 

J Nsdx=l to 3.to12cm-2 , Nepi = 1016 cm-3, f3upeff = 4, F12L=4 and F1sL=l. Here 

it appears that ISL is at least a factor of 5 faster than I2 L. As. ISL becomes faster for 

FisL > 1 this factor of 5 is a worst case value; in some particular cases, however, the 

ISL delay time can increase for fan-in> 1 (7). 

Also in scaled-down devices, with oxide isolation, ISL will be faster than 12 L. It 

has been found that with 1 µm minimum details, ISL and 12 L wil! have minimum delay 

times of 0.8 ns and 2 ns, repsectively [8]. 
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measured calculated 

Tmin '""tmin TISL 'tISL 
ISL r2L 

-rI2L L"I2L 
F=1 F=4 

Wepi = Bµm 10ns 100ns 0.1 0.14 

wepi = 5µm 7ns 50ns 0.14 0.15 

wepi= 2f.lm 3ns 15ns 0.2 0.16 

TABLE 2. Measured minimum propagation delay times of ISL and f2L made with 5 µm details. Both 
measured and calculated speed ratios are included. 

CONCLUSION 

At small current levels ISL is faster than I2 L because of the smaller voltage swing. 

At high current levels ISL is faster because of its different switching behaviour and due 

to the fact that in most practical cases f T p-n-p ISL > f T n-p-n up 12 L. 
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7 

Propagation Delay Time of 12 L at Low Current 

Levels. 

/ndexing terms: Bipolar integrated circuits, Delays, lntegrated 
logic circuits 

It is shown that the propagation delay time of i.i.1. at low 
current levels is given by t,/2 if 1J < t,, where t1 is the fall time 
and t, the rise time at an i.i.l. input node. An expression for 
t, and r1can easily be found. 

An analytica! expression for the propagation delay time of 
i.i.l. at low current levels can easily be derived by considering 
a 3-stage ring oscillator as shown in Fig. la. The active charge 
is assumed to be small compared with the passive charge in the 
capacitances Cbe and C1x:, so only low current levels are 
considered. lt is further assumed that the voltage fall time at 
the base nodes is smaller than the voltage rise time. In that 
case the node voltages as -a function of timè will be as 
illustrated in Fi'" lb, which is confirmed by numerical 
computer simulations and measurements (Fig. lc). From 
Fig. lb it is evident that the average propagation delay time 
tp is equal to (tPLH + tPHL)/2 = T/6 = t,/2, where in this 
particular case t, is taken from 0% to 100% instead of 10% 
to 90%, which is more usual. This means that if indeed 
t1< t, the average propagation delay is given by t,/2. To 
calculate t, the ring oscillator is first considered from t = 0 
up to t = t f· During this period transistor T2 is on, which 
means that node 2 is constantly high at V = V0 and that 
both transistors Tl and T3 are off while nodes l and 3 are 
charging and discharging, respectively; the electrical diagram 
can be replaced by the diagram given in Fig. 2a. From Fig. 2a 
it follows that 

Reprinted with permission trom Electronics Letters, vol. 14, no. 22, 
pp. 705·706, Oct. 1979. 91 
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a A 3-stage i.i.l. ring oscillator 
b ldealised waveforms of nodes 1, 2 and 3 
c Measured waveforms of nodes 1, 2 and 3 
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Fig. l (b) 

a Equivalent diagram of the 3-stage i.i.I. ring oscillator for when 
transistor Tl is on but not saturated 

b Equivalent diagram for when transistor Tl is saturated 

i = C (dV3 _ dV,) 
5 be dt dt , 

with (3 = {3up eff· 

The solution of this set of equations leads to 

dV1 ts 

dl (fj + l ) C be + Che 
(1) 
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and 

({3- 1) is dV1 
-----=-((3-1)
({3 + l) Cbc + Cbe dt 

wllich rneans that t1 < t, if {3 > 2. 

(2) 

Consider the case where {3 > 2. From eqn. 2 it follows that 

Vo{({3 + 1) Cbc + Cbe} 
t ---------
! - ({3 - 1) Îs 

(3) 

which is the time f6r which the voltage at node 3 is decreased 
to zero. The minimum value of tf is V0 Cbc/is for {3 ~ 2 and 
{3Cbc ~ Cbe· At t = t1 the voltage at node 1 is increased to 
V0 /({3-1). 

In the interval t1 < t < t", transistor T2 is saturated, which 
means that during this period the circuit diagram shown in 
Fig. 2b is valid . Now 

and 

dV1 is 

dt Cbe + 2Cbc 

((3 - 2)(Cbe + 2Cbc) Vo 
t -t = 
r f (13 - 1) Îs 

Addition of eqns. 3 and 5 gives 

(3Cbc + Cbe) Vo t,=------
is 

and consequen tly 

(4) 

(5) 

(6) 

(7) 

which is independent of {3 if {3 > 2. This result is also given 
in Reference 1 for when the fan-in is equal to 1. 



From eqn. 7 it follows that lp is determined only by 
V0/is and the capacitances. Tuis consideration can -be used 
to calculate lp in the general case. Fig. 3 shows a general 
case with fan-in= F; and fan-out= F0 • The time needed 
to charge the input node of T 1 is given as 

Fig. 3 Genera/ case with fan-in ::: F; and fan-out == F0 

where l :i:;;; n :i:;;; F1• The number n indicates how many inputs 
of the fan-in transistors switch down at the same moment 
while the inputs of (F1 - n) transistors are already low. The 
propagation delay time is again given by 1,/2. 

:..: 

~. 
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8 

Propagation Delay times of ISL and STL 

J. Lohstroh and R.M. Pluta 

Abstract - Propagation delay times of high-speed VLSI candidates ISL and STL are cal

culated analytically. It is shown by calculations and measurements that STL is marginally 

faster than ISL in oxide-isolated processes, at the cost of higher process complexity. Both 

logic forms suffer from speed degradation due to fan-in. Measures to obtain delay times 

that are independent of fan-in are discussed. Fan-out aspects are also considered. It is 

shown that ring oscillators exhibit a somewhat better speed than logic gates that start 

to switch from the DC state. This speed difference is expressed in an empirical formula. 

8.1. Introduction 

Integrated Schottky Logic (ISL) [1] and Schottky Transistor Logic (STL) [2,3] are 

strongly upcoming high speed LSI and VLSI circuit techniques. Due to their small voltage 

swing (~ 200 mV) and their simple gate strucrure, they combine a relatively low speed

-power product with a high packing density ( 4 ]. 

Although custom circuits have been made with ISL and STL, gate arrays (5-10] and 

composite cell logic [5,11] are the most favoured applications at the moment. 

The first generations of ISL and STL were pn-isolated [1,2,3,12]. The second 

generations are oxide-isolated [13-18]; they offer a better speed, a lower speed-power 

product and a higher packing density than the first generations. 

No complete analytica! analysis of the propagation delay times of ISL and STL 

has yet been presented, nor up to now has the difference between these two logic forms 

been analyzed very well. The purpose of this paper is to provide a detailed analysis of 

ISL and STL, giving an investigation of the fan-in and fan-out aspects, and a comparison 

between the two logic forms. 

In section II the extemal and intemal DC voltage levels of ISL and STL are calcu

lated. In section III the low current propagation delay times are calculated, and measures 

are discussed to reduce or eliminate the increase of propagation delay time when fan-in 

> 1. 
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In section IV propagation delay times at medium and high current levels are cal

culated and it is shown that the same measures as discussed in section III can be used to 

eliminate fan-in dependent times. In section V the influence of series resistances and 

wiring capacitances is discussed. Section VI makes a cornparison between ISL and STL, 

and various measurements by other authors are included. lt is shown that STL will be 

a linie faster than ISL when made in the same basic process and with the same mini

mum dimensions, at the cost of higher process complexity. 

8.11. External and internal DC voltage levels 

Fig. 1 shows both for ISL and STL two sections of an inverter string with fan-in 

and fan-out = 1 (Fi = F 0 = 1 ). The current sources deliver a current i =is . lt is assumed 

that the first stage is ON, and that the collector current icOFF of the previous stage is very 

small compared with is. 

A. ISL 

Neglecting series resistances, the inverse base-current of the saturated n-p-n transis

tor can mathematically easily be added to the forward base-current óf the p-n-p transis

tor. This creates an effective forward collector-emitter current ratio ex; of the p-n-p tran

sistor which simplifies the equations for the voltage levels. 

v. v. v. 
+-V-..t 

Îsi 
V2 d v, 

is~ 
Vs -jcOFF 

(al v. v. v. 
'• Is ... 4-

is~ is~ Îsl 
Vs 

.....-
lcOFF 

(b) 

* Low Barrier Schottky Diode 

* High Barrier Schottky Diode 

Fig. 1. Two sections of an inverter string for ISL (a) and STL (b ). The first state is ON, the second stage 
is OFF. 
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When forward base current of the n-p-n transistor is neglected (which is allowed for 

practical circuits where ~fN ;;;.. 30), the effecrive forward a.; of the p-n-p is given by: 

a; = 1/(1 + 'Yl~rN + 1/~fp), (1) 

where 'Y=lno/Ipo (being the saturarion current ratio of the n-p-n transistor and p-n-p 

transistor), ~rN is the inverse current gain of the n-p-n and ~fp the forward current gain of 

the p-n-p; it is assumed that the p-n-p does not go into high injection. 

When both for the p-n-p and Schottky diode the ideality factor is 1, the logic swing 

is given by: 

AVrsL = VBEON - VBEOFF 

VsEp-n-p- Vd 

kT apis kT i 
- In - - ln_i_ 
q 1po q Ido 

kT a;1do 
-ln--
q /po 

(2) 

where Ido is the saturarion current of the Schottky diode. 

Further with the schematic of Fig. 1 it can be calculated that the absolute values of 

V1 , V2 , V3 and V4 are 

(2 - a* + 'Ya*)i kT In p p s 
q lno 

2 -a* + 'Ya* 
kT In p p 
q 'Ya; 

kT (2 - a; + 'Ya;)i5 - In __ _._ ___ .._ __ 
q 'Ya;ldo ' 

V2 = 
(3) 

V4 = ~T In 'Ya;(Jdo/ lno)2 , 

assuming that V 5 = V 1 , and neglecting the forward base currents of the n-p-n transistors. 

The voltage swing A Vi of the intern al node equals 

(4) 
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For practical values of ex; close to 1, and 'Y being.;;;; 1, the second term of (4) is small 

compared with 2AVISL• which means thac the voltage swing of the internal node has 

about double the value of the logic swing AV1sL· 

B. STL 

Similar calculations can be done for STL. In chat case the input current i5 of the 

first stage has to flow through the non-saturated p-n-p transistor, which now has to draw 

a collector current of 2i5 • When the ideality factors of both Schottky diodes are 1, the 

logic swing is given by: 

kT /dol 
AVsTL=V1 -V3=-ln-/-' 

q d02 
(5) 

where /dol and /dOZ are the saturation currents of the output diode and damp diode 

respectively. 

Further the swing of the internal node can be calculated to be 

(6) 

In this case the second term in the logarithm is small compared with (/doi / ldoi )2 which 

means that there, too, the voltage swing of the internal node has about double the value 

of the logic swing. 

C. Fan-in and/or fan-out larger than 1 

Both for ISL and STL it has been assumed as a first-order approximation that 

icOFF is small compared with is. When Fi = F0 = 1, icoFF in the ISL case equals 

lno exp (qV31(kT)) = (2 - ex;+ -yexp /p0i5/(ex;/d0 );in the STL case it can be calculated 

that icoFF = 2/d02 i/ldol ; when cx;1d01Ipo and Jd01 /Jd02 are larger than 100 (then the 

voltage swings are> 120 mV), these currents are indeed small compared with is. 

For larger values of Fi and F 0 multiple values of ÎcOFF occur, which means thac 

larger voltage swings are needed to allow these total OFF-currents to be treated as 

neglible. As shown in [ 19 ,20) voltage swings of at least 150 m V are needed to obtain 

stable ISL and STL circuits when Fi = F0 = 4. 

Although AV and AVi depend on Fi and F0 , this dependence is only a weak one, 

which means that the values obtained for Fi = F0 = 1 in the equacions (2,4,5 ,6) are good 

enough as first-order approximations. 

8.III. Low current level propagation delay times 

A . Genera/ expression for the propagation delay t ime for Fi = F 0 = 1 

At low current levels, the average propagation de!ay time tpd is mainly determined 
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by the junction capacitances. At practical values of {3fN (> 30) the input rise time trise 

is longer than the input fall time, and therefore the average propagation delay time has to 

be at least trise/2. This is confirmed by circuit simulations which show that tpd is indeed 

somewhat longer than tri!,e/2, due to the existence of the intemal node (only in I2L, 

which does not have the intemal node, is tpd exactly equal to trise/2 [20]). 

Fig. 2 shows two stages of ISL and STL with all junction capacitances included. In 

STL the capacitance Che is the combined capacitance of the base-collector junction of the 

n-p-n and the damp Schottky diode. 

At low curtent levels there is no fundamental difference between the switching 

mechanism of ISL and STL, which means that the mathematica! expression for tpd is 

valid for ISL and STL. 

Suppose now that two stages of Fig. 2 are preceded and followed by long chains 

of identical stages, and that a pulse with a pulsewidth T is propagating through the chain. 

Fig. 3 shows the node voltages (See Fig. 2) as a function of time. The time origin (t = O) 

is placed at the point where V1 starts to rise. The node voltages are obtained with a cir

cuit analysis program using the following transistor and capacitance parameters: 

'Y = 0.15, {3fN = 50, f3rN = 3, {3fp = 30, resulting in ex;= 0.92, Cbe = 0.1 pF, Cbc = 0.1 pF, 

Ces = 0.4 pF, Cd = 0. As Cd behaves like a speed-up capacitance (it couples the output 

node with the intemal node, which latter makes a larger swing), the simulation of Fig. 3 

shows a worst-case behaviour by disregarding cd ; in practical circuits cd is small com

pared to the other capacitances anyway, which means that the result of Fig. 3 is quite 

close to reality. 

v" v. 

V1 

(a) 

v. v" 
V2 

cd, v, Cd2 

is2~ 
v, V3 Vs 

Ces Ccs2 

(b) 

Fig. 2 . Two stages of JSL (a) and STL (b); all junction capacitances are included. It is assumed that very 
long chains precede and follow these two sections. 
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To obtain the average propagation de!ay time tpd• we have to find the repetitive 

time between similar waveforrns; for instance the time difference between t = 0, where 

V1 starts to rise, and t = tchargel, where V5 starts to rise (note that tchargel is langer than 

trisel, the Jatter being the rise time from 0% to 100% of V 1 ) . It will be clear that tpd is 

related to tcharge by 

(7) 

At t = T the opposite pulse-edge propagates through the chain. As shown in Fig. 3 

node V4 did not reach its ultimate value Vm due to the large differential resistance of the 

Schottky diode D2 (Rdiff.max. = kTl(qicOFF )), through which this intemal node has to be 

charged. The consequence is that tcharge3 (to charge node 3) is shorter than tchargel (to 

charge node l); the dotted lines indicate what V4 and V5 would have been if T had been 

infinitely long. This means that tpd is Jonger for gates which start to switch from their 

complete!y relaxed DC states than for gates which reswitch within a certain time inter

val. As the switching event at t = T (see Fig. 3) is the more genera! case, this event will be 

studied in more detail. 

T 
1 

V1 VH - fi.\r - ' l : -- -- - - -- --VH 
V,L 1-.._-l"- __ J ____ __ __ __ __ __ ______ ~'\ V 

' 1 ~ L 
V;H .!. - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -:- - - - - - - - - - - V;H 

- - -H-,- />V !!f·~~~V-V;c 
1 : : 1 : 

\l 1 1 1 v V3 YH - ..... 1),, ... V--:--: -- --- -- ---- -- -- -- -- --v:: H 

vl - -r---~ -: - - ' ,- -1-< --------vl 
1 1 1 1 11 

V;H -·- - .... _J - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -········11- - - - -- -- VH 
1 : : 1 1-1 1 

' k A\J 1·· ••• 

f),,V;~2f),,V: 1·LJv \. 

1 ~ 

\';L 1-....._.....__-+.~- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - .,. - -···---Vil 
1 : : : :: 

- _6~ - --:- :- -- l i , :'\\-- -- -- VH 
; tris.i1 1 trise3 1: _ \.·· • 

........... -E:=;~~·,c. - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -~- -..... VL 
t~O tcho;ge 1 t~ T t charge 3 

Fig. 3. Node voltages of the nodes in Fig. 2 , when a pulse with a width T is propagating through the chain. 
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Taking A Vi = 2A V for the DC case (see Section Il) the AC swing at t = T is 

(1 + ki )A V, where 0 < ki < 1 depending on T. The charge time is. the time which it 

takes for current source isi to discharge V 4 from V iL + (1 + k 1 )A V to V iL + A V (du ring 

this time V3 is charged in the time trise3 from VL to VH ). As soon as V4 ,equals ViL + AV 

the output diode of T2 will be sufficiently forward biased to draw the current i53 and 

consequently T3 will switch off and V7 wil! start to rise. Fig. 4 shows all elements 

connected to node 3 and the considered voltage swings. During tcharge3 node 2 is not 

charged to ViL + 2AV, but to ViL + (1 + k2)AV, where 0 < k2 < 1. The capacitance 

Cbcl//Ccsi together with Rdiff.Dl form an RC time load to node 2, where Rdiff.Dl in

creases with increasing voltage at node 2. The value of k2 is very difficult to calculate 

because it depends on tcharge3 . Furthennore, node 3 has to deliver base current to T2 

between trise3 and tcharge3 (the time interval in which T2 is ON). However, this base current 

can be neglected in practical circuits, where '3fN ;;. 30. 

The voltage swing across the capacitances between t = T and t = T + tcharge3 

is (2 + k2 )AV for Cbc1, (1 + k2 )AV for Ccsl, AV for CbeZ and (1 +ki )AV for CbcZ (see 

Fig. 4). So the time to charge node 3 equals: 

and consequently 

AV. (8) 

V+ 

Fig. 4. A simplified diagram of Fig. 2 in which all the capacitances to be charged by is2 are indicated . 
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B. Propagation de lay time starting from the DC situation ( Fi = F 0 = I) 
As shown in IIIA, ki is 1 when gates switch from their DC state. Further, from 

various circuit simulations a practical value for k2 is found to be 0. 3. This means that 

during the charge time the internal node makes a voltage swing of 1.3 AV. Substitution of 

these values in (8) yields 

(9) 

C. Propagation de lay time in a ring oscillator (Fi = F 0 = 1) 

Fig. 3 shows that the internal node V4 charges very slowly after its voltage is in

creased to ViL + 1. 3A V; this is due to the steeply increasing differential resistance of the 

Schottky diode by which this _node is charged. In a ring oscillator with a limited number 

of stages the intemal node will not reach ViH and consequently ki is reduced. Even in a 

ring oscillator with as many as 21 stages, a significant reduction of ki is observed. Values 

around 0.7 can be found, so the average propagation delay of a 21-stage ring oscillator 

is about 

(10) 

For shorter ring oscillators ki will be even smaller, of course. 

D. Fan-out ~ 1 

Fig. 5 shows ISL with fan-out = F 0 . When gate A is ON, the n-p-n of gate A has to 

sink a larger current than in the case where F0 = 1. Due to this larger current, VBEON of 

gate A has to be somewhat larger. It can be calculated that the increase of VHin is 

v. 

v. 
VA 2 

v. 
A 

T 
isiê ~ fll Fo f4 _ v,i5 D 

Fig. 5. ISL situation where gate A has a fan-out of F 0 • 
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(11) 

As the V BE of the p-n-p of gate A remains constant, VA is increased by the same amount 

l>VHin and so are the low level inputs of gates B, C and D (VLB, VLc and VL0 ). This 

means that the logic swing of the nodes B, C and D is somewhat smaller than .6 V calcu

lated for Fi = 1 (see Section II). However, the decrease of the propagation delay time due 

to this effect is small compared with the decrease of the propagation delay time caused 

by the extra current (F 0 - l)i5 which is available to charge node A; this also holds for 

STL. This means that the first-order propagation delay time for both ISL and STL equals 

(12) 

where F0 > 1. 

This equation shows that for F 0 > 1 there is a considerable decrease in the average 

propagation delay time, because in practical circuits cbc and ces are larger than cbe· 

E. Fan-in> 1 

Fig. 6 shows an ISL configuration with Fi > 1. Suppose that gate Ais OFF, due to 

the fact that one or more of the preceding gates are ON. In the genera! case n gates of the 

preceding gates are ON and (Fi-n) gates are OFF. 

1 . 
11· Is 

Va r...--

v 

Fig. 6. ISL situation where gate A has a fan-in of Fj. Of the F; input gates, n gates are switching OFF 
simultaneously. 
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Due to the fact that n gates are ON, when n > 1, the low level voltage of node A 

(VAL) is somewhat lower than in the case when Fi = 1 (where nis always 1). This means 

that the logic swing at node A is somewhat larger than Á V calculated in Section Il. 

However, the increase of the propagation delay time due to this effect is small compared 

with the increase of propagation delay time caused by the extra capacitive loading of 

node A by the n preceding gates, 

Fig. 7 shows the node voltage V 8 = V C• V D = V E and VA during charging of node 

A. As gates D and E are OFF, the node voltages V0 and VE are about 

V iH - A V = V iL + Á V, which means that nodes D and E are already charged for a large 

part of the main increase from V iL to V iL + ( 1 + k2 )Á V. So at t = 0, V B and V c will start 

to rise up to Vil.+ AV (see t 1 in Fig. 7);from thismomenton V8 , Vc. Vo and VE will 

be raised simultaneously up to V iL + (1 + k2 )Á V. All the capacitances are charged by 

only one current source at the input of gate A. 

2 tpd 

VL 1-__ ..._ ____ V1ND. INE 

. 
- -t· - - - - , - - - -

1 ' 1 

t:O t, t=tcharge 

Fig. 7. Node voltages of the nodes in Fig. 6. Gates B and C have an internal voltage swing which is t.. V 
larger than the internal voltage swing of D and E. 

It can easily be calculated that in this case the average propagation delay time both 

for ISL and STL is 

(13) 

where F; ;;,, 1 and 1 ,;;:; n ,;;:; F ;. 
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F. Measures to obtain fan-in independent propagation delay times in ISL and STL 

Sections IIID and IIIE dealt with circuit configurations where-F; ;;. 1 or F 0 ;;. 1. 

In real logic circuits combinations will always occur, which means that speed degradation 

due to fan-in may be compensated or partly compensated by speed improvement due to 

fan-out. Nevertheless always critica! paths may appear where speed degradation due to 

fan-in is dominant, so for worst-case analysis expression (13) must be taken into account 

with all inputs switching simultaneously (n = F;). 

At the cost of extra power dissipation the fan-in dependency of the propagation 

delay time can be reduced or eliminated by electronic methods. 

There are three possibilities: a) fan-in dependent increase of the input current; 

b) introduction of a pull-up resistor to the internal node; c) use of dummy gates. 

a) Fan-in dependent increase of input current. 

When the current source to node A in Fig. 6 is increased to alevel of, for instance, 

F;~. the worst-case average propagation delay times decreases to 

[ 1 + k 1 C be J Ä V 
tpd = (2 + k2 + ---p.- )C be + (1 + kz )Ces +-p. -2. 

1 1 1s 
(14) 

with all inputs switching simultaneously. In ISL the input current has to flow 

through the p-n-p in the DC case. This might be problematical for high values of n, 

when series resistances cannot be neglected. 

b) Pull-up resistor to the internal node. 

Fig. 8 shows the case where each gate has a pull-up resistor connected to the inter

~t} node, ~r~viding a current i;. When i;/(Cbe +Ces);;. Ïsf(Cbe + Cbc> then 

dt A > dt 8 , which means that the charge time on node A becomes fan-in in

dependent. In that case the average propagation delay time becomes 

tpd = (C beÄ V + C be v•)/2is 

v. 

R 

( 15) 

tcharge 

Fig. 8. To deerease the speed degradation by fan-in, a pull-up resistanee R is used to charge the internal 
node. 
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where v• is the power supply voltage. 

To reduce the effective power supply voltage for the pull-up resistor a Schottky 

diode can be placed in series [14]. 

When i/(Cbc + Ces)< V(Cbe + Cbc) then the fan-in dependency is not elirninated 

but reduced. In that case the tpd result will be between the values obtained by (15) 

and (13). 

c) Use of dummy gates. 

In gate arrays (23 ], dummy gates can be connected to gates which are connected 

with their other outputs to gates that have a relatively large-fan-in (see Fig. 9) and 

which are in a time-critica! path. When this is done the current source to node A 

does not have to charge all intemal nodes of the Fi gates when they all are con

nected to a dummy gate. Here the speed improvement of a fan-out is used to com

pensate a speed degradation of fan-in. 

dummy gate 

' 1 
1 

1 1 
·----------- __ J 

Fig. 9. To decrease the speed degradation by fan-in, a dummy gate provides an extra charge current for 
gate B. 

8.IV. Propagation delay times at medium and high current levels 

A. ISL at high current levels with Fi = F 0 = 1 

At high current levels the active minority carrier storage dominates the charges 

m the depletion capacitances. As the minority carrier storage is proportional to the 

current, the intrinsic propagatiori delay times are independent of the current level, as long 

as no series resistances are taken into account. 

Fig. lû(a) shows a chain with ISL inverters. Fort.;;;; 0 switch S is closed, which 

means that both TNl and TPl are OFF, and TN2 and TP2 are ON. When t > 0 the switch 
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is opened causing TNl and TPl to charge and consequently TN2 and TP2 to discharge. 

For practical devices the forward transit time of the n-p-n is much sh1xter than the for

ward transit time of the vertical p-n-p (in the oxide isolated case [ 13)) or composite p-n-p 

(in the junction isolated case [12)). This means that for the first-order approach the 

forward transit time of the n-p-n may be neglected. When further all series resistances 

are disregarded the reverse excess charge qrN of the n-p-n can easily be mathematically 

combined with the forward excess charge qfp of the vertical or composite p-n-p, forming 

an effective forward excess charge associated with the collector current of the p-n-p: 

(16) 

where r; is the effective forward transit time of the p-n-p. This excess charge can be seen 

as a non-linear capacitance between the emitter and base node of the p-n-p [22] (see Fig. 

lO(a)). 

As the n-p-n transistor is very fast compared with the p-n-p transistor, TN 1 can sink 

any amount of current up to ~fNis when t > 0. This means that the forward excess charge 

of TN2 is also rernoved very fast, causing V3 to switch down imrnediately to VBEOFF· 

However, the base-emitter junction of TP2 remains forward biased as long as excess 

charge is present. This rneans that shortly after t = 0 node 4 and node 5 make the same 

negative step as node 3, and that TP2 in the first instance keeps sinking i2 (= ~); see 

Fig. lO(b). The voltage at node 4 wil! become negative. As the voltage between node 3 

and 4 does not change very much for a long period after t = 0, the reverse collector 

current of TN2 keeps flowing, which implies that the net current through TN2 changes 

sign and changes amplitude! 

When t > 0, the collector current of TN2 becomes icTN2 = - 'YicTP2, and the 

current through D2 remains i3 =is; so the total current to discharge q;2 equals 

d • " qp2 __ . - qp2 
dt - 's 'Y T" ' 

p 
(17) 

where q * = ~i r• at t = 0 p2 p s p . 

Solution of (17) yields 

.. 
[ • J T n's q * = (1 + cc*')')e·ît/T P - 1 .....i:....:... 

p2 p î' ' (18) 

which is zero for t 1 = (T;/')')ln(l +cc;')') . (19) 
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At t = t 1 , TP2 is switched OFF and consequently 1N3 is switched ON. The average pro

pagation delay tpd is therefore t 112, so 

(20) 

which reduces to 

t = 01.*r*/2 pd p p (21) 

when 'Y ~ 1 (because always ex; ,;;;;; 1). 

Fig. lO(b) shows the collector current through TP2 for the case where 'Y ~ 1. In 

that case the reverse collector current of TN2 is neglected, which rneans that icTP2 de

creases linearly (icTPi =(ex;- t/r;)~). The current through Dl is also indicated. 

When t > 0 the i01 immediately switches from zero (at t = O) to is being i3 flowing 

through q;2 . As q;2 is now discharged linearly in time (see eq. (17) with 'Y ~ 1), the 

collector current of TP2 decreases also linearly (from is to zero). This means that TP2 

cannot fully sink i2 anymore, and consequently the (increasing) rest of this current flows 

through D 1. Therefore i01 increases from is to 2i5 between t = 0 and t = t 1 . At t = t 1 , 

q~ is zero, causing i3 to flow into TN3 and the current through Dl changes from 2is to 

~ (see Fig. 10 and also Fig. 7 in [12]). 

s 
1 

v. v. 

t, v, 
VBEON ~----......,..:::::::.. 

V3 t:N 
V BEOFF ll"----------V5 ••• 

v, 
o~~~~~...-~~-.. 

lbl 

v. 

Fig. 10. (a) An ISL inverter chain is shown. Switch S opens at t > 0. Exccss charge storage is represcnted 
by a non-linear capacitance. (b) For 'Y <( 1 the wavefonns of io1, ÎcTP2· V1, V3 , V4 and V 5 are shown. 
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Fig. 11 shows jcPZ and i01 for ex;= 1 and 'Y = 0.1, 1 and 10 respectively. For 

'Y = 10 a peak current of 11 i5 flows through Dt immeadiately af ter t = 0 and t 1 is re

duced to 0.24 r;. For practical devices 'Y is approximately 0.1, which means that t 1 is 

about 10% below r;, soa first-order approximation of tpd is indeed tpd = ex;r;/2. 
In cases where the forward transit time is not neglected, an analytica! expression 

for tpd is not very easy to derive. However, in practical devices TfN ~ TfP, which means 

that such an analytica! expression would not be very useful for practica[ cases. 

In ring oscillators q; may not re ach the eventual value ex;~ r;. When a gate switches 

ON, the effective forward excess charge of the p-n-p is built up exponentially as given by 

(22) 

which means that q;2 is charged to 95% fort= 3 r;. This means that a seven-stage ring 

oscillator provides a tpd which is up to 5% too optimistic. 

1.0-----------

1.0 

10 

y=1 y:0.1 - -----:.:7.i-.-·.., ·-·-· . . 

Fig. 11. The current icP2 and io1 of Fig. lO(a) as a func tion of"( when ~ = 1 (worst-case value of°'~ ) . 
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B. ISL at medium current levels wben Fi = F 0 = 1 

As the effective forward excess charge of the p-n-p can be seen as a non-linear 

capacitance between the base and collector node of the n-p-n (being the emitter and base 

node of the p-n-p ), the average propagation delay time can also be found as half the 

charge time of the input node (as explained in Section III) with the non-linear n-p-n base 

collector capacitance charged to Q1 = q; = ~cx;T; (see Fig. 12). 

In this way the high current level tpd expression (21) and low current level tpd 

expression (8) are easily combined to give 

(23) 

~1 ·tN 

Fig. 12. As Fig. 4, with the p-n-p-transistor minority carrier storage indicated as a non-linear capacitance. 

C. ISL at medium and high current levels wben Fi;;:;., 1 and F 0 ;;:;., 1 

At medium and high current levels, too, ISL will be slower for F; > 1 and faster 

for F 0 > 1. Mathematica! expressions similar to these derived in section IIID and 111.E 

can be derived when starting from (23). The electronic methods described in III.F to 

obtain fan-in independent propagation delay times also work out for high current levels. 

When the first method is used, where the input current is increased, the non-linear capaci

tance may be charged to Q 1 = n ~cx;T;, causing an increased switch-off time of the p-n-p. 

D.STL 

In STL the relatively slow p-n-p does not exist; only the short forward transit time 

of the n-p-n plays a role. In practical devices the stored excess charge in the base of the 

n-p~n is very small compared with the charge in the junction capacitances, which means 

that for high current levels, too, expression (8) is valid, as long as no series resistances are 

taken into account. 
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8. V. Series resistances and wiring capacitances 

A . Series resistances in ISL 

Fig. 13 shows all relevant series resistances in ISL. At high current levels the series 

resistances can cause a considerable increase in the propagation delay time [ 4, 12]. and a 

decrease in voltage swing and noise margins [19,20). 

It is mainly the Schottky series resistances Rd that will decrease the voltage swing. 

Although this would decrease tpd, RC time effects and peak-current limiting effects have 

in genera! a stronger influence in practical circuits, which means that tpd increases [ 12,24 ]. 

At high current levels the series resistances cause a different current distribution 

between the base current of the n-p-n and emitter current of the p-n-p, which can increase 

r;, and furthermore the p-n-p may go into saturation due toa too large voltage drop over 

its collector series resistance RcP [ 12]. 

All these effects make it very difficult to derive a mathematica! expression for tpd , 

which includes all series resistances. In fact only a circuit simulation program can provide 

the information (12,24]. 

v. 

Fig. 13 . An ISL stage with all relevant series resistances included. 

V+ 

Fig. 14. An STL stage with all relevant series resistances includcd. 
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B. Series resistances in STL 

Fig. 14 shows all relevant series resistances in STL. The logic swing equals 

AVsTL = AVsTL + (Rs2 - R51 )i5 . In practical cases R51 will be larger than Rs2, which 

means that A V'sTL will decrease at high current levels. But here too, tpd will increase 

due to the RC time effects and peak current limiting. 

Further the series resistance of the damp diode Rs2 and the n-p-n collector re

sistance Re can cause the n-p-n transistor to go into saturation at high current levels. 

In STL, too, mathematica! formulas including all series resistance effects are very 

difficult to derive, and computer simulations have to be used to obtain the information. 

C. Wiring capacitances in ISL and STL 

Wiring capacitances always increase the propagation delay time in ISL and STL. 

These capacitances are parallel to Cbe, so the mathematica! expressions for tpd can 

be used by replacing Che by Cbe =Che + Cw , where Cw is the particular wiring capaci

tance. 

Especially when the fan-in is larger than 1, the influence of wiring capacitances is 

not negligible. 

8.VI. ISL/STL comparison and measurements 

A. Theoretica/ comparison 

As · shown in Section III, the propagation delay times of ISL and STL at low 

current levels would be identical for equal values of the junction capacitances Che• Ces• 

C be and the voltage swing A V. When ISL and STL are laid out in the same technologica! 

process, using the same process and same minimum design rules, small differences 

in the average values of Che and Ces over their voltage swings may occur due to the fact 

that the juntion capacitances are essentially non-linear and the bias voltages are slightly 

different. In ISL CbeN and CcsN intend to be a little larger than in STL because the base

-collector junction is about 100 - 200 mV more forward-biased, and the collector-substrate 

junction is about 100 - 200 mV less reverse-biased. In STL, however, thejunction capaci

tance of the damp diode has to be added to the base-collector capacitance of the n-p-n , 

and further CesN wil! be a little larger due to the larger collector island which is needed to 

include the clamp diode (see Fig. 15). 

As shown in Section II, the voltage swings are determined mainly by the saturation 

currents of the damp devices and output Schottky diodes (l pO and Ido in ISL; /dol and 

ldo2 in STL). The smaller AV, the faster the logic and the smaller the noise margins are 

[19,20]. So with AV a trade-off is made berween speed and noise margins. For circuits 

with F; = F0 = 4, a AV of about 150 - 200 mV is required to obtain positive noise 

margins [19,20]. 

At higher currents, ISL will be somewhat slower than STL because of the minority 
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Fig. 15. (a) Not·to'°'cale cross section of ISL in an oxide·isolated process [ 13 ]. 
(b) Proposed not-to'°'cale cross section of STL in the same basic process as (a). 

carrier storage in the p-n-p (see Section IV). As shown by equation (23), the average 

propagation delay time is increased with 01.*r;12. where r; is the effective forward transit 

time of the composite p-n·p. Here the thickness of the epitaxial layer and the width of 

the lateral base are very important. In pn·isolated ISL with a 2.9 µm epitaxial layer and 

5 µm details, r; is 1.5 ns at room temperarure (see rfl, in [12]), which means that the 

average propagation delay time is increased by about .75 ns. In oxide-isolated ISL with a 

1.2 µm epitaxial layer and 3 µm details [ 13 ], the relatively slow lateral p·n-p is eliminated, 

yielding ar; of about 250 ps (at room temperature), which means that tpd is increased 

by about 125 ps only. At very high current levels the speed of both ISL and STL is 

limited by the various series resistance effects. As explained in Section V, it is very dif

ficult to derive mathematica) expressions for this region, so computer simulations and 

experiments have to be carried out. 

B. Measurements, simulations and calculations 

Fig. 16 shows average propagation delay times versus current per gate for oxide

·isolated ISL and STL structures. All have voltage swings of at least 180 mV. Very fast 

oxide-isolated STL with a voltage swing of 125 mV has also been published [17,18]. 

However, this logic swing is too small for realisric logic circuits (very small or negative 

noise rnargins for Fi > 1 and/or F 0 > 1) and is therefore not indicated in Fig. 16. 1 t is 

clear from Fig. 16 that ISL and STL have comparable speeds when made in the same 

process with the same voltage swing. All ISL and STL examples exhibit curved lines at 

high current levels due to series resistance effects. The measurements on ISL ring oscil

lators (21 stages) with 3 µm design rules (13] and PtNi-silicide Schottky diodes 

(<f>s = 0.78 eV) were done with the strucrure shown in Fig. 15(a) [ 13 ]. For this strucrure 

a model was derived (24] and the circuit simulation provides a tpd curve which is identical 
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with the measured one (see Fig. 16). 

If STL would have been made in the same basic process (see cross section in Fig. 

15(b)) with a PtNi-silicide damp diode (<J>s = 0. 78 eV) and TiW fan-out diodes 

(~ = 0.53 eV) the logic swing would be identical with the ISL swing("=' 200 mV) and the 

propagation delay time would indeed be somewhat smaller than that of ISL (see Fig. 16). 

The main speed difference is caused by r; in ISL, which makes the delay time about 125 

ps langer. Thus a little speed improvement is obtained with STL at the cost of a more 

complex technology. The calculated propagation delay time for STL and ISL with equa

tions (8) and (23), respective!y, is also indicated in Fig. 16. 

The following measured parameters are used for both equations Cbc = 0.056 pF, 

Ces= 0.26 pF, Cbe = 0.035 pF, ~V= 210 mV, ki= 0.7, ki= 0.3, ex;= 0 .96 and 

r; = 250 psec. The simulation results for STL and ISL in Fig. 16 were carried out with a 

21-stage ring oscillator. The factors ki and ki belong to this 21-stage ring oscillator (see 

Section Ill.C). 

At is = 50 µA the calculated values are: tpd!SL = 1.46 nsec; tpdSTL = 1.33 nsec. 

These values are very close to the simulated and measured results (see Fig. 16). 
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For is= 100 µA the calculated values are: tpdISL = 0.79 nsec; tpdSTL = 0.66 nsec. 

At this current level series resistances are no longer negligible and tli.e curve starts to 

deviate from these calculated propagation delay times (these calculations are not shown 

in Fig. 16). 

8.VIII. Conclusions 

It has been shown that high-speed VLSI candidates ISL and STL are quite similar in 

behaviour. The only basic difference is that the n-p-n damp device is a p-n-p in ISL and 

a Schottky diode in STL. This means that, owing to minority carrier storage in the p-n-p, 

ISL will be somewhat slower than STL when the logic swing and the junction capcitances 

are identical. In pn-isolated structures with a combination of a lateral and a vertical p-n-p 

the extra delay in ISL is about 0,75 ns; in oxide-isolated processes, where the relatively 

slow lateral p-n-p is eliminated, the extra delay is about 125 ps. Analytica! expressions for 

the average propagation delay time (tpd) have been derived. Both logic forms suffer from 

delay time increase with fan-in increase. Measures to obtain fan-in independent delay 

times have been discussed, and it has been shown that they increase the power dissipation. 

Fan-out can increase the speed of both logic circuits. 

Due to the behaviour of the internal node, the measured propagation delay times 

when starting from the DC state wil! be different from those starting from an AC state 

as ring oscillators. In the latter case shorter propagation delay times wil! be measured. 

Series resistances cause an increase in propagation delay times at higher current 

levels. Analytical expressions are very difficult to obtain for this region; here information 

can only be obtained from circuit simulation and measurements. As a genera! conclusion 

it can be said that when compared in oxide-isolated structures with thin epilayers STL 

is marginally faster than ISL at the cost of amore complex technology (two masks extra, 

and one control of harrier height extra). 
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9 

Performance, Temperature Behaviour, and First

Order Modeling of ISL 

]. Lohstroh and J .D.P. van den Crommenacker 

Abstract - The minimum propagation delay time of Integrated Schottky Logic (ISL) 

made in a standard LS process is detennined by saturation of tbe vertical p-n-p damp 

transistor. A perfonnance improvement is obtained by increasing the dope of the sub

strate to prevent this saturation effect. When using 5 µm minimum dimensions the mini

mum propagation delay times is then well below 3 ns over the full temperature range 

from -55 up to 150°C chip temperature. It is shown that a vertical p-n-p clamp transistor 

is essential to obtain a high speed when relaxed design rules are used. 

Furthennore, it is shown that ISL can be modeled in a relatively simple manner 

with one n-p-n transistor and one or two p-n-p transistors, depending on the resistivity 

of the substrate. 

9.1. lnttoduction 

Integrated Schottky Logic (ISL) is a 200 mV voltage swing LSI logic that can be 

fabricated in standard Schottky processes with a double layer metallization [1). lt fills the 

gap between low-power Schottky TTL (LS) and integrated injection logic (12 L) for those 

circuits where LS consumes too much power and takes up too much chip area, and when 

I2 L does not attain the required speed. 

lt has been shown [2] that the minimum propagation delay time of ISL is about 

five times smaller than that of I2 L, when compared in the same process. 

In this paper the performance and temperature behaviour of ISL, fabricated in a 

standard LS process, is compared with the performance and temperature behaviour in 

a modified process. Only the original ISL gate with p-n-p clamp is considered. 

For ISL made in a standard LS process, a first-order model consisting of one n-p-n 

transistor and two p-n-p transistors can describe the temperature behaviour adequately . 

. The n-p-n and p-n-p transistor models can be simple one-lump charge control models. 

ISL made in the LS process exhibits quite a high temperature coefficient for the 

Reprinted with permission from IEEE J. Solid-StlJte Circuits, vol. 
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minimum propagation delay time. 

A performance improvement can be achieved with a slightly modified LS process 

(which has an increased substrate dope level), and using 5 µm minimum dimensions. In 

that case the minimum propagation delay times can be well below 3 ns over the full 

temperature range from -55 up to 150°C chip temperature. It will be shown that with 

sufficiently increased substrate dope levels the ISL model can be simplified to a model 

with one n-p-n transistor and only one p-n-p transistor. 

It will further be shown that the vertical p-n-p damp transistor is essential to ob

tain a high switching speed when relaxed minimum design rules are used. 

9.11. Measurements and modeling of ISL in a standard LS process 

ISL was originally fabricated in a standard process developed for LS. To reduce 

the collector-island capacitances of the LS gates, the substrate resistivity of the LS process 

was chosen at a rather high (non-critica!) value of 14 U·cm. In ISL gates the substrate 

has not only an isolation function, it also has a conduction function to conduct the 

current from the vertical p-n-p collector areas to the p' isolation grid, which is contacted 

and grounded at several points on a chip. This introduces a conflicting requirement for 

the resistivity of the substrate because an effective low-storage damp action requires 

that the vertical p-n-p transistor of ISL should not be allowed to go into saturation, which 

means that only small voltage drops are allowed over the conducting paths in the sub

strate. 

Fig. 1 shows a cross section of an ISL gate (not-to-scale). Fora first-order modeling 

setup the lateral and vertical p-n-p's are modeled separately. The splitup between the 

transistors is indicated with the dashed lines. The shaded areas indicate the storage of 

active charge (holes). The distribution of holes in the bases of the p-n-p's is triangular in 

shape, as long as the transistors are not saturated. In the collector of the saturated n-p-n 

the hole distribution is block-shaped due to the hole-reflecting buried layer. 

PNP1 NPN 

Fig. 1. Cross secóon of an ISL-gate (not-to~cale). The shaded areas indicate the storage of active .charge. 
The damp p-n-p transisto r is split up into a lateral transistor p-n-pl and a vertical transisto r p-n-p2. The 
vertical p-n-p2 has a cóllector series resistance RcP2 whicb limits the·speed of ISL in a standard LS process. 
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The complete model of the ISL gate (without input current source) is shown in 

Fig. 2. The fixed capacitances represent the depletion capacitances and the variable 

capacitances represent the storage of active charge. 

The modeling and measurements are done fora process with 2.9 µm epitaxial layer 

and 5 µm minimum details [1]. The thickness of the epitaxial layer decreases during the 

fabrication process due to silicon consumption (du ring the various oxidation steps); at 

the end of the process the thickness is 2.4 µm. Fig. 3 shows a to-scale cross section 

of the lateral p-n-p, the vertical p-n-p, and the n-p-n transistors; also the depletion layers 

and the hole distributions are indicated. 
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RbP2 

ReP2 
Î Cislond 

Ris land 

LATERAL PNP VERTICAL PNP 

Fig. 2 . Model of the ISL gate of Fig. 1. 

When the p-n-p's are forward biased, the depletion layer between emitter and base 

(between p-island and n-epi) is assumed to be neglectably small, which means that active 

charge has to be taken into account over an effective neutra! base thickness Waeff 

reaching from the metallurgical base-emitter junction towards the base-collector depletion 

layer [ 3]. This approach is confirmed by a one-dimensional computer program, using the 

Poisson equations and the electron and hole continuity equations, and which uses the 

dope profiles as input [ 4 ]. 

This effective base-thickness of the lateral p-n-p is 2.5 µm and the effective base

·thickness of the vertical p-n-p is 1.05 µm (for the lateral p-n-p the mask determined 

base-width is 4.6 µm, being 5 µm minus two underetch distances of 0.2 µm ) (see Fig. 3). 

The dope of the epitaxial layer is 2.1016cm-3 . 
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Fig. 3. To scale cross section of the lateral p-n-p, the vertical p-n-p, and n-p-n transistors. The depletion 
layers and hole distributions are indicated. 

The area of the p-island is 15x30 µm, equally divided into 15x15 µm2 for the 

region where the buried layer is present underneath (in this region the ernitter is placed) 

and 15x15 µm2 for the region without buried layer (vertical p-n-p). The area of the 

lateral p-n-p (PE •xi) is about 125 µm 2 (where PE is the perimeter of the lateral p-n-p, 

and xj the base junction depth). This means that the saturation current ratio of the lateral 

and vertical p-n-p equals 

loPl Apt • Wseffp2 

I oP2 WaeffPl AP2 
(1) 

where / 0 p 1 and / 0 p2 are the saturation currents of the lateral and vertical p-n-p, respec

tively, and Ap1 and Ap2 the areas of the lateral and vertical p-n-p, respectively. Equation 

(1) yields 0.23 for the given parameters. Measurements done with gates witb and without 

vertical p-n-p (and equal base-island) show that / 0 p1/I0 p2 = 0.25. This value is somewhat 

larger than the calculated value because (1) is not corrected for the fact that effective area 

of the lateral p-n-p is somewhat larger than PE ·xj [5]. For the simulations/0 p1//0 p2 =0.25 

is taken. 

The active hole-charge in the base of the vertical p-n-p and in the collector of the 

n-p-n are about equal because the areas of the vertical p-n-p and the base-collector junc

tion of the n-p-n are equal (15 x 15 µm 2 each). and the effective base-width of the vertical 

p-n-p is twice as thick as the distance between the metallurgical base-collector junction 

of the n-p-n and the (hole reflecting) buried lay er (see Fig. 3 ). 
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This implies that the reverse transit time of the n-p-n TrN equals TrN = TfP2/"f, 

neglecting the extra storage in the base of the n-p-n, where TfP2 is the forward transit 

time of the vertical p-n-p P-N-P2 and 'Y the saturation current ratio lnoll0 p2 of the n-p-n 

and the vertical p-n-p. Furthermore, if the forward base current of P-N-P2 and the reverse 

base current of the n-p-n are assumed to be equal, then /3rN = î/3fP2, where /3rN and /3fP2 

are the reverse current gain of the n-p-n and the forward current gain of the vertical p-n-p, 

respectively. The junction capacitance between the n-p-n base island and the epi-layer 

is split up as follows: 

The n-island to substrate capacitance is devided into Cisland, being the capacitance of the 

island under the Schottky diodes, and CbcPl and CbcP2 (CbcPl = 3CbcP2). For the com

puter simulations the following measured room temperature values for the most impor

tant parameters are used : î=0.2, TfN = 0.1 ns, f3tN = 80, /3fP = 20, and /3rN = r/3fp = 4; 

CbeN = 0.1 pF, CbcN = 0.06 pF, CbePl = 0.06 pF, CbeP2 = 0.06 pF, 

Cisland = (0.2 + F.0.1) pF, where F= fan-out, CbcPl = 0.15 pF, CbcP2 = 0.05 pF, 

Cd= 0.04 pF, RbN = 300 il, ReN = 6 il, RcN = 14 il, RbPl = 100 il, RePl = 30 il, 

RcPl = 30 il, RbP2 = 100 il, Ren = 20 il, RcPl = 8 kil, Risland = 160 il, Rd = 80 il, 

RBLl = 11 il, and RsL2 = 10 il. The junction capacitances are given for the non-biased 

condition. 
The room temperature value for the forward transit time of the vertical p-n-p 

(rfp2 ) equals W~effP212Dp = 0.55 ns and consequently the reverse transit time of the 

n-p-n equals 

T rN = Ttp2/"f = 0.55 ns/0.2 = 2.8 ns. 

The transit times TfPl and r rPl of the lateral p-n-p are equal to W~112D P = 3 .1 ns. 

When the vertical p-n-p becomes saturated, electrons are injected into the substrate. 

The reverse transit time (Trp2 ) has been curved fitted to be 5 ns. 

The highest series resistance is Rcp2 , the collector series resistànces of the vertical 

p-n-p. Fig. 4(a) shows a curve tracer picture (Ic/Vce-characteristics) of the lateral and 

vertical p-n-p in parallel, at room temperature. The larger the combined collector current, 

the larger Vee has to be bring the vertical p-n-p out of the saturation region. The slope of 

the saturation region shows that the collector series resistance of the vertical p-n-p is 

about 8 kil. 

At higher temperatures than room temperature, all transit times, current gains, 

· capacitances, and resistances will increase, depending on their specific temperarure coeffi-
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Fig. 4.lc versus Vee characteristics of the lateral and verrical p-n-p in parallel in a (a) standard LS process 
made on a 14 D•cm substrate, and (b) in a modified process made on a 2 n··cm substrate, both at room 

remperarure. 
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cients. RcPZ, which is formed by the low-doped substrate, has the largest tem perature 

coefficient. Measurements have shown that at 150°C chip temperature the resistance of 

RcPi doubles (from 8 to 16 kil). 

Fig. 5 shows measured and computer-simulated propagation delay times of ISL 

made in the LS process with 5 kil reistors as current sources, for different currents per 

gate (obtained by variation of the power supply voltage) and with temperature as para

meter. The measurements and simulations were done for an 11-stage ring oscillator. 

For the simulations the program PHILPAC was used. As shown in Fig. 5, the simulations 

agree very wel! with the measurements. 

At room temperature the minimum propagation delay time is 2.8 ns for 200 µA/gate 

and at 150°C the minimum propagation delay time is 6.1 ns at 80 µA/gate. So the tem

perature coefficient of the minimum delay time is quite high: + 30 ps/°C. From the 

simulations it can easily be found (from the internal transistor current) that the minimum 

propagation delay time is determined by the saturation of the vertical p-n-p. The voltage 

drop across RcPZ becomes about 0. 7 V at room temperature for a current level of 200 

µA/gate. At larger currents the damp action of the fast vertical p-n-p is lost and the 

slower lateral p-n-p has to take over. This means that the logic will become slower. With 

increasing temperature Ren increases, which means that the saturation of p-n-p2 will 

occur at a lower current level. To gain some insight into the optimum speed obtainable 

with ISL at a gîven temperature, we examîne in the next section the intrinsic and extrinsic 

behaviour versus temperature . 
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Fig. 5. Measured and computeMimulated propagatio n de lay times for an 11-stage ring oscillator for dif
ferent average currents per gate, with temperature as parameter, of ISL made in a standard LS process. 
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9.111. Intrinsic and extrinsic behaviour versus temperature of ISL 

The extrinsic behaviour of ISL is the measured behaviour. Here the transistor 

transit times, the junction capacitances, and the series resistances deterrnine the speed of 

the logic. The intrinsic behaviour would be the behaviour when all junction capacitances 

and series resistances are ignored, and the absolute minimum propagation delay is ob

tained independently of the current level. 

A. lntrinsic behaviour 

To study the intrinsic behaviour of ISL, we carried out computer simulations for 

an 11-stage ring oscillator with fan-out = 1 (see Fig. 6). Fig. 7 shows three succeeding 

node voltages V be, three succeeding Schottky diode currents id, and three succeeding 

combined p-n-p collector currents iep = icPl + icPZ of three succeeding stages of the ring 

oscillator of Fig. 6, for 25°C (see Fig. 7(a)} and 150°C (see Fig. 7(b)), for Rsupply = 5 k.n, 

and Vee= 1.7 V (resulting in an average currenc per gate of about 200 µA). 

Vbe1 

Fig. 6. Part of an 11-stage ring oscillator with fan-<>ut = 1, Vbe, id. and ÎcP = ÎcP! + icP2 of three suc
ceedmg states as presented in Fig. 7-9 , and indicated in Fig. 2 . 

Without the series resistances the lateral and vertical p-n-p can be combined to 

form one transistor with a saturation current which is the sum of the saturation currents 

of both transistors, and a forward transit time Tfi, which is the weighted average of Tfpl 

and T[pz (Tfi, == (/0 p1 "Tfpl + /0 P2 "T[pz}l(/0 p1 + /0 P2))· 

Furthermore, OrN (see Fig. 2) can be wholly ascribed to the forward minority 

charge storage of the combined p-n-p. 

With equal charges in the collector of the n-p-n and in the base of the vertical p-n-p 

(QrN =Om) the forward transit time of the combined p-n-p becomes 

T'fp == (I oPl TfPl + 21 oP2 TfPz )/(10p1 + /0 P2). The reverse transit time of the n-p-n T~N will 

then be zero. At room temperature (25°C), TfP = 1.5 ns, and at 150°C Tf'p == 2.6 ns (T is 

proportional to (T! Tref )1.6 ). As the intrinsic current-independent propagation delay time 

is given by T'fl,12 [2], the delay times would have been 0.75 and 1.3 ns, respectively. The 
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Fig. 7. Computer simulations for (a) 25°C and (b) 150 °C of a ring oscillator with fan-out= 1 for the in
trinsic current-independent case where all series resiscances and junction capacitances are neglected. 
Shown are V1><. id, and icP = icP! + icP2 of three succeeding stages (sec Fig. 6 ). Rsupply = 5 kD and 

Vee= 1.7 V. 

simulated results are somewhat faster (0.5 and 1.2 ns), due to the fact that the resistors 

are not constant current sources (the input current of a gate is smaller than the n-p-n col

lector curr~nt) and the base currents of the transistors are not zero. For T = 150°C the 

logic swing is decreased from 210 to 150 mV owing to the difference in temperature 

coefficients of the saturation currents of the p-n-p transistors and Schottky diode; this 

difference is about 0.5 mVfC. For the p-n-p transistor the saturation current is pro

portional to rL6exp(-q Vg/kT);whereas the saturation current of the Schottky diode is 

proportional to T2exp(-ql/>8 /kT), where Vg and 'f>B (= 0.78 V) are the silicon band-gap 

and Schottky harrier height, respectively. 

Notice that id has a current peak with a magnitude of double the supply current. 

B. Extrinsic bebaviour without junction capacitances [or 200 µA/gate 

Fig. 8 shows for 25°C (see Fig. 8(a)) and 150°C (see Fig. 8(b)) the behaviour of the 

gates, now with series resistances included, but the juncrion capacitances still neglected, 

.and at the same current level of 200 µNgate. The delay times are increased considerably 

(1 and 4.5 ns, respecrively) compared with the intrinsic case. This is mainly due to the 
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Fig. 8. As Fig. 7, but now for the extrinsic case where the junction capacitances are still neglected. The 
series resistances are included and belong to the standard LS process. The current per gate is 200 µA, and 
the vertical p-n-p goes into saturation, causing a much Jonger propagation delay time. Furthermore, the 
intern al v'be of the n-p-n (indicated by dashed line) lags bebind, due toa voltage drop across RbN , This 

effect prevents a fast switch-OFF of the n-p-n. 

fact that the vertical p-n-p goes into saturation, which is caused by the voltage drop across 

R cP2, the collector series resistance of the vertical p-n-p. The saturation becomes more 

sevcre at elevated temperatu res, due to the large temperature coefficient of R cP2 . The 

resistance value of Rcp2 increases from 8 k.Q at 25°C to 16 kil at 150°C. This means 

that at higher temperatures the vertical p-n-p will go into saturation at smaller currents. 

Another limiting effect is caused by the active charge QrN in the collector of the 

n-p-n, which has to be removed through the base series resistance RbN to switch OFF the 

n-p-n. Du ring the switch-OFF action of the n-p-n a voltage is developed across RbN, 

causing Vbe (internal base-emitter voltage, see Fig. 2) to lag behind (see dashed Iines in 

Fig. 8) and preventing a fast switch-OFF. Mainly at 150°C, where RbN has its largest 

value and where also the voltage swing is reduced, this effect imposes a real limitation on 

the speed of JSL. 
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Fig. 9. As Fig. 8, but now in the complete extrinsic case. Compared with Fig. 8 all junction capacitances 
are included (belonging to the standard LS process). 

C. Extrinsic behaviour at 200 µA!gate 

Fig. 9 shows the voltage and currents with all series resistances and junction capa

citances included. 

The delay times at 25 and 150°C are now increased to 3 and 7.7 ns respectively. 

Note the extra current spikes in icP• which arise during charging and discharging of 

cbcPl + CbcP2· 

9.IV. Measurements and modeling of ISL in an improved process (ISL process) 

As shown in the previous section, the minimum propagation delay time of ISL 

made in a standard LS process is determined by saturation of the vertical p-n-p. With a 

sufficiently negative biased substrate this saturation effect could be prevented; however, 

this means that an extra supply voltage would be necessary and that the power dissipation 

of the gates in the ON state would be increased dramatically. A better solution is to in

crease the substrate dope level to decrease the collector series resistance R cPi and prevent 

saturation at not too high current levels. Doing this, the collector-island junction capa-
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citances wil! increase, which means that the speed of the logic is affected at low current 

levels. It has been found that a substrate resistivity of 2 .n•cm is a good compromise. The 

extrinsic speed will be much closer to the intrinsic speed in this case. 

Fig. 4(b) shows the curve tracer picture of the vertical and lateral p-n-p in parallel 

at room temperature; saturation of the vertical p-n-p is hardly perceptible anymore (com

pare with Fig. 4 (a)). The model can be simplified in this case by combining the vertical 

and lateral p-n-p in one model, by summation of the saturation currents, and introduction 

of the weighted average of the transit times r{p = (/ oPl 'T fPl + l 0 p2 'Tfl>2 )/(/ oPl + I oP2). 

Taking the same transit times as in Section II and having l0 p2 = 4/0 p1 then r{p = 1.1 ns. 

Furthermore, C bcPl, C bcP2, and C island are increased by 40 percent. 

Fig. 10 shows the measured and computer-simulated propagation delay times of 

ISL made on a substrate with a resistivity of 2 il•cm. The simulations agree very well 

with the measurements. At room temperature the minimum propagation delay time is 

1.7 ns at 1 mA/gate, and at 150°C the minimum propagation delay time is 2.8 ns at 

3 50 µA/gate. The temperature coefficient of the minimum propagation delay times is 

now reduced to 6 ps/°C. This means that the performance is irnproved considerably corn

pared with ISL made in a standard Schottky process. 
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9.V. ISL perfonnance with lateral p-n-p only 

As stated in [1], the speed of ISL in standard processes is mai!llY determined by 

the base-thickness of the vertical p-n-p. Measurements of ISL with and without vertical 

p-n-p underline this statement. Fig. 11 shows the measured propagation delay times of 

ISL made in the ISL process, with and without vertical p-n-p (in the version without 

vertical p-n-p, the buried layer is not cut away under the base contact). The measure

ments are done for room temperature. Fig. 11 shows that without vertical p-n-p (which 

means that only the lateral p-n-p is doing the damp action) the performance is decreased 

dramatically. The question can now be arised what the basewidth of the lateral p-n-p 

should be to obtain the same performance as ISL with the vertical p-n-p. In that case the 

same room temperature value of rfl, = 1.5 ns should be obtained for ISL with lateral p-n-p 

only (rfi, is the forward transit time of the p-n-p with QrN wholly ascribed to the p-n-p; 

see Section IIIA). lt can easily be shown that in chat case 
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Fig. 11. Measured propagation delay time of ISL with and without vercical p-n-p, made in the !SL 
process. In the case without vertical p-n-p, only the lateral p-n-p is present which has a much thicker base 

· than the vertical p-n-p. Only with improved lithography a thin base could be achieved for the lateral 
p-n-p. With relaxed design rules it is much easier to rely on the vertical p-n-p. 
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where Wc is the thickness of the epitaxial layer between base and buried Iayer (metal

lurgical junctior.s) and Abase islaiid is the total area of the base island. With Wc = 0.5 µm 

(see Fig. 3), Abase island = 15 x 30 µm2 , and Ap1 = 125 µm2 , (2) yields 1.5 ns for 

WBeffPl = 0.7 µm. This implies that the distance between the diffusion openings of the 

lateral p-n-p should be 2·.8 µm, using the same process. This value is quite small for stan

dard contact printing processes which wil! also give large spread on this value (the spread 

directly influences the speed of the logic). Therefore, it is much easier to rely on the ver

tical p-n-p when more relaxed design rules are used. 

9.VI. Conclusions 

lt has been shown that the minimum propagation delay time of ISL, made in a 

standard LS process with 5 µm design rules, is determined by saturation of the vertical 

p-n-p transistor. The temperature coefficient of the minimum propagation delay time is 

rather high in this case. 
lmproved performance is achieved by increasing of the dope of the substrate. lt is 

then found that the minimum propagation delay time is well below 3 ns over the full 

temperature range from -55 up to 150°C chip temperature; moreover, the temperature 

coefficient of the minimum propagation delay time is reduced to the very low level of 

6 ps/°C. 

Although ISL can operate with a lateral p-n-p clamp only, it is much easier to rely 

on a vertical p-n-p because in that case the Iayout rule independent base-thickness of the 

vertical p-n-p can be thin enough to achieve a high speed logic. When a lateral p-n-p is 

used only, the lithography needs to be improved to obtain design rules below 3 µm. 

It has been shown that ISL can be modeled in a relatively simple manner with one 

n-p-n transistor and one or two p-n-p transistors, depending on the restitivity of the 

substrate. 
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10 

First-order Modeling of Oxide-lsolated ISL 

J. Lohstroh and R.M. Pluta 

Abstract - A model is derived for an oxide-isolat.ed ISL gat.e with fan-out: 4. The model 

includes an n-p-n transistor, a p-n-p transistor, a silicon diode and four Schottky harrier 

diodes. Special attention is paid to all temperature coefficients of the device parameters. 

Very good agreement is obtained with measurements in the temperature range 

from 2S°C to 12S°C. 

Due to the p + channel stopper in the process, the collector series resistance of the 

clamp-p-n-p is relatively small. 

10.1. Introduction 

After the first ISL generation which was made in pn-isolated processes [l], the 

second ISL generation uses oxide-isolated processes to obtain a much better performance 

and packing density suitable for high speed VLSI [2-5]. 

The average propagation delay time of ISL is relatively easily calculated for low 

and intermediate current levels [5]; at high current levels series resistances start to play 

a dominant role, which makes an analytica! calculation practically impossible, so for that 

current region only measurements and/or computer simulations can be done [5] . For this 

last approach an appropriate model which models at least all first-order effects is needed. 

A first-order model of pn-isolated ISL has already been published [6]. 

In this paper a model is derived for the oxide isolated case, including walled emitters, 

buried layers (covered with oxide or epitaxial material), channel-stop ion-implants, etc. 

Special attention is paid to temperature coefficients of resistors, capacitors, bandgap-volt

ages and Schottky barrier heights. 

Only oxide-isolated ISL with vertical p-n-p damp [ 3] is mode led. 
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10.11. Device structure 

Fig. 1 shows a top view and cross section of an oxide-isolated ISL [ 3 J testgate 

which has an additional collector contact compared with the gates used in an 21-stage 

ring oscillator (see Fig. 2). This collector contact is used to determine some device para-. 

meters (Schottky diode series resistance, p-n-p effecóve current gain, etc.); the collector 

contact is not used in the eventual ISL gate model, because in ISL circuits this contact is 

not needed. 

' A- -A !al 

,_____. 5 .urn 

OX n 
(b) 

H 

BB (C) 

Fig. 1. Top view (a), and cross sections (b,c) of oxide-isolated ISL made with 3 µm min. details [3]. The 
verrical dimensions are not to scale. Self-aligned channel-stoppers are present under the th1ck made. 

Fig. 2. A part of the 21-stage ring oscillator in which the gate of Fig. 1 (without collector contact) is 
used . The second layer metal which conneccs all the n-p-n eminers is not present. 
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Fig. 1. shows the lateral dimensions after all processing steps. The substrate is 

5 U·cm and an Sb buried layer is made before epitaxial growth. The resistivity of the 

epitaxial layer is 0.3 U•cm (2.1016 cm·3 ); af ter all oxidation steps the epithickness is 

reduced from 1.2 µm to 1.0 µm. The updiffusion of the buried layer is 0.3 µm. Under the 

isolation oxide a p-type channel stop is made to prevent n-MOS channels between the 

buried layers. Base and emitter junction depths are 0.5 and 0.25 µm respectively. Fig. 3 

shows the profiles. All contacts are covered with PtNi (60%, 40%) to form PtNi-silicide. 

Ohmic contacts are made to the base and emitter; Schottky harrier diodes are made to 

the epilayer. 

Typical sheet resistances are 3 0 U/o and 50 U/o for the buried layer when covered 

with epitaxial material or oxide respectively, 600 U/o for the base diffusion, 8 kU/o for 

the pinched-base area, and 28 U/o for the emitter. As shown by Fig. 1 the base, the 
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Fig. 3. ·oope profiles of emitter, base and buried lay er of the oxide-isolaced process. 
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emitter and the Schottky diodes are partly walled. 

The substrate is contacted and grounded with a deep p• plug, placed as close as 

possible to the vertical p-n-p, to obtain a low-ohmic path for its collector current. 

10.111. Modeling of the merged transistor part 

The most complicated part of the ISL structure is the merged transistor part. In 

the subsequent sections, series resistances, transit times and depletion capacitances are 

considered and it is indicated how a reasonable split-up is made to model the structure 

with a minimum number of basic modeling elements. 

A. Series resistances 

Fig. 4 shows all relevant series resistances. Although the merged structure could be 

modeled roughly with only one n"p-n and one p-n-p transistor, the distribution of junc

tion capacitance, diffusion capacitance (hole storage) and series i"esistance around the 

n-p-n requires in principle a split-up into more elements, mainly because of the high 

pinched resistance (- 8 ki1/o) of the base area of the n-p-n. As shown in Fig. 4, the 

introduction of two extra diodes (Dl and D2) is in agreement with the physical reality. 

p 

Fig. 4. Not to scale cross section of the merged transistor part of oxide-isolated ISL. All relevant resi
tances, transistors and diodes are shown. Diode 02 increases the accuracy of the model only marginally, 

and is left out in the final model. 

By doing simulations, including Dl and D2, and simulations including Dl only 

(with D2 combined with the n-p-n), only marginally small differences in propagation 

delay times were found. The trade-off between accuracy and minimization of simulation 

time favored the last one, so in the final model diode D2 was left out. 
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Most series resistances are obtained by calculation from measured sheet resistances. 

As effective base-series-resistance of the n-p-n transistor, 1/3 of the totai pinched resistance 

under the emitter is taken. 

The effeccive base-series-resistance of the p-n-p is calculated as two resistances in 

series, a) the epi-resistance from buried layer to epi region under the metal contact of the 

p-n-p emitter, b) 1/3 of the epi-resistance under the metal contact. This is done because 

most base current of the p-n-p is an electron current flowing from the epilayer to the 

metal contact [7]. 

The collector series resistance of the vertical p-n-p consists of three parts : the resis

tance of the p+ plug RcPl, the resistance RcPi which is the lateral resistance of the p+ 

channel stop shunted by the p- substrate material, and Rcp3 which is the effective resistance 
between the point where the (self-aligned) channel-stopper is discontinued and the collec-

tor of the vertical p-n-p. None of these resistances can be measured separately; only the 

total resistance Rep = RcPl + RcPi + RcP3 can be measured. RcPl consists of a lateral 

part (due to the lay-out considerations; see Figs. 1 and 2) and a vertical part ; this total 

resistance is low. RcPi depends mainly on the ion-implant dose .of the channel-stopper. 

RcP3 depends on Psubstrate and the distance between the channel-stopper and the collec

tor of the p-n-p. Although this last distance is not more than a few micrometers, with a 

low substrate dope RcPJ is dominant. Measurements of the structure described in Section 

II, which is made with a channel-stopper with a maximum boron concentration of 

8.1016 cm-3 under the oxide, show that Rep is not more than 1.5 kr2, which is consider

ably smaller than in the pn-isolated structure where this resistance is about 8 kil [6]. 

So the oxide isolation with self-aligned channel-stopper reduces Rep to an acceptably low 

level without the need to decrease Psubstrate to prevent saturation of the vertical p-n-p. 

This means that no trade-off between Rep and the island capacitance has to be made 

when this type of oxide-isolated ISL is operated up to a current level of 200 µNgate. 

B. Transit times and transistor base-currents 

Fig. 5 shows an appropriate split-up of the merged transistor structure into a p-n-p, 

a diode and an n-p-n transistor. When the n-p-n transistor goes into saturation, the base 

collector junction injects more holes outside the intrinsic n-p-n region than inside the 

intrinsic n-p-n region, due to a larger voltage drop over the high base-series-resistance of 

the n-p-n (RbNi = 2 kn) than the voltage drop over its relatively small intemal collector

-series-resistance (RcN = 30 U). 

As a first-order approximation all hole injection in the n-p-n region is modeled 

by the diode, and the hole storage under the n-p-n transistor is than assumed to occur 

by lateral flow of holes. 

The diode current is one of the components of the effective p-n-p base current, 
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when the current gain of the structure of Fig. 5 is measured as a p-n-p, with the n-p-n 

emitter left floating. This measured current gain /3tpeff of the complete structure is 40. 

In the appendix it is calculated, with device parameters obtained from measurements on 

venical p-n-p test-structures with buried layers [7], that the forward current gain of the 

p-n-p transistor is 48. Also calculated in the appendix is the saturation current of the 

diode, as well as the reverse current gain of the n-p-n (/ddo = 33.10·21 and '3rN = 300). 

The forward transit time Ttp of the venical p-n-p is calculated with WÎieff/2DP 

[6], where WBeff is the effective neutra! base width reaching from the metallurgical 

base-emitter junction towards the base-collector depletion layer. In our particular case 

(see Section II). Ttp is calculated to be 0.13 ns. The hole storage in the p-n-p (see triangle 

in Fig. 5) is directly related to the collector current of the p-n-p (Qp-n·p= Îcp.Tf1>). 

The ratio between the hole storage in the diode and the p-n-p is 

Qdiode/Qp..,-p = Adiode W diode/('!. Ap-n-p WBeffp-n-p), where Adiode and Ap..,-p are the areas 

of the diode and p-n-p respectively in which hole storage is present (see Fig. 5), and 

W diode is the distance between the metallurgical pn junction and nn + junction. In our 

process with the lay-out shown in Fig. 1, this ratio is 0.9 (in the pn isolated case this value 

is 1 [6]). 

The transit time of the diode T dd is now calculted to be 

Tdd = (Qdiode/Qp..,11 ) • (Ip0 /lddo)"Ttp = 177 ns. lf all hole storage were associated with the 

p-n-p, then r;, being the effective forward transit time of d1e p-n-p [5], would become 

r; = (1 + Qdiode/Qp-n-p)°Ttp = 0.25 ns. 

ox 

Fig. 5. Split-up of the merged transistor structure into a p-n-p, a diode and a n-p'fl transistor (not to scale 
cross section). The hole storage under the base of saturated n-p-n is associated with the diode. Hole 

storage is indicated for the p·n-p (triangle) and diode (box). 
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C. Depletion capacitances 

The depletion capacîtances of the p-n-p (CeP and Ccp), the diode (Cdd) and the 

n-p-n (CeN and CcN) are indicated in Fig. 6. The distributed capacitance of the buried 

layer to the substrate is combined in one single capacitance which is introduced in the 

Schottky diode part of the ISL gate (Fig. 7). 

J_CeP 
OX I 

+ + + + 

Fig. 6. Depletion capacitances in the merged transistor structure (not to scale cross section). 

ox 

+ + 

Fig. 7. Not to scale cross section of the Schottky diode part. All distributed dep let ion capacitances of 
the buried layer are modcled with one capacitance. 
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10.IV. Modeling of the Schottky diode part 

Fig. 6 shows the split-up into Schottky diodes and resistances in the Schottky 

diode part of the ISL gate. The resistance RsNi is the effective resistance between the 

collector of the n·p·n (see Fig. 4) and the first Schottky diode. Here the buried layer is 

partly under the epitaxial layer and partly under the thick oxide; in these regions the 

sheet resistances are different, so the total resistance has to be mode led carefully. 

The capacitance of the buried layer to the substrate can be modeled with only one 

junction capacitance Cs, due to the relatively low series resistance in the buried layer (RC 

times are here neglected). 

10.V. The complete model of an ISL gate 

Fig. 8 shows the complete model of the oxide·isolated ISL gate with fan·out = 4; 

here the results obtained from Figs. 4·7 are combined together with Rp, Cp and Cw 

which model the ion·implanted power supply resistor (Rp), its effective capacitance to 

the substrate (Cp), and the fan-in wiring capacitance (Cw) of the metallization to the 

substrate (thick·oxide capacitance). 

As in standard simulation programs transistor models and diode models are avail· 

able with base, emitter and collector series resistances and also base-emitter and base· 

·collector depletion capacitances included; the total node count of the model is 14. 

The most relevant parameters at room temperature obtained from measurements, 

calculatons and some estimations, are listed in table 1. 

For the capacitances measured values of capacitance per unit area and per unit 

perimeter and grading factors of all pn junctions are known (7J. The buried layer has a 

higher capacitance per unit area for the sidewalls than for the bottom, due to its overlap 

with the channel·stopper under the field oxide. Resistances are obtained by calculation 

cd 
v" 

Fig. 8. Complete model of oxide·isolated ISL. When a standard program is used the model has 14 nodes. 
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pnp npn diode Schottky diode 

I =5.l0-17A =l0- 17A -21 I =25 l0-14A I Iddo =33 .10 A po no do · 
13fp=48 Prn =10 -cdd=l77ns Rd=700. 
/3rp=0.04 PrN=300 Rdd=40!1 Cd=0.008pF 
"fp=O .13 ns •rn=2Bps cdd=o.oo9pF 

TrP=5ns 'rN=75 ps resistors capacitances 

ReP=20f'l ReN=lO fl ~Nl=lkÛ C5 =0.2pF 

RbPl =6k!l ~N2=2k.Q ~P2=30.1l Cp=0.015pF 
RcP=l. lk!°l RcN=30.Q ~N1=1oon Cw=~;~~~~~ de-
ceP=0.025pF ceN=0.04pF ~N2=45!1 
ccP=0 . 007pF ccN=0.009pF R6 =200..Cl,Rp =12k.1l 

Table 1. Most relevant parameters at room temperature of the complete model shown in Fig. 8. 

from measured sheet resistances, calculated from dope profiles or by direct measurements. 

The parameters {3tp, PrN and /ddo are obtained from the measured value of /3tpeff = 40 as 

shown in Section Ill.B and in the appendix. The parameters Ttp and T dd are also calcu

lated as shown before. The parameters PrP and T rP have been estimated ; they do not play 

a role as long as the p-n-p transitor does not go into saturation (no saturation is a require

ment for a properly functioning ISL gate anyway). The parameter TrN, the reverse n-p-n 

base transit time (retarding field) is also estimated; its accuracy is not very important 

because the hole storage in the epitaxial layer (modeled with the diode) is much larger 

than the electron storage in the reverse n-p-n base. 

10.VI. Temperature dependency of model parameters 

Saturation currents, transit times in transistors and diodes, depletion capacitances, 

built-in voltages, current gains of transistors and resistances are all temperature dependent 

parameters. 

These temperature effects will be discussed in the above mentioned sequence. 

Table 2 contains all the temperature coefficients used in the model. 

A . Saturation currents of transistors and S chottky diodes 

The voltage swing of ISL is deterrnined mainly by the saturation currents of the 

p-n-p and the Schottky diodes [5]. and therefore these parameters have to be modeled 

carefully as a function of temperature. 

The saturation current of the p-n-p transistor can be written as : 

(1) 
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pnp npn diode resistors 

Tl3fp=2. 10-3 -4 -4 TPfN=56.10 - T~Nl=2,10 
Tj3 =2 10-3 -4 2 -6 

rP • TBrN=27 .10 T ~Nl=7,10 
T2p =-7 10-6 -4 

rN • T~p2=13.10 
-4 

T~Nl=T~N2=13.10 
-4 -3 -4 TR8 =8.l0-3 TVb. p=-24.10 TVbieN=-2.10 TVbi=-24.10 l.e -4 -4 

TRP=3,l0-3 TVbicP=-32.10 TVbicN=-24.10 

TRd=6.10 
-3 

TC =12 10-4 TCeN=l0-3 -4 
eP • TCdd=l2,lO capacitances 

TC =16 10- 4 
cP ' TC =12 10-4 

cN ' 

TC8 =16,l0-4 

-4 
TReN=l0- 3 -3 

TCP=l2,l0-4 

TReP=2 .10 TRdd=6. lO 

T2R =7 10-G -3 
eP ' T~N2=2.10 

T~p1=6.10 
-3 2 -6 

T ~N2=6.10 

TRcP=8.10 
-3 

TRcN=6. l0-3 

Table 2. All temperature coefficients used in the model. The given values are linear temperature coef
ficients, except where T2 is used (in that case the quadratic temperature coefficient is indicated). 

where T is the absolute temperature, T R is the reference temperature (room temperature 

for instance) in °K, VGo is the linearly extrapolated bandgap at 0°K, and lpoR is the 

saturation current at the reference temperature. 

As the dope level of the p-n-p base is quite low, the bandgap narrowing can be 

neglected and V GO equals 1.206 V [8]. 

For the n-p-n transistor the same temperature correction holds, except fora small 

bandgap narrowing which yields V GO = 1.16 V for an average base dope level of 1018 cm-3 

[8]. 

The saturation current of the Schottky diode is given by Ido= AA *T2 exp(-ql/>8!(kT)) 

[9], where A is the diode area, A * the Richardson constant and lf>s the Schottky harrier 

height. The current through the Schottky diode equals i = /d0 [exp~~T) - 1],where n 

is the non·ideality factor. For practical devices 1 < n < 1.05. From measurements it is 

found that the harrier height lf>s has to be extrapolated linearly to rJiio at 0°K as is done 

to find V Go [8]. 

When this is done, the saturation current for the Schottky diode becomes: 
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(2) 

To make an appropriate measurement of <l>so which is as accurate as possible over the 

temperature range to be modeled, first /doR is measured at the lowest temperature (at 

T R = 25°C for mstance). Then /doT is measured at the highest temperature (125°C for 

mstance), and with (2) </>so is found. Following this measuring method the PtNi silicide 

diodes have </>so = 0.80 eV, where </>s at 25°C is about 0.78 eV. 

If, as a first-order approximation, the non-ideality factors of the Schottky diode 

and the p-n-p are taken unity, the temperature coefficient of the ISL voltage swing is 

calcula.ted as follows. '!'_~e v~t~e swing at temperature T is : A V(T) = 

(kT!q)lnap!doTIIpoT [5) . .' 

SubstitÜting (1) äïlëf (i) it is found that 

kT T 0.2 T 
1AV(T)=AVR +-ln(-T ) +(1--T )(VGo-tf>so), 

q R R 

where A V R is the voltage swing at the reference temperature. 

Differentiation of the last equation yields 

AVR + 4>so - VGo + 0.2 kTR!q 

TR 
(3) 

When AVR = 220 mV, then the temperature coefficient is - 0.6 mVfC at room tempera

ture. 

B. Transit times of transistors and diodes 

The transit times of the transistors and diodes are modeled as 

where TR is the transit time at the reference temperature. No split-up is made for the dif

ferent devices, and a mean exponent of 1.6 is used to model the transit time increase 

caused by the decrease of rninority carrier mobility with increasing temperature. 

C. Depletion capacitance and built-in diffusion voltages 

In most simula.tion programs the expression for the depletion capacitance C has the 

zero bias depletion capacitance, the built-in voltage and the grading coefficient as para

meters.Fora one-side abrupt junction C0 can be approximated as 

(4) 
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where A is the area of the junction, N 8 is the concentration at the low doped side, and 

Vbi is the built-in diffusion voltage. The voltage Vbi decreases with the temperature, and 

accordingly C0 and C will change with the temperature. 

V bi is given by 

V. =~l [NAND] 
b1 q n 2 ' n. 

1 

where nr is given by 

-q<VGo -cxT) -qVGo 
nf= c1 T3 exp [ kT ] = c2 T3 exp [ kT ] , 

where V Go is the extrapolated bandgap, and ex the temperature coefficient of V G; c1 and 

c2 are constants. Differentiation of the expression of Vbi delivers 

VbiR - VGo - 3kTR!q 

TR 

where VbiR is the built-in voltage at the reference temperature. With V Go being 

1.206 V, this temperature coefficient at room temperature equals 

Expression (4) was also found in [10]. 

When (4) is substituted in (3) the relative temperature coefficient of C0 is found: 

(5) 

(6) 

(7) 

For low-doped junctions where Vbi is about 0.75 V this temperature coefficient is about 

12.10·4 K 1, which means that for a temperature increase of 100°C, the capacitances in

crease by 12%. 

For non-abrupt junctions equations (6) and (7) no longer hold. The temperature 

coefficient of Vbi will then be somewhat larger. But as the capacitance is less dependent 

on Vbi in that case (10], the temperature coefficient of C0 wil! be marginally lower than 

given by (7), which means that (7) is a realistic first-order approach to the temperature 

coefficient for all types of junctions. 

In the used model for the ISL gate, temperature coefficients are introduced for 

Vbi and C0 of all junctions capacitances except for the built-in voltage and junction 

capacitance of the Schottky diode, because this last small capacitance plays only a minor 
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role [5]. 

D. Current ga ins of the transistors 

The relative temperarure coefficients of the current gains are of the same order as 

the relative temperarure coefficients of depletion capacitances and resistances. Measured 

values are used for the n-p-n transistor (56.10-4 K-1 for the forward (3 and 27.10-4 K 1 

for the reverse (3). No measured values were available for p-n-p's. From theoretical con

siderations the temperarure coefficients must be less, but still positive [11). As a first

-order approximation 2.10-3 K-1 has been used. 

E. Resistances 

All resistances increase with temperature and can be described by 

where RR is the resistance at the reference temperature T R, and 'Y and 1) are the linear 

and quadratic temperarure coefficients respectively. In genera! the higher the resistivity 

the higher the linear temperarure coefficient is. 

All -y's and 11's are measured and included m the model. Quadratic temperature 

coefficients are indicated only where they are relevant. 

10. VII. Measurements, analytical calculations and simulations 

Fig. 9 shows the measured and simulated average propagation delay times (ob

tained with a 21-stage ring oscillator) of the oxide-isolated ISL discussed in this paper. 

The simulations bath at 25°C and 125°C are in good agreement with the measurements. 

Analytica! calculations can only be done neglecting series resistances [S] . Two values are 

calculated at room temperature at 50 µA/gate and at 100 µA/gate. Fig. 9 also gives 

simulated results at 25°C when all series resistances are neglected. 

It is obvious that at low current levels the series resistances do not affect the pro

pagation delay time; also the measured results coincide with the analytica! calculation. 

In this region only the depletion capacitances and logic swing determine the propagation 

delay time. Despite the increase of the depletion capacitances with increase of tempera

ture, (about 10% with 100°C increase), the propagation delay time decreases with tem

perature due to the dominating decrease of the logic swing (about 25% with 100°C in

crease); see equations (7) and (3). At high current levels series resistances affect the pro

pagation delay time seriously. When all series resistances were zero, then the theoretica! 

minimum value of r;/2 (being 125 ps at room temperature) could be reached when the 

current level would be increased sufficiently (see dotted line in Fig. 9). Simulations 

learned that the speed degradation is mainly caused by the relatively high base-series-
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-resistance of the n-p-n transistor (RbNl + RbNZ ). This total resistance value is 3 kn. at 

room temperature and causes a propagation delay time increase of about 300 ps at 

240 µA/gate. 
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Fig. 9. Measured, simulated and calculated average propagation delay times of oxide-isolated ISL [3]. 
The calculated values are obtained without series resistances being taken into account [5]. The doned 
line corresponds to simulations clone with the model in which all series resistances are reduced to zero. 

As both the series resitances and capacitances increase with increase of temperature, 

it tums out that the average propagation delay time is even more RC-time limited at high 

temperatures; this means that at high current levels the propagation delay times increase 

with temperarure. 

At 5 5 µA/gate the low and high current temperature effects compensate each other, 

resulting in a temperarure independent propagation delay time of 1.3 ns. 

10.VIII Conclusions 

A 14-node model has been derived which models an oxide isolated p-n-p clamped 

ISL gate with fan-out = 4. The model includes an n-p-n transistor, a p-n-p transistor, a 

silicon diode and four Schottky diodes. Special attention is paid to all temperarure 

coefficients of the device parameters. The extrapolated harrier height of the Schottky 

diode at 0°K is used as modeling parameter. 
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Very good agreement is obtained with measurements in the temperature range 

from 25°C to 125°C. The model is obtained for an ISL structure with a walled n-p-n 

emitter (two sides walled) and a single base conact. This walled emitter causes a relatively 

high n-p-n base series resistance and affects the speed at high current levels. Non-walled 

structures and/or the application of double base contact can therefore improve the speed 

at high current levels. 

Due to the p+ channel-stopper in the process, the collector series resistance of the 

clamp-p-n-p is relatively small, which means that low doped substrates can be used. 

APPENDIX 

It is impossible to measure the forward current gain of the p-n-p ({3tp) directly 

with the teststructure of Fig. 1, because when the collector contact of the n-p-n is used as 

base contact of the p-n-p, two devices are influencing the measurement: a) the parasitic 

p-n-p in the region where the buried layer is present (TP'), and b) the n-p-n transistor with 

floating emitter. The total schematic is shown in Fig. 10. lt can be calculated that the 

effective current gain equals 

E 

t Îeeff 

In floating 

TN 
B 

lpo -j beff 

c 

Fig. 10. Complete schematic of the structure of Fig. 4. 

1 + lp0
1llpo 

where lp0 ' is calculated over the total region where the buried layer is present Upo' per 

unit square is known [7]), and consequently ibTP' represents the inverse base current of 

both the intrinsic and extrinsic base-collector region of the n-p-n. 

With {3fpeff = 40, lpo = 5.10-17 , lpo' = 16.10-20 , (3fp' = 2.4 (7), !no= 10·17 and {3fN = 70, 

it follows that {3fp = 48. 
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As the collector current of the parasitic p-n-p is negligible compared with the collector 

current of the p-n-p, in the eventual ISL model only the base current of the parasitic 

p-n-p is modeled. This base current is equally devided over the diode and the base-col

lector junction of the n-p-n. This implies that the saturation current of the diode becomes 

/ddo = /p0 '/(2~fP')= 33.10-21 A and the inverse current gain of the n-p-n becomes 

~rN = 2~fpo1/n0//p0 1 = 300. 

(1 l 

[ 2] 

[ 3] 

[ 4) 

[ 5) 

[ 6) 

[ 7] 
( 8} 

( 9} 
(10) 

[ 11) 
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Statie and Dynamic Noise Margins of Logic 

Circuits 

Abstract-The noise margins of logic circuits are often the subject of 
confusion. This paper intends to clear up the confusion by explaining 
four basic types of noise, and by showing the various methods, together 
with boundary conditions, which can be used to find the worst case 
noise margins. A flip-flop setup is advised which can be used for mea
surements and computer simulations, both for statie and dynamic 
noise margins. Also configurations with fan-in and fan-out larger than 
1 can be handled with this flip-flop method. 

In general, it is found that the dynamic noise margins increase for 
shorter noise pulses; a first-order explanation of this phenomenon is 
given. 

Also, energy noise margins are considered. It is shown that no 
characteristic energy can be determined which can disturb a logic 
circuit. Although energy minima can be found, their values as figures 
of merit are doubtful. 

The theoretical considerations are completed with computer simula
tions and measurements of the statie and dynamic noise margins of 
integrated Schottky logic (ISL), as an example. The obtained dy
namic noise margins and energy noise margins of ISL agree very well 
with the first-order explanations given in this article. 

ll.I . INTRODUCTION 

THE NOISE MARGINS of logic circuits are often the 
subject of confusion. 

When referring to statie noise margins, a type of noise is 
usually meant that is called series-voltage noise in this paper. 
However, also other types of noise exist, such as parallel
current noise and voltage noise in the power-supply and 
ground lines, which can exhibit totally different statie margins 
than the series-voltage noise. 

The worst case statie series-voltage noise margin can be 
found graphically with the well-known "mirror-and-maximum-

Reprinted with permission from IEEE J. Sa/id-State Circuits, vol 
SC-14, no. 3, pp. 591-598, June 1979. 149 
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square method" [1] applied to the voltage transfer charac
teristie of a gate, hut only if the input impedance of the gate 
is much larger than the output impedance. This boundary 
condition is frequently disregarded, leading to wrong conclu
sions (for the statie noise margins of integrated injection logic, 
for instance ). 

This paper intends to clear up the confusion by explaining 
the four basic types of noise, and by showing the various 
methods, together with boundary conditions, which can be 
used to find the worst case statie noise margins. For the 
cases where the mirror-and-maximum-square method cannot 
be used, a flip-flop setup is advised which can be used bath 
for measurements and computer simulations. This setup can 
also be used for fan-in and fan-out larger than 1. 

As the statie noise margins are already the subject of confu
sion, the dynamic margins are even more unclearly defined. lt 

biparallet 

(a) (b) 

Fig. 1. Basic noise sources in NAND logic (a) and wired AND logic (b). 

will be shown in this paper that the four basic noise sources 
can be considered as pulsing noise sources also. Viewed in this 
light, statie noise is pulsed noise with an infinitely long pulse 
length. In genera!, it will be found that the dynamic noise 
margins are larger than the statie ones: during short pulses, 
higher noise amplitudes may be applied. A first-order explana
tion of this phenomenon, considering RC time delays, will be 
given. The advised flip-flop method can also be used to find 
the worst case dynamic noise margins. 



An interesting parameter would be "the" energy noise mar
gin of a logic circuit. It will be shown that no speciftc energy 
noise margin can be defined because the energy required to 
deliver to, or withdraw from a circuit, depends heavily on the 
type of noise source and the length of the noise pulse. 

The theoretica! considerations will be completed with com
puter simulations and measurements of the statie and dynamic 
noise margins of integrated Schottky logic (ISL) [2], [3] as 
an example. 

11.11. FouR BASIC NOISE SOURCES 

In both NAND logic (TTL, ECL, NMOS, etc.) and wired 
AND logic (12 L, ISL, STL, etc .), there are four basic noise 
sources: series-voltage noise in the interconnection lines be
tween gates (ö Vseries), parallel-current noise to inputs or out
puts of gates (Oi), voltage noise at the ground line (8 V gnd), 

and voltage noise at the power-supply line (8 Vsupply ). Fig. 1 
shows these noise sources in both logic types for arbitrary 
fan-in and fan-out configurations. All these noise sources can 
be present at the same time with any amplitude and any sign. 
This means that the determination of the worst case noise 
pattern is a multidimensional problem that is almost impos
sible to solve. A better approach is to isolate 8 V series• 8 V gnd• 

8 Vsupply, or Oi and to determine the worst case margin for 
each type of noise. After that cross relations or cross sensitivi
ties may be examined. 

It should be noted that each noise source either delivers 
power to the circuit or withdraws power from the circuit. 

11.III. WORST CASE STATIC SERIES-VOLTAGE 
NOISE MARGIN 

Fig. 2 shows an infinitely long chain of identical inverters 
(of the wired AND type) with series-voltage noise 8 1 V and 
82 V iri all interconnections. This type of noise may be in
duced by inductive coupling to a current gradient di/dt. This 
case can be considered as quasi-statie if the time interval in 
which the current gradient is present is long compared with 
the switching speed of the inverting gates. 

The input voltage levels are indicated by H (high) and L 
(low). In the adverse situation, 8 1 V and 82 V have a different 
sign. The noise margin is defined as the maximum value of 
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inductive 

coupling 

series voltage noise 

~V=M.2.J.. 
dt 

etc. 

Fig. 2. Series-voltage .noise in an infinitely long chain of identical 
inverters of the wired AND type. The logic voltage levels are indicated 
by H (high) and L (low). The noise sources have alternating signs in 
the adverse situation. For the worst case situation, the arbitrary 
choice 6 1 V = 6 2 V = 6 V is made. The noise may be induced by 
inductive coupling to a current gradient di/dt. The maximum noise 
amplitude ~ V = 6 Vinax for which gates at the end of the chain are 
on the edge of switching to the wrong state is defined as the worst 
case noise margin ~ Vseries· 

8 V for which gates at the end of the chain are on the ultimate 
edge of switching to the wrong state [ 1] . 

As long as 8 1 V and 8 2 V can have different amplitudes, 
noise margins can be found for all different ratios 8 1 V/8 2 V 
from zero to infinity. In this paper, the worst case noise 
margin will be considered for the arbitrary ratio {8 1 V/8 2 V) = 
1, which means that 8 1 V = 82 V = 8 V. The worst case statie 
series-voltage noise margin is then defined as A V series = 8 V max. 

The value of AV series can be found graphically with the 
mirror-and-maximum-square method [1] applied to the volt
age transfer characteristic of the gate in the case where 
the gate output impedance is much lower than the gate input 
impedance (Rout <<Rin). This impedance condition is re
quired because the mirror-and-maximum-square method is 
based on the assumption that the input voltage at any stage 
is given by the summation of the output voltage of the preced
ing stage and the voltage of the noise signa!. 

For logic circuits such as ECL, TTL, and MOS, one has 
mdeed Rout <<Rin• which means that the mirror-and
maximum-square method can be applied to the voltage charac-



(a) 

(b) 

(c) 

Fig. 3. Worst case series-voltage noise measurement/computer simula
tion setup for wired AND logic with fan-in= fan-out= 1 (F = 1) (a) 
and F = 4 (b), and for NAND logic with F = 4 (c). Feedback makes 
a flip-flop. The noise amplitude at which the flip-flop switches to 
the wrong state is equal to the noise margin in an infirutely long 
chain. 

teristic. However, for I2 L, ISL, and STL, the impedance 
condition does not hold, which means that the application of 
this method to these logic circuits will give wrong values for 

Ll V series· 
In the case of logic circuits where Rin is not large compared 

with Rout, the easiest way to find Ll V series is by a direct mea
surement or a computer simulation. 

Depending on the shape of the voltage and current transfer 
characteristics of the gates, a certain minimum number of 
gates have to be taken in series for an accurate approximation 
of the infinitely long chain. As this minimum number is diffi
cult to determine and as a very long chain is uneasy to handle, 
it is better to take two gates in series and make a feedback to 
form a flip-flop. This method was proposed earlier in [ 1] [ see 
Fig. 3(á)]. The value of the Ll V series is found to be 8 V max, 
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at which value the flip-flop is at the ultimate edge of switching 
to the wrong state and is exactly the same 0 v max that would 
be found in an infinitely long chain . In fact, Fig. 3(a) repre
sents a rriethod that can be used to fmd ~ V series for the case 
where fan-m = fan-out = l (F = 1 ). A more critical worst 
case situation will be found for fan-in = fan-out = 4 (F = 4). 
Fig. 3(b) shows how a similar measurement or computer 
simulation is set up for F = 4 . This method is, of course, not 
restricted to wired AND logic but can also be applied to NAND 

logic, as illustrated in Fig. 3( c ). 

11.IV. WORST CASE STATIC PARALLEL-CURRENT 

NOISE MARGIN 

Fig. 4 shows an infinitely long chain of identical inverters 
with parallel-current noise o 1 i and o2 i to all interconnection 
nodes. This type of noise may be introduced by capacitive 
coupling to a voltage gradient dV/dt. This case can be con
sidered as quasi-statie if the time interval in which the voltage 
gradient is present is long compared with the switching speed 
of the inverting gates. 

Here, too, in the adverse situation o 1 i and oii have a differ
ent sign, and since the worst case situation will arbitrarily be 

capacitive 

coupling 

parallel current noise 

i=CdV 
dt 

etc . 

Fig. 4. Parallel-cwrent noise in an infinitely long chain of identical 
inverters (wired AND logic). The noise may be introduced by capaci· 
tive coupling toa voltage gradient dV/dt . 



(b) 

Fig. 5. Flip-flop setup to find the worst case parallel-current noise 
margin Lli, for F = 1 (a) and F = 4 (b). Tuis example is made with 
wired AND logic. 

chosen for 8 1 i = 82 i = 5;, the worst case statie noise margin 
will be found for MparaneI = Mmax. The value. of MparaDel can 
be found graphically with the mirror-and-maximum-square 
method applied to the cu"ent transfer characteristic in the 
case where Rout >> Rin· 

This impedance condition holds for 12 L, for instance, and it 
has been shown [4) that this graphical method can be used to 
find Mparallel for this type of logic. For other logic circuits 
where Rout is not large compared with Rin, the easiest way to 
find Mparallel is by direct measurement or computer simula
tion with a flip-flop setup as illustrated in Fig. 5. Fig. S(a) 
shows for wired AND logic the setup for F = 1, and Fig. S(b) 
the setup for F = 4. Of course, a similar setup can be applied 
to NAND logic. 

11.V. WORST CASE STATIC MARGINS FOR VOLTAGE 
NOISE IN GROUND- AND PowER-SUPPLY LINES 

Voltage noise in the ground- and power-supply lines can be 
caused by ringing, spikes, voltage drops due to series resis
tances, etc. Fig. 6 shows the flip-flop setup with F = 1 for 
wired AND logic to determine the statie noise margins. Of 
course, for F = 4, and also for NAND logic, setups similar to 
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Vee 

(a) (b) 

Fig. 6. Flip-flop setup to find ..1 V gnd (a) and ..1 Vsupply (b) for F = 1 
wired AND logic. Of course, a setup similar to that in Fig. 3(b) and 
Fig. 3(c) can be given for F = 4. 

those in Fig. 3 can be given. The worst case noise margins are 
given by ~ V gnd = S V gnd max and ~ V supply = S Vsupply max , 

where S 1 V gnd = S 2 V gnd = S V gnd and S 1 Vsupply = S 2 V8upply = 
Ö Vsupply· 

11.VI. ELUCIDATION OF THE INFLUENCE OF STATIC 

NOISE IN A FLIP-FLOP 

To elucidate what happens if statie noise is present in a 
flip-flop, an example of series-voltage noise and parallel-current 
noise will be given for gates with Rin > > Rout. 

Fig. 7 shows such a flip-flop. The input and output impe
dances are modeled with the resistors Rin and Rout, respec
tively. Fig. 7(a) shows series-voltage noise and Fig. 7(b) 
shows parallel-current noise. Fig. 8(a) shows the voltage 
transfer characteristics of bath gates in the case where no noise 
is present. There are two stable statesA and C and one meta
stable state B. Assume that the flip-flop is in the stable state 
A. With noise present, the transfer characteristics will shift 
in to· the directions of the two arrows, as indicated in Fig. 
8(a). The influences of S 1 V and S 1 i, and S 2 V and ö2 i, are 
taken in to account in the output voltages of gate 1 and gate 2, 
respectively. Fig. 8(b) illustrates such shifts. As long as the 
transfer characteristics intersect at three points, the flip
flop will re main in the stable state A. Fig. 8( c) shows larger 
shifts induced by larger noise amplitudes. Here the charac
teristics intersect in point C only, which means that the flip
flop is switched over to the other state. The noise amplitudes 
for which the transfer characteristics just touch each other in, 



point A (then points B andA will come together) indicate the 
noise margin( s ). 

For voltage noise in the ground- and power-supply lines, 
similar explanations can be given. 

Note that in the particular case of Fig. 7 the series-voltage 
noise sources deliver a very small amount of power to the 
circuit because of the high input impedance of the gates. For 
the parallel-current noise sources, it is quite different. Source 
8 1 i delivers a large amount of power to the circuit, and the 
source 82 i withdraws a large amount of power from the cir
cuit due to the low output impedance of the gates. 

For gates where the condition Rin >> Rout does not hold, 
the explanation and visualization of the influence of the noise 
is somewhat more difficult. However, the principle remains 
the same: as soon as the flip-flop is forced to a condition where 
the two stable states do not exist anymore, the flip-flop will 
switch over the other state. 

(a) 

v, 

(b) 

Fig. 7. Series-voltage noise (a) and parallel-current noise (b) in a flip
flop with gates for which Rin > > Rout· Both types of noise cause a 
shift of the output voltages of the gates. 
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Fig. 8. Voltage transfer characteristics of the gates from Fig. 7. With· 
out rioise (a) there is one metastable state B and there are two stable 
states A and C. The flip-flop is assumed to be in the stable state A. 
With noise present, the characteristics will shift [ see arrows in (a)]. 
For small shifts stable state A will still exist (b). For large shifts, 
the characteristics do not touch in A anymore and the flip-flop if 
forced to switch to state C (c). A maximum sum of shifts can be 
determined to keep the flip-flop in state A . 
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Fig. 9. General . behavior of the dynamic noise margins: amplitudes of 
noise pulses are allowed to be higher for shorter pulsewidths. For 
very long noise pulses, the situation is quasi-statie and the noise 
margins will reach their minima. 

11.VII. DYNAMIC NOISE MARGINS 

The statie noise margins indicate the maxi.mum de noise 
amplitudes that can be withstood by the logic. This means 
that the noise may be present during an infinitely long time 
without bringing gates to the wrong state. 

It is very well known that if the noise is present in pulse
form, the noise amplitudes are allowed to be higher than the 
statie margiris without affecting the proper logic states. This 
brings us to the dynamic noise margins. 

Fig. 9 shows the phenomenon. For very long noise pulses 
the situation is quasi-statie and the margins are determined by 
statie margins .Üstatic· For short pulses the noise margins in
crease. The shapes of the various curves depend, of course, 
on the switching speed of the gates. For slow gates, the noise 
margins will increase more rapidly than for fast gates if the 
pulsewid ths decrease. 

The increasing margins for shorter pulses have primarily to 
do with internal RC time constants in the gates. The external 
applied pulses have to induce voltage shifts inside gates and, 
because of the RC time delays, larger amplitudes of the driving 
noise sources are allowed for shorter pulses. An example of 
this phenomenon will be given in Section VIII. Exact calcula
tions of dynamic margins are very difficult. Measurements 
and/or computer simulations, using the flip-flop method, are 
much more easier to do. 
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11.VIII. ENERGY NOISE MARGINS 

Although the amplitudes and lengths of the noise pulses are 
the most important parameters, a boundary condition is that 
the noise sources can deliver or can ,sink enough energy to 
bring the circuit to the wrong logica! state. 

To obtain a first-order impression of the energy require
ments, the same circuit as given in Fig. 7 will be considered. 
In this case, only noise at the output of gate 1 (which is Low) 
will be present, and the gates are assumed to have a specific 
input .capacitance C (see Fig. 10). As is shown in the previous 
section, the flip-flop will switch to the other state if the trans
fer characteristic of gate 1 is shifted enough upward. This has 
to be done by the noise source cS V [see Fig. lO(a)]. 

For the statie case the input capacitance of gate 2 plays no 
role. In the dynamic case, however, the input capacitance has 
to be charged by the noise source, which has to deliver a cer
tain amount of energy. If the input impedance of gate 2 is 
neglected, then the time to charge the input capacitance is 
determined by the amplitude cS V of the noise source and the 

(a) 

H 

(b) 

Fig. 10. Same circuits as given in Fig. 7, now considered for dynamic 
(pulsed) noise. The gates have an input capaL'itance C. Series-voltage 
noise (a) or parallel-current noise (b) is present at the output of 
gate 1. 
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Fig. 11. Series-voltage noise margin and series-voltage noise energy 
margin of the circuit shown in Fig. 1 O(a) as a function of noise pulse
width. The behavior is obtained from a simplified model. The 
energy margin increases for shorter pulses of the series-voltage noise. 

output impedance of gate 1. The time needed to charge the 
input of gate 2 to a specific voltage will decrease for higher 
noise voltages. As for higher voltages, the energy efficiency 
decreases (see Appendix 1), the noise source has to deliver 
more energy during the short pulses with high amplitude. 
Fig. 11 shows the phenomenon. In the (quasi) statie case the 
required energy is minimal and is given by Emin = C[(Vin + 
.6. V)2 - Vfii], where Vin is the undisturbed input voltage of 
gate 2 and .6. V the statie noise margin. 

With parallel current noise [ see Fig. lO{b )] the energy aspect 
is totally different. Here the energy efficiency increases for 
short pulses with high amplitude (see Appendix II). This 
means that long pulses with small amplitude require more 
energy than short pulses with high amplitude; this is also 
shown in Fig. 12. F or infinitely short pulses, the required 
energy reaches half the value of Emin as for the series voltage 
case (see Appendix II). 

For energy-sinking noise sources, similar explanations can 
be given as for the energy-delivering sources. Also the energy 
aspects of the noise in 'the ground- and power-supply lines can 
be treated in the same way. 

lt should be stated that this introduced energy explanation 
is a simplified one because the intrinsic propagation delay 
times of the gates have been neglected. In fact, an extra 
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Fig. 12. Parallel-current noise margin and parallel-current noise energy 
margin of the circuit shown in Fig. lO(b), as a function of noise 
pulsewidth. The behavior is obtained from a simplified model. For 
this type of noise the energy margin decreases for shorter pulses of 
the parallel-current noise. 

boundary condition has to be fulfilled which says that the 
voltage change at the input of gate 2 must be induced long 
enough to overcome the feedforward delay in the flip-flop. 
This problem is very complicated and needs more detailed 
study. The basic message of the simplified explanation is that 
there will be a great diff erence conceming the energy margins 
of the various noise sources. 

11.IX. MEASURED AND COMPUTER-SIMULATED NOISE 
MARGINS OF ISL 

lntegrated Schottky logic (ISL) is a wired AND logic that can 
be made in a standard Schottky process [2] . The basic circuit 
diagram is shown in Fig. 13. The saturation currents of the 
transistors and Schottky diodes are indicated by Ino, lpo, 
and Ido . The current source can be either a non-saturated 
p-n-p transistor or a resistor. Measurements and computer 
simulations were carried out for series-voltage noise, parallel
current noise, and ground-line voltage noise. No separate 
measurernents and simulations were made for power-supply 
noise, because the margins for this type of noise can be 
directly calculated from the parallel current-source margins. 
This is due to the fact that the power-supply noise only 
modulates the amplitude of the current source of ISL. 



A. Statie Noise Margins 

Fig. 14 shows· the logic swing and the worst case statie noise 
margins of ISL as a function of I do/I po, derived with com

. puter simulations. Four cases are shown: F = 1 and F = 4, 
both for Pn-p-n = 20 and Pn-p-n = 100. The simulation setups 
given in Figs. 3(a), 3(b), S(a), and 6(a) were used. In all 
cases, <kp-n-p = 0.9 and the temperature is room temperature. 
The logic swing equals roughly (kT/q) ln (ap-n-p Id0 /Ip0 ), 

independent of the current per gate [3] . 
With F = 4, the flip-flop is only stable in the case of a 

voltage swing greater than 100 mV; whereas, with F = 1, 
35 mV or 45 mV is required for p = 20 and p = 100, respec
tively. For these minimum voltage swings, all noise margins 
are zero. The worst case series-voltage noise margins ..1. V series 

increase linearly with the voltage swing, whereas the worst 
case ground-line noise margins ..1. V gnd increase linearly with 

input 

Fig. 13. Basic circuit diagrain of an ISL gate [2]. The saturation cur
rents of the transistors and Schottky diodes are indicated by Ino• 
lpo• and Ido· The current sowee can be either a nonsaturated p-n-p 
transistor or a resistor. 

the half voltage swing. The difference is caused by the fact 
that the series-voltage noise source, which is placed in series 
with the input of the gate that has the input in the HIGH state, 
is ineffective, because of the very high output impedance of 
the gate, which is OFF. The ground-line voltage noise sources 
are effective in both the gates, which means that ..1. V gnd = 

Î ..1. V series. Similar behavior will be found in SI2 L, 12 L, and 
STL [3]. 
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The worst case parallel-current noise margins ill have been 
normalized to the current i per gate. The values of t:J/i in
crease with increasing /3n-p-n. For very large values of Id0 /Ipo, 
t:J/i increases to (t3n-p-n - F)/(t3n-p-n + F). 

Measurements are indicated by the heavy black-points in 
Fig. 14. They fully agree with the computer simulations. The 
experiments are very easy to carry out; the noise amplitude at 
which the flip-flop switches to the wrong state is found to be 
sharply determined. To be sure that the measured margins are 
really the statie margins, it is necessary to stabilize the flip-flop 
with an extra capacitor (for instance, between the two base 

- logic swing 

---- llVseries 
- ---- llVgnd 

200 

(mV] 

1 
100 

\. 
~ 

ISL 

0 
, 1 10 

1do11po 

îlli/i --
0.5 

ISL 

0 

Fig. 14. Logic swing and the worst case statie noise margins .AVseries• 
.A Vgnd• and ll.i/i for ISL as a function of Id0/Ipo• with ap-n-p = 0.9 
for two values of F (1 and 4) and two values of (3 = f3n-p-n (20 and 
100). Measurements (heavy black dots) were döne for Ido/lpo = 
4.103 . No series resistances are taken into account. 
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Fig. 15. Logic swing and the worst case statie noise margins A Vseries• 
A Vgnd• and Ai/i for ISL as ~ function of Re (n-p-n collector series 
resistance) with Rs (Schottky diode series resistance) as a parameter, 
at a current level of 250 µ.A/gate, with Pn-p-n = 100, ap-n-p = 0.9, 
and Idoflpo = 4.103 . Measurements were done for Re= 16 n and 
32 n, with Rs = 100 n . 

nodes) to prevent any ac noise from switching the flip-flop. 
The noise amplitudes then have to be increased very slowly 
in order to remain (quasi) statie. 

The noise margins presented in Fig. 14 are independent of 
the current, and, although worst case, are still optimistic as 
long as no series resistances are taken into account. By way of 
example, Fig. 15 shows how series resistances (n-p-n collector 
series resistance Re and Schottky diode series resistance Rs) 
affect both voltage swing and noise margins. In this particular 
case, ldo/lpo = 4.103 , /3n-p-n = 100, <ki>-n-p = 0.9, i = 250 µA, 
and F = 4. In the case where Rs = 100 n, all noise margins 
wi11 be zero for Re = 70 n. 
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B. Dynamic Noise Margins 

By way of example, some computer-simulated dynamic 
noise margins of ISL will be shown. The most relevant param
eters used for the ISL model are as follows. For the n-p-n 
transistor, fr = 1600 MHz, f3n = 80; Cbe = 0.14 pF, Cbc = 
0.23 pF: for the p-n-p transistor, fr = 16 MHz, a = 0.95; 
Cbc = 0.6 pF. The Schottky diode has a series resistance of 
43 n. The fr is the most important parameter; with p-n-p 
fr = 16 MHz, the ISL-gate turnoff time is about 9 ns, p-n-p 
and the average propagation delay time is 4.5 ns [5]. 

Fig. 16 shows four noise sources (parallel-current noise and 
ground-line voltage noise) that are investigated for the dy
namic noise margins. The noise sources are not applied 
simultaneously, so non-worst case situations are studied. A 
current level of 250 µA/gate has been taken for the computer 
simulations. 

Fig. 17(a) shows the simulated noise margins a 1;, a2 ;, a 1 V, 
and a2 V of the four noise sources of Fig. 12 as a f unction of 

+ · + 

Fig. 16. Four noise sources in an ISL flip-flop (F = 1), which are 
investigated for the dynamic noise margins. The noise sources are 
not applied simultaneously. 

the noise pulsewidth. The genera! behavior is as expected: 
for shorter pulsewidths the noise margins increase. The 
margins a 1 V and a2 V follow exactly the same curve and have 
an asymptote at 9 ns. This means that the noise has to be 
present during the total turnoff time of gate 2. The margins 
a 1 i and t..2 i do not exhibit an asymptote at 9 ns. This is 
caused by the fact that the presence of the parallel-current 
noise decreases the switch OFF time of gate 2. In the case of 
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Fig. 17. Computer-simulated dynamic noise margins (a) and dynamic 
energy noise margins (b) of a typical ISL gate for parallel-cwrent 
noise and ground-line voltage noise. The flip-flop setup shown in 
Fig. 16 is used. The margins are non-worst case . 

..11 i, the n-p-n collector current of gate 2 is increased, which 
decreases the turn off time of this gate [ 5] , [ 6] . In the case of 
..12 i, a similar effect is present; with a large current noise at 
the input of gate 2, the base-emitter voltage of the n-p-n of 

' gate 1 is decreased rapidly, causing an incidentally increased 
discharge current (Cbe + Cbc) (dCbe/dt) for gate 2 [6]. 

Fig. 17(b) shows the delivered (positive) or sunken (nega
tive) energy during the applied pulses of Fig. 17(a). The 
behavior of the curves resembles very much the energy noise 
margins shown in the Figs. 11 and 12, which were obtained 
from the sirnplified model. The energy margins for current 
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noise decrease for shorter pulses; the energy margins for the 
voltage noise increase for shorter pulses. The energy minima 
can be found between 0.5 and 1 pJ. 

As the actual energy margins depend heavily on the type of 
noise source, noise amplitude and noise pulse length, the 
meaning of the energy minima as figures of merit is doubtful. 

For worst case dynamic margins, 51i and 52 i or 5 1 V and 
5 2 V have to be applied simultaneously, with the same ampli
tude, of course. The results wil1 be different from the results 
shown in Fig. 17. 

11.X. CONCLUSIONS 

It has been showrt that four basic types of noise can be con
sidered in logic circuits: series-voltage noise, parallel-current 
noise, and voltage noise in the ground- and power-supply lines. 
The noise can be present both in the statie and dynamic mode, 
leading to different noise margins. Further different margins 
will exist for the various fan-in and fan-out configurations. 

It has been shown that the well-known mirror-and-maximum
square rriethod to find the statie worst case series-voltage 
margin or the statie worst case parallel-current margin can 
only be used in some limited cases where fan-in = fan-out = 1 
and where the right boundary conditions are fulfilled concern
ing the input and output impedances of the logic gates. For all 
other cases, including dynamic noise, a flip-flop method is 
advised, which can be used both for measurements and com
puter simulations. 

In genera!, it is found that the dynamic noise margins in
crease for shorter noise pulses. A first-order explanation of 
this phenomenon is given; more detailed study is needed. 

Although the amplitudes and lengths of the noise pulses are 
the most important parameters, a boundary condition is that 
the noise sources can deliver or can sink enough energy to 
bring the logic circuit to the wrong state. This leads to the 
introduction of energy noise margin. 

It is not possible to find a characteristic energy to disturb 
a logic circuit due to the fact that the energy efficiency of the 
various noise sources is quite different. Although energy 
.minima can be found, the actual amount of energy depends o~ 



_!:}le_ type of noise source, noise amplitude, noise pulse length, 
and input and output impedances of the logic gate. -Therefore, 
the values of the minimal energy noise margins as figures of 
merit are doubtful. 

The theoretica! considerations are completed with computer 
simulations and measurements of the statie and dynamic 
noise margins of integrated Schottky logic (ISL) as an exam
ple. The obtained dynarnic noise margins and energy noise 
margins agree very well with the first-order explanations 
given in this article. 

APPENDIX 1 
CHARGING A CAPACITOR WITH A PULSED VOLTAGE 

SOURCE AND A SERIES RESISTOR 

Fig. 18 shows the electrical diagram of a capacitor C that is 
charged by a pulsed voltage source o V via a series resistance 
R. Por t < 0 the voltage over the capacitor V c is zero, and the 
amplitude of the voltage source is zero. At t = 0 the voltage 
source has the amplitude o V. The current through the voltage 

~óV 
t 0 

1=0 

Fig. 18. Charging a capacitor with a pulsed voltage source and a series 
resistor. 

source is given by 

öV 
i= R exp (- t/RC) {I) 

and the voltage over the capacitor equals 

Vc = ö V(I - exp (- t/RC)] . {2) 

The time T, to reach a voltage Ll V across the . capacitor is 
given by 

r=RCln [öV/(öV- LlV)] (3) 

where, of course, ö V;;:.. Ll V. 
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The value of r indicates the minimum pulsewidth of the 
noise source. The energy delivered by the voltage source is 
given by 

E = 0 v lT i dt = c. 0 v. D.V 
0 

(4) 

where o v;;;i, D.V. 
This means that the minimum energy equals 

Emin = C(D.V)2 (5) 

and that the energy increases for o V > D. V, despite the fact 
that r decreases. 

In other words, the energy efficiency decreases for shorter 
pulses with higher amplitude. 

APPENDIX Il 
CHARGING A RESISTOR-SHUNTED CAPACITOR 

WITH A PULSED CURRENT SOURCE 

Fig. 19 shows the electrical diagram of a capacitor C that is 
shunted by a resistor R. The capacitor is charged by the 
current course Oi. For t < 0 the voltage over the capacitor 
V c is zero, and the amplitude of the current source is zero. 
At t = 0 the current source has the amplitude fü. The voltage 
across the capacitor is given by 

Vc = OiR (1 - exp (- t/RC)]. (6) 

~:i 
f 

t=O 

Fig. 19. Charging a resistor-shunted capacitor with a pulsed current 
source. 

The time r to reach a voltage D. V over the capacitor equals 

T = RC In [oiR/(oiR - À V)] 

where , of course, OiR ;;;i: D.V. 
The energy delivered by the current source equals 

(7) 



E=i 17 
Vcdt=C(f>iR)2 [- ln(l- llV/öiR}-llV/öiR]. 

0 

(8) 

Series expansion of the ln function delivers 

E = l C(llV)2 + l c (llV)3 + lc(llV)4 + l c (llV)s 
2 3 f>iR 4 (öiR)2 5 (öiR)3 

+ ... (9) 

where f>iR ;;;i. I). V. 
This means that a minimum energy value of Î C(ll V)2 will 

be reached for an infulitely high value of fü. The energy in
creases for smaller values of fü. In other words, the energy 
efficiency increases for shorter pulses with higher amplitude. 
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12 

Calculation Method to Obtain Worst-Case Statie 

Noise Margins of Logic Circuits 

Indexing terms: Logic, Noise 

A relatively simpte caleulation method is introduced using the 
flip-flop method, and by using the eriterion that, with mar
ginal statie noise applied to the flip-flop, the loopgain is l. As 
an example, the worst-case statie series voltage noise margin 
of / 2 L is caleulated. 

To determine the worst-case noise margins of logic circuits, a 
flip-flop method can be used for measurements and computer 
simulations. 1 •2 

lt has been stated2 that analytica} calculations of the statie 
noise margms would be very difficult, specifically for those 
cases where bipolar transistors arè in saturation. In this letter, 
however, a relatively simpte calculation method is introduced 
by using the criterion that, with marginal statie noise applied 
to the flip-flop, both small-signa) voltage and eurrent loop
gains are equal to 1. 

A flip-flop will remain in one of its two stable states if the 
loopgain in sueh a stable state is smaller than 1, whereas the 
loopgain in the metastable state is Iarger than 1.3 With mar
ginal noise applied to the flip-flop, one of the stable states 
coincides with the metastable state (see Fig. 8 in Reference 1) 
whieh means that the loopgain (for voltage, current and 
power) is equal to 1. 

As an example of the ealculation method, the worst-case 
statie series voltage noise margin of / 2 L is calculated for the 
case that fan-in = fan-out = 1. lt will be shown that, by assum
ing that the loopgain is 1, a loopgain caleulation is avoided 
(which might be very diffieult in cases where transistors are in 
saturation and/or in cases where it is cumbersome to find a 
convenient point to 'break' the loop, whieh has to be done at a 
low-output/high-input impedance interface). 

Reprinted with permission trom Electronics letters, vol. 16, no. 8, 
pp. 273-274, April 1980. 173 
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v, 

ON 

.1Wseries 
+ 

liVseries 
+ 

OFF 

Fig. 1 Flip-flop a"angement to determine worst-case statie noise margin 
.1H~01a of 12 L for the case that fan-in =fan-out = 1. Noise margin is 
defined as the value of A-V."r1a for which the flip-flop is at the ultimate 
edge before switching to the other state 

Fig. 1 shows the flip-flop arrangement 1 ·2 to determine the 
worst-case statie series voltage noise margin of 12 L, for the case 
that fan-in= fan-out= 1. For both transistors, it is assumed 
that p"P"'' = p, and p"own = oo. 

Transistor T 1 is on and T 2 is off; the noise sources try to 
bring the ftip-ftop into the other state. The collector current of 
T 1 is given by 

ic(Ti) = lo{exp (qV8EfkT) - exp (qVac/kT)} = i1 - Ï3 

and the collector current of T 2 by ic(T 2 ) = i2 - i4 , where 10 is 
the saturation current. The base currents of transistor T 1 and 
T 2 are î1 IP and i2 jp, respectively. 

The KirchhofT current law yields 

and 

. . i2 . 
11 - 13 + - = 1 p 

. . Ît . 
12 - 14 +- = 1 p 

The KirchhofT voltage law gives 

which means that 

kT In i3 + kT In i4 = O 
q lo q Io 

(1) 

(2) 



resulting in 

(3) 

The fourth equation required to solve for i" i 2 , i 3 and i4 is 
given by the criterion that both the small-signal current and 
voltage loopgains are equal to 1. This means that 

and, 

where 

~· ~ · . Öi1 0 
ul2 - ul4 + p= 

. qi1 ~ 
Öl1 = - uVi 

kT 

Combining eqns. 4 and 5 gives 

. . . . l4 . . l3 ( 1) ( ') ( ') l1 l2 1 - pi - l2 l3 + p - l1 l4 + 7i = 0 

(4) 

(5) 

(6) 

\Vith eqns. ~1 , 2, · 3 arid 6, i1, i2 , i3 and i4 can be solved; the 
worst-case noise margin will then be given by 

which yields 

(7) 

Combining eqns. 1, 2 and 6 gives 
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i3 + i4 = J(P + 1)J{(~ -1 )1~ + (P; 1 f ;2} 

- (P; t ); (8) 

With P = 1, eqn. 8, together with eqn. 3, yields i3 = i4 = 10 , 

and further with eqns. 1 and 2 it can be shown that i 1 = i2 . This 
means that, with eqn. 7 it is found that A V.eria = 0 for p = 1 (as 
expected). 

For (P - 1) ~ 10 /i, eqn. 8 reduces to 

p-1 
i3 = p (J(P + 1) - t)i (9) 

and 

(10) 

Combining eqns. 1, 2, 9 and 10 gives 

(11) 

So, with eqn. 7, the worst-case noise margin is found to be 

= l<T In _i__ - kT In pi ( ) 
q I 0 q (P - 1 )(P + 2 - 2 J (P + 1)) 12 

for f3 - 1 ~ 10 /i. 
As, for norm al transistors, I 0 /i < 10- 8 , eqn. 12 will be valid 

for f3 - 1 > 10- 6 . 

Note that A V.eries is much larger than the value of 
(kT/q) In p, quoted in most of the l 2 L literature (see Reference 
4, for insta nee). Fig. 2 shows a graphical representation of eqn. 
12. The theoretica) curve is confirmed by computer simulations 
and also by measurements.2 The presented calculation method 
can also be used in cases where fan-in= fan-out > 1, and also 
for other types of noise. 1 
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Fig. 2 Calculated, computer-simulated and measured values of the worst
case statie series voltage noise margin of 12 Lfor fan-in =fan-out = 1, as 
a function of fJ = flupeff 

-- eqn.12 
O computer simulated 
e measured (Reference 2} 
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13 

Temperature Behaviour of the Statie Noise Margins 

of ISL and STL 

J. Lohstroh and R.M. Pluta 

Abstract - The low current level statie ground-line voltage noise margins of ISL and STL 

as a function of temperature and the fan-out, are derived analytically for gates with and 

without an internal pull-up current. At high current levels where series resistances play an 

important role, the noise margins are obtained by computer simlilations. lt appears that 

STL has better noise margins than ISL at high temperature, when their logic swin~ are 

equal at room temperature, and when no pull-up currents are applied. 

With pull-up currents this difference decreases dramatically, and reasonable noise 

margins at high fan-outs can be obtained over a large temperature range. 

13.1. lntroduction 

Integrated Schottky Logic (ISL) [1-4] and Schottky Transistor Logic (STL) [5-8] 

are both promising high speed VLSI candidates. Their basic principles of operation are 

sirnilar, only their clarnp device is different: a p-n-p transistor in ISL and a Schottky 

diode in STL. STL is a marginally faster than ISL (when the voltage swings are equal), at 

the cost of higher process complexity [9]. 

Important properties of both types of logic are their noise margins. In this paper 
- -

the statie noise rnargins of ISL and STL, will be studied as a function of temperature, both 

for the standard circuits without pull-up and circuits with pull-up currents (see Fig. 1). 

When the voltage swings of ISL and STL are equal at room temperature, their noise 

margins at room temperature are very sirnilar [ 10]. It will be shown in this paper that 

with increasing temperature the noise margins of ISL will decrease faster than the noise 

margins of STL, due to the large difference between the temperature coefficients of the 

saturation currents of the Schottky diodes and p-n-p transistors. This effect is even worse 

when series resistances cannot be disregarded. However, by lowering the harrier height 

of the ISL Schottky diodes and/or application of intemal pull-up currents, the noise mar

gins of ISL can be made as good as the noise margins of STL. 
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In Section Il the temperature coefficients of the voltage swings of ISL and STL 

are investigated theoretically and in Section IIl _the theoretical rnethods and experi

mental methods (or by computer simulation) of obtaining the worst-case statie noise 

margins are discussed. In Section IV the theoretica! method is used to derive analytica! 

worst-case statie ground-line voltage noise margins of sirnplified ISL and STL circuits 

with the most essential series resistances included, with and without intemal pull-up 

currents. Complete models with all series resistances included for oxide-isolated ISL and 

STL gates are given in Section V. The logic swing and the worst-case statie ground-line 

+ 

ISL 

(al 

+ + + 

STL 

(b) 

Fig. 1. ISL (a} and STL (b}, with and without intemal pull-up currcnt. Without pull-up current the in· 
put current is i; with pull-up current the input current is Y.i and the pull-up current is V.i. 

voltage noise margins of ISL and STL using these complete models are obtained by com

puter simulations, and the results are discussed in Section Vl. Section Vil contains a com

parison of the statie noise margins of ISL and STL, and a discussion about the practical 

use of the results obtained. 

13.11. Ternperature coefficients of the voltage swings of ISL and STL 

As the voltage swings have a very large influence on the noise margins of ISL and 

STL, the temperature coefficients of the voltage swings wil! be considered first. 

A. ISL 

When the ideality factors of bath the pcn-p transistor and the Schottky diode are 1 

(n = 1), and when all series-resistances are ignored, then the voltage swing of ISL at 

reference temperature TR is given by [l,9J: 

(1) 
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where a; is the effective forward collector-emitter current ratio of the p-n-p transistor 

[9], which is close to 1 for practical devices, /doR is the saturation current of the output 

Schottky diode at reference temperature T R• 1 poR is the saturation current of the p-n-p 

transistor at reference temperature T R (see Fig. l(a)). The saturation current of the 

Schottky diode at reference temperature T R is given by: 

/doR =AA *Tiexp[- q(t/Joo -o:T R)/(kT R)] =AA *Tiexp(qO'/k)exp[-qt/!80/(kT R)), 

(2) 

where A is the diode area, A * is the Richardson constant, t/JBo is the linearly extrapolated 

harrier height at 0°K [11). and o: the temperature coefficient of the harrier height [11]. 

The saturation current of the Schottky diode at temperature T is [11]: 

(3) 

Further, the saturation current of the p-n-p transistor at temperature T is [ 11] : 

(4) 

where V GO is the linearly extrapolated bandgap voltage at 0°K. Combination of (1), (3), 

and (4), and differentiation yields: 

AV1sLR - VGo + t/JBo + 0.2kTR!q 

TR 
(5) 

When a PtNi-silici_~~ Schottky diode is used (with t/Joo = 0.8 V ando:= .066 mV/°C), then 

in an oxide-isolated process with IdoR = 25.10-14 A, /poR = 5.10-17 A and a; = 0.98, the 

voltage swing AVISLR is 220 mV. With V GO= 1.205 V for the p-n-p transistor [11] there

fore, the temperature coefficient of the voltage swing given by (5) equals - 0.6 mV fC at 

room tem perature [ 11]. 

If in the same lay-<>ut the PtNi-silicide Schottky diode were replaced by a Schottky 

diode with a lower harrier height (Al for instance with t/J~o = 0.74) then the voltage swing 

would increase by (t/!80 - t/Joo )Volt, assuming that o:PtNi-silicide = o:Al (see equation (1) and 

(2)). In equation (5), t/!80 has to be replaced by t/!00 , which means that the temperature 

coefficients of - 0.6 mV/°C will not change! 

The temperature coefficient of the voltage swing of ISL will not depend therefore 

on the type of metal of the Schottky diode in a given lay-out, when the Schottky diodes 

have the same o:. 
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B. STL 

When the ideality factors of both Schottky diodes are 1, or at least equal, then the 

voltage swing of STL at reference temperature T R is given by [6,9]: 

kTR /dolR 
AVsTLR =--lnl- -

q do2R 
(6) 

where /dolR and ldo2R are the saturation currents of the output Schottky diode and the 

damp Schottky diode respectively (see Fig. l(b)); they are given by (2) with Ai. a 1 , 

·/>Bol and Ai, 0!2, 4>Bo2 respectively as parameters. 

Combination of (6) and (3) and differentiation yields: 

d(AVsTL) 1 

dT TR 

A V STLR - if>Boi + lf>BOl 
TR 

which can, with (2) and (6). be reduced to 

(7) 

(8) 

which is either zero (when A1 =Ai and a1 = a2) or very small compared with (5). 

Thus, as a first-order approximation, the voltage swing of STL is independent 

of the temperature, when indeed the idealiry factors of both diodes are equal. 

If the last condition is not satisfied, the voltage swing depends on the current level 

of the gates, and this could result in a temperature coefficient that cannot be ignored. 

Another statement to be made is that both Schottky diodes are assumed to obey 

the exponential characteristic id= Ido (exp(qVd/(nkT)) - 1) when forward and reverse

-biased. This may not be the case for the low harrier output diode (often made with TiW), 

which can exhibit additional leakage current which can dominate the exponential be

haviour. 

13.ID. The statie noise margins; methods of determination 

As shown in [12), four types of noise can be considered: voltage series noise, 

parallel current noise, ground-line voltage noise and power supply voltage noise. 

The worst-case statie noise margins AV series• A V gnd, AV supply, and Ai/i are defined 

as the minimum noise amplitudes which, when applied with alternating sign in an infi

nitely long chain of inverters, cause the gates to switch to the wrong state. Instead of an 

infinitely long chain a flip-flop can also be used [12], and provides an easier way of deter

mining the noise margins. 

As in all logic gates, the transconductance of the transistors decreases with in

creasing temperature, the voltage swing should increase with increasing temperature to 
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obtain temperature-independent noise margins. 

When the voltage swing remains constant, or even decreases with temperature (and 

with increasing fan-out), all statie noise margins decrease with increasing temperature and 

may eventually become zero. All types of statie noise margins become zero simulta

neously at the same temperature, so only one noise margin has to be investigated to find 

the critica! temperature (12]. 

In this paper we will investigate ~ V grid, because voltage drops over ground rails 

in LSI and VLSI chips are one of the biggest concerns in ISL and STL designs. 

As shown in the next section, simple analytica! expressions for the noise margins 

can be obtained only when most of the series resistances are ignored. Nevertheless, these 

calculations show very clearly how the noise margins depend on temperature and fan-in 

and fan-out. 

The method of calculation is to determine the noise amplitude at which the small 

signa! loopgain becomes 1 (13]; under this condition the J acobian of the Kirchoff equa

tions is zero [ 14 ]. 

When all series resistances are included, the analytica! approach becomes too com

plicated. In this case computer simulations have to be carried out. The most reliable 

method is to do quasi-statie transient simulations by increasing the noise sources in a flip

-flop, linearly and slowly with time (slowly compared to the switching speed of the flip-

-flop) and detect the minimum noise amplitude which causes the flip-flop to switch to 

the wrong state. 

13 .IV. First-order analytica! expressions for the voltage swing and the worst-case 

ground-line voltage noise margins of simplified ISL and STL circuits with the most 

important series resistances included 

In this section analytica! expressions for the worst-case ground-line voltage noise 

margins of ISL and STL, with and without pull-up currents, are derived with most of the 

transistor series resistances ignored,_ but with the essential series resistances Re and Rd 

(n-p-n collector series resistance and Schottky diode series resistan.ce) included; see equa

tions (13), (14), (16) and (18). All the expressions are derived for the condition that the 

ideality factor of all junctions is 1. The equations (13), (14), (16) and (18) have been 

verified by computer simulations to be accurate to within 1 mV. 

A. ISL without pull-up current 

Fig. 2 shows worst-case ground-line voltage noise applied to an ISL flip-flop with 

F =fan-in= fan-out= 4 [12]. First the circuit without pull-up will be considered (input

-currents i, no pull-up currents). 

As shown in the appendix, a simple analytica! expression can be obtained only 
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Fig. 2. Worst-case ground.J.ine voltage noise applied to an ISL flip-flop with F = fan-in = fan-out = 4. 
AU series resistances, except Re and Rd are left out. A sirnple analytica! solution of the noise margin is 

obtained when all Schottky diodes of gate 1 are connected to V~. 

when all transistor series resistances, except Re and Rd, are ignored, l3n-p-n = 00, ex; = 1, 

and when all Schottky diodes are connected to node v; (see fig. 2). Fig. 3 shows the 

equivalent diagram of Fig. 2; all parallel OFF-gates are replaced by one gate with F-times 

increased input current, F-times increased saturation currents and F-times reduced series 

resistance of the Schottky diode. The factor 'Y is the saturation current ratio of the n-p-n 

and the p-n-p transisator (-y = In0 / Ip0 ). For practical values of Jd0 /Ipo (> 100), gate 2 

is far from saturation when the flip-flop reaches its metastable point (when the noise 

voltages are increased to the value !::.. V gnd ) . This means that in gate 2 the p-n-p transistor, 

. the collector series resistance of the n-p-n, and the Schottky diode with its series resis-

tance can be disregarded. When l3n-p-n = oo, ex~ = 1 and the ideality factor of all junctions 

are 1, only one variable (i1 ) exists, and has to be determined by finding the condition for 

which the loop-gain is 1 and consequently the Kirchoff-Jacobian is 0. 

Kirchoff's voltage law yields: 
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gate 1 (ON) gate 2 (OFF) 

Fig. 3. Equivalent diagram of the ISL flip-flop of Fig. 2 with F as parameter. 

kT Fi + 'YÏ1 
f 1 = A V gnd + - In 1 q no 

kT In i_ + FiR + iR + kT lnfl._ 
q lpo c d q Fldo 

kT i- i1 
- -In PI+ AVgnd = 0, 

q no 

which reduces to : 

kT Fi(Fi + 'Yi1) 
[ 1 =2AVgnd-AV1sL +-In . (·- ··) =O, 

q t1 t 11 

where 'Y = ln0 1ldo and where AVisL is given by : 

kT Ido . 
AV1sL = -In 1 -i(FRC + Rd), 

q po 

which is V2 - V 1 in Fig. 2 and Fig. 3 when measured for öVgnd = 0 . 

(9) 

(10) 

The Kirchoff-Jacobian, which contains only one element, is zero when 3[1 /3i1 = 0. Dif

ferentiation of ft yields: 

i1(i - i1) 

Fi(Fi + 'YÏ1) 

which reduces to : 

j 2 i 
F(-:-) - 2F(-:-)- 'Y = 0 . 

t1 t1 
(11) 
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Solution of (11) delivers : 

(12) 

Note that i1 = Y.i when 'Y ~ F. Thus the flip-flop switches as soon as VsE of the n-p-n 

transistor of the OFF-gate is large enough to cause the OFF-transistor to conduct Y.i. 

(a) 

(b) 

100 mv· 

....... 
... " 

...... .... ....... 
..... .... ..... 

.... , ............................ ... 
... '·< . ......... '..... .... ....... 

.......... ..... .J ............ 
ISL ' ... <: "-., 
LOW CURRENT '-., .... " 

~PULL-UP '.._, 

0 
25°C 

100 mV 

0 

ISL 
LOW CURRENT 

WITH PULL- UP 

25°C 75°C 
TEMPERATURE 

125°C 

Fig. 4. Half the voltage swing and the worst-case stàtic ground-line voltage noise margins at low current 
levels of ISL without internal pull-up current (a) and with internal pull-up current (b), with F as para

meter. The noise margins are obtained analytically and verified by computer simulations. 
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The worst-case statie ground-line voltage noise margin is now the noise margin 

given by the combination öf (9) and (12) : 

Equation (13) has been verified with computer simulations with the practical values 

(3011-n = 70 and ex; = 0.98; the simulated results are in this case closer than 1 mV to the 

values obtained by (13), so the influence of '3n11-n and ex; in practical circuits can be dis

regarded. 

For low current levels the second part of equation (10) can be ignored, and con

sequently the temperature coefficient of the voltage swing of ISL is - 0.6 m V f C as ex

plained in Section II. 

Fig. 4(a) shows 'h..6 V1sL and .6 Vgnd ISL as a function of temperature with F as 

parameter, according to equation (13) for low current levels, for ISL with a voltage swing 

of 220 mV at room temperature and 'Y = 0.2 (in real devices 'Y decreases a little with 

temperature, due to the difference in bandgap-voltage of the n-p-n and the p-n-p). The 

noise margin decreases considerably with increasing F (with (kT!q)ln2F when 'Y ~ 1), 

and when the temperature increases. 

With F = 4, .dV gnd decreases from 58 mV to 8 mV when the temperature increases 

from 25°C to 125°C. 

It has been shown [10,12] that measurement results of the statie noise margins 

correspond very wel! with computer simulated values. 

B. ISL with pull-up current 

Pull-up currents can be used to decrease the fan-in dependency of the propagation 

delay time [9]. It appears that the noise margins also improve when pull-up currents are 

applied. 

In this paper the case is studied where half the gate current is used as input current, 

and the other half is used as pull-up current (see Fig. 2 with pull-up currents and input 

currents of 'h.i). 

If all series resistances are again ignored, except Re and Rd, (3011-n = 00, ex; = 1, 

the equivalent diagram of Fig. 2 is given by Fig. 5. The noise margin improvement is 

caused by the fact that in this case a threshold effect is built-in before the flip-flop can 

switch. The OFF-transistor of gate 2 must now conduct at least 'h. Fi before the diode D2 

is forward biased (when the transistor current is less than 'h.Fi, node VP is clamped to 

the power supply voltage and diode 02 is reverse-biased). As soon as icoFF > 'h. Fi node 

VP comes down and 02 is forward-biased, and at the same time the loop-gain is larger 

than 1 and the flip-flop immediately switches to the wrong state. 
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+ + + + 

v1 

gate1 (ON) gate 2 (OFF) 

Fig. 5. Equivalent diagram of the ISL flip-flop of Fig. 2 with pull-up currents, with F as parameter. 

Thus the noise margin can easily be found as the condition for which ic0FF of gate 2 

is 'hFi, with i02 = O. 

In this case Kirchoff's voltage law yields: 

kT J • 
Thus AV gndISLpull-up = 'hAVISLpull-up - q lnF + 'Y + 1 , (14) 

where A V ISL pull-up is given by: 

kT Ido 1 . 
AVISLpull-up = - In-/- -t<FRc + Rd)t, 

q po 
(15) 

which has also been verified with computer simulations to be correct to within 1 mV for 

practical values of 13n1'-n and a;. 
Fig. 4(b) shows 'hAV1sLpull-up and AV gndl$Lpull-up as function of temperature 

according to equation (14) at low current levels, with the sarne gates as used in Fig. 4(a). 

Compared with Fig. 3(a), the F-independent voltage swing is the same, hut the de

crease of the noise margin with F is much less (about half as much as in the case without 

pull-up), so AV gndlSLpull-up is 90 mV at 25°C and 50 mV at 125°C for F = 4. 
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C. STL without pull-up current 

STL is treated in the same way as ISL. In Fig. 2 therefore all p-n-p transistors have 

to be replaced by Schottky diodes (see Fig.1). If all series resistances are ignored, except 

Re and Rd, and '3n-p-n = 00 , a similar expression as (13) can be found: 

(16) 

with 

(17) 

Equation (16) has been verified with computer simulations. with '3n-p'fl = 70 (1 mV 

accuracy). 

Note that (16) is identical to the ISL case with 'Y = 1 (in this case the n-p-n transis

tor of gate 1 would have to conduct the same current as in ISL). 

When both Schottky diodes have indeed an ideality factor of one, and when 

A 1 = A 2 and a1 = a2 (see Section II), then the temperarure coefficients of the first part 

of equation ( 17) is zero and consequently the voltage swing of STL at low current levels 

is temperarure independent. 

Fig. 6(a) shows Y:zAVsn and AVgndSTL as a function of temperature with F as 

parameter for low current levels, according to equation (16), for STL with a voltage swing 

of 220 mV. 

Compared with ISL the influence of F on the noise margin is somewhat smaller, 

but the initial noise margin for F = 1 is larger than that of ISL at 25°C. The decrease of 

the noise margins with increasing temperarure is much less than for ISL because of the 

temperature-independent voltage swing. 

D. STL witb pull-up current 

With gate input currents of Y:zi and pull-up currents of Y.i, ·it can be calculated that 

the worst-case statie ground-line voltage noise margin is: 

(18) 

with 

(19) 

which has also been verified with computer simulations. 
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Fig. 6(b) shows the low-current level results of equation (18) for the same gate as in Fig. 

6(a); the improvement is obvious. 

(o) 

(b) 

100m 

SOmV 

F=1-4 

_ _ _ ilVgnd F: 
------1 

---------- ---2 __ _ 

---=:-----3 __ 
---- 4- ----

STL 
.LOW CURRENT 
t::!Q PULL-UP 

0 .__....__.__.___.~~....__._~~'--' 
25°C 75°C 125°C 

SOmV 

1/2 log ic swing F =1-4 

STL 
LOW CURRENT 
WITH PULL-UP 

0 .__...__....__.__.___.__.'--..___...___.__, 
25°C 75°C 125°C 

TEMPERATURE 

Fig. 6. As Fig. 4, but this time for STL. 

13.V. DC models of oxide-isolated ISL and STL gates 

Small-size oxide-isolated structures are taken as examples because, in these devices, 

series resistances tend to be higher than in pn-isolated devices of larger dimensions 

[11,15]. It will be shown that these series resistances (in particular Re and Rd) will 

seriously affect the noise margins. 

Fig. 7(a) shows a DC-model (no capacitances included) of an oxide-isolated ISL 

gate [11). It contains an n-p-n (TN), a p-n-p (TP), a pn diode (D), four Schottky diodes 
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+ + 

(a) 

+ + 

(b) 

Fig. 7. DC models of minirnum-size oxide-isolated ISL (a) and STL (b). 

(SDl) and series resistances. The pn diode is introduced in order to model the injecóon 

of holes at the extrinsic base-collector junction of the saturated n-p-n [11]. Fig. 7(b) 

shows a DC model of an STL gate. A5 the n-p-n transistor does not go into saturation, no 

pn diode is introduced. The damp Schottky diode (SDl) is the same type of high-harrier 

Schottky diode as the output Schottky diode of ISL (PtNi-silicide, <f>soi = O.SV). The 

output Schottky diodes are assumed to be of TiW (</>002 = O.SSV). All relevant DC para

meters and their temperature coefficients of ISL and STL are listed in Table 1 (a) and (b) 

respectively. The low current level voltage swing is 220 mV both for ISL and STL. 
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TP 

n = 1 

VGO = l.206V 

I = S.lo-17A 
po 

~fp = 48 

(3rP = 0.04 

ReP = 20.n 

fbp1 = 6k.Cl 

RcP = l.lk.0. 

TP 

T(3fp = 2.10- 3 

T11rP = 2.10- 3 

TR = 2.10- 4 
eP 

T2R = 7 10-G eP • 

TRbPl =6.l0- 3 

TRcP =8.l0- 3 

TN 

n = 1 

VGO = 

I = no 

(3fN = 

~rN =· 

R = en 

fbN2 = 

R = cN 

TN 

Tf.>fN = 

T(3rN = 

= 

1.16V 

l0- 17A 

70 

300 

10.0 

2k.O. 

30.0 

D SDl 

n = 1 n = 1 

VGO = l.206V ~BOl 
-21 

Iddo=33.10 A !dol 

Rdd = 40.!1 Rd = 

resistors 

l\,Nl = lk.0. 

l\iP2 = 30.'1 

RBNl = 100.Q 

{a) 

D SDl 

S6.1Ç4 TRdd = 6.10- 3 TRd 
27.10- 4 

resistors 

10--3 2.10- 4 TReN T~Nl = 
T~ 2= 2.10- 3 T21\, = 7.10- 6 

2 N -6 Nl 
13.10-4 = 

SD2 

n = 1 

= o.8v (21001 
-14 

= 25.10 A Id02 

= o.s8v 
= 13 0 10-lOA 

70.0 Rd = 70.Q 

~N2 = 45.{) 

SD2 

= 6.10-3 TRd = 6.lo-3 

T l\,N2=6.10 TfbP2 
-3 13.10-4 TRcN = 6.10 T~Nl = TRBN2 = 

{b) 

TABLE 1. (a) Room temperarure values of the most relevant parameters of the models of Fig. 7, and 
their temperarure coefficients (b). 

13.VI. Voltage swings and worst-case statie ground·line voltage noise margins of 

oxide-isolated ISL and STL at 100 µA/gate 

This section follows the sarne lines as Section IV, but this time all voltage swings 

and noise margins are obtained by computer simulations, using the complete models 

described in Section V. The main difference between the computer simulations and the 

analytica! calculations of Section IV is that for the computer simulations the Schottky 

diodes are not all connected to V~ (see Fig. 2) and thus V 2 , V 3, V 4 ànd V 5 are not 

equal at moderate current levels (voltage swing dispersion). For F > 1 the logic swing will 

be somewhat larger than given by (10), (15), (17) and (19) respectively. To obtain 

worst-case conditi.ons, the last Schottky diodes are always used in gate 1, so for F = 3, 

gate 5 is disconnected; for F = 2,.gates 5 and 4 are disconnected; and for F = 1, gates 5,4 

and 3 are disconnected (see Fig. 2). 
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A. ISL without pull-up current 

Fig. 8(a) shows the simulation results of the voltage swings an_d ground-line noise 

margins. With F = 1 there is no voltage swing dispersion, and in this case equation (10) 

is correct. With the gate model of Fig. 7(a) we find that, at 25°C, Re is 235 n, and 

Rd is 70 n, so the voltage swing would be about 30 mV Jess at 100 µA. Comparison of 

Fig. 8(a) and Fig. 4(a) shows that the difference is 20 mV; this is mainly caused by the 

voltage drop of about 10 mV across the base-series-resistance of the p-ncp transistor (the 

last effect is not included in equation (10)). Fig. 8(a) also shows that the logic'swing does 

not decrease linearly with F due to the fact that all Schottky diodes are not connected to 

the same node (V:). 

(a) 

(bi 

0 

-- 1/2 logic swing 
---LWgnd 

ISL 
100fJA/G.ATE 
t:!.Q PULL - UP 

..... ..... ..... 

..... '< ..... ...... ,ç 'J ...... 

25°C 75°C 

-1/2 logic swing 
---1Wgnd 

ISL 
100tJAIGATE 
WITH PULL-UP 

..... ..... 

125°C 

..... ..... 

0 .___.....__.__.___.___.___,_.___.....__.__, 
25°C 75°C 125°C 

TEMPERATURE 

Fig. 8. As Fig. 4 for rninirnurn"Size oxide-isolated ISL at 100 µA per gate. AU results are obtained by 
computer simulations, using the model of Fig. 7(a). 
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The loss of noise margin is somewhat more than half the loss of the voltage swing, 

when compared with Fg. 4(a); this is mainly due to the high base-series-resistance of the 

p-n-p which apparently increases the external measured voltage swing, and the base-series

-resistance of the n-p-n transistor which decreases the transductance of this transistor. 

This all ensures that for minimum-size oxide-isolated ISL with F = 4, a critica! tempera

ture of only 50°C is obtained. 

B. ISL witb pull-up current 

Fig. 8(b) shows that a dramatic improvement is obtained with the application of 

pull-up currents. This is for two reasons : a) the decrease with the fan-out of the noise 

margin is better anyway than in pull-up-less circuits, b) the loss of voltage swing is halved 

-· - . 1/2 logic swing 

---t.Vgnd F: 

100mV 1----i 
i::-~~~~--2-----~ 

r-----------3------~ 
1 ---

--- -2 __ _ 

(al ----- ---3 __ -- - -4 - ..._ 0 .__....__,___,___.---'....._...._......___,___.__. 
25°C 75°C 125°C 

--1/2 log ic swing 
---6Vgnd F= 

1 
100 mV 32 ,... ________ /· 

1'--------- -2 
~-----~ ---3 --------4 

50 mV -

(b) 

STL 
100/JA/GATE 

WITH 

0 
25°C 

PULL-UP 

1 

75°C 
TEMPERATURE 

- --
---
---- --

12s0 c 

F ig. 9. As F ig. 6 for minimum-size oxide-isolated STL at 100 µA per gate. All results are obtained b y 
computer simulations, using the model of Fig. 7(b). 
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(when the pull-up current is applied to the most advantageous node; see Fig. 7). The 

critica! temperature when F= 4 is now about 200°C. 

C. STL without pull-up current 

Fig. 9(a) shows the simulation results for STL. Here also the voltage swing losses 

are somewhat less than indicated by ( 17), due to the voltage drop across the series-resis

tance of the clamp-Schottky diode. Note that the temperature coefficient of the voltage 

swing is slightly negative, due to the positive temperature coefficients of the series resis

tances. 

Compared with ISL (Fig. 8(a)), the noise margins are better, but when F = 4 the 

critica! temperature is 80°C, which is only 30°C more than ISL with F = 4. 

D. STL witb pull-up current 

In STL also the pull-up currents cause a significant improvement in the noise 

margins as illustrated in Fig. 9(b). 

13.VII. Comparison, condusions and discussion 

In this paper the noise margins of ISL and STL have been studied, based on the 

assumptions that the ideality factor of all transistors and Schottky diodes is 1, and that 

no dominating leakage currents are present in the low-harrier Schottky diode in STL. 

When the voltage swings of ISL and STL are equal at room temperature; then the 

room temperature values of the noise margins of ISL are a little better, due to the fact 

that in ISL the superfluous base-current of the ON-transistor is sinked to ground (by the 

p-n-p transistor), whereas in STL this current has to flow through the n-p-n transistor. 

With increasing temperature, however, the noise margins of ISL are very soon smaller 

than those of STL, mainly because of the high negative temperature coefficient of the 

voltage swing of ISL (- 0.6 mVfC). 

As is shown for minimum-size oxide-isolated ISL and STL gates, series resistances 

seriously affect the noise margins when the gates are driven at a relative large gate current, 

because of the large intemal voltage drops. Of course, the gate current can be decreased 

to obtain better noise margins, but then the speed of the logic is lower. An altemative 

measure is to apply pull-up currents which not only decrease the fan-in dependency of 

the propagation delay times, but as shown in this paper, improve the noise margins 

dramatica!Jy. 

With pull-up currents the noise margins of ISL will also be smaller than of STL at 

125°C when the voltage swings are equal at room temperature. Only when the ISL volt

age swing is about 60 mV higher at room temperature, will both logic circuits exhibit 

similar noise margins at 125°C. This can be clone by decreasing the harrier height of the 

Schottky diodes in ISL; the penalty is some speed degradation at room temperature. 
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In this paper the noise margins have been investigated up to F =fan-in= fan-out= 4 

in infinitely long chains of inverters or in flip-flops. 

It may be asked how representative the figures obtained are for real logic circuits. 

The answer depends totally on the type of logic structures used. When for instance fliir 

-flops are used in registers, in most cases F is 2, which means that the· critica! temperature 

(= temperature for which all noise margins become zero) for F = 2 has to be higher than 

the maximum operating ternperature of the chip. In complex logic structures, where large 

arrays of gates with high fan-in and fan-out are used (in parallel multipliers for instance), 

the requirements are more stringent, and therefore pull-up currents for all gates are 

essential in those cases to avoid signa! degradation. In logic circuits where in the Iogic 

paths gates with high F-values are succeeded by gates with low F-values, signa! regenera

tion can take place, which means that for the high-F gates a reduced or even negative 

worst-case noise margin may be acceptable; however, this makes the designers job rather 

complicated. On the other hand, when the noise margins are positive over the whole tem

perarure range for the maximum used value of F, then the designer has maximum free

dom without any risk of mal-functioning circuits. 
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Appendix A 

ISL Applications 

Until now all ISL applications have been made in a pn-isolated process wich a 3 µm epi

taxial layer and 5 µm minimum details. 

The following designs will be discussed: 

A. The 3422A, which is a 256 bits shiftregister built-up with D-flip-flops. 

B. The OQ4100Nl, which is a 16x4 bics pipeline-mulciplier, with adders, substractors, 

rounding logic, timing and system logic: this chip is apart of a fase Fourier transform 

system. 

C. The OQ0040, which is a counter chip chat combines ECL, 12 L, ISL and TTL on the 

same chip. 

D. The ISL-CCL library (CCL = Composite Cell Logic), which is a custom IC approach 

consisting of a predesigned logic-function mask-library from which building blocks 

can be used to design custom LSI chips with a relatively short tum-around time. As 

an example the 8X60 (FIFO memory controller) will be discussed. 

E. The 8A1200, which is an uncommicted logic gate array (or masterslice) of 1200 

NAND-gate equivalents featuring up to 10 inputs and 4 outputs per gate. Each gate is 

accessable by paths reserved for custum metal interconnection. The tum-around time 

is very short. 

Oxide isolated ISL applications such .as high performance gate array, and a 12x12 bic 

parallel multiplier are in preparation. They wil! not be discussed in this appendix . 
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A. The 3422A (designed by]. v.d. Crommenacker). 

198 

This chip is a 256 bits shiftregister with 256 D-flip-flops. The total number of equiv

alent gates is 1674. The load resistances are 8 kn, which implies that with a power 

supply voltage of 2.3 V the current per gate is about 200 µA. 

The total power dissipation is 770 mW. Fig. 1 shows the chip (chipsize = 22 mm2 ). 

Each D-flip-flop consists of 6 gates and two separate Schottky diodes (in one island) 

for the doek-input. The clockpulses are distributed over the chip by repeated fan-out, 

and remote Schottky diode islands (see Fig. 2). To handle fan-outs larger than 4, ISL 

gates are used with larger sizes and smaller load resistances. In this design 2 x and 

4 x sizes are used (see Fig. 2) to obtain fan-out 8 and fan-out 16. Fig. 3 shows a detail 

of the chip; indicated is a D-flip-flop, a distributed Schottky clock-input, clockline 

A (see also Fig. 2), a 4 x size ISL gate with Schottky input and clockline B. The 

maximum toggle frequency of this shift register ha.S been measured to be 50 MHz. 

Fig. 1. Chip phorograph of the 3422A. 



+ 

ctock 
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,, 
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diodes 

+ 

etc . 

Fig. 2. Clock distribution circuitry on the 3422A . 
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Fig. 3. Detail of the 3422A; indicated is a D-flip-flop, a distributed Schottky clock-inpuc, clockline A 
(see Fig. 2), a 4x size ISL gate wich Schottky input and clockline B. 
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Fig. 4. Chip photograph of the OQ4100Nl. 

B. The OQ4100Nl (designed byH. Ontrop). 

This LSI chip contains a 16x4 bits pipeline-mutiplier, with adders, subtractors, roun

dîng logic, timing and system logic, for application in a fast Fourier transform system. 

The chip is shown in Fig. 4. The number of gates is 2500; chipsize is 42 mm2 . All 

internal logic is ISL; input buffers and output buffers make the chips low-power 

Schottky TTL compatible. 

To achieve temperature independent propagation delay times, the current per LSI 

gate is adjusted to 90 µA (see Fig. 10 in Section 9). The ISL power supply voltage is 

1.6 V; the TTL power supply voltage is 5 V. The total power dissipation is 530 mW. 
The minimum maxima) operating frequency over the full ambient temperature range 

(0° - 70°C) and supply voltage ranges (1.6 V ± 10% V and 5V ± 10%) is 10 MHz, 

so guaranteed clock periods of 100 ns can be used. In each clock period the signals 

have to ripple through 11 stages (the logic is 11 stages <leep), so the average propaga

tion delay time is about 100 ns/11 = 9 ns for the gates having an average fan-in of 3 
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and an average fan-out of 3. Only 20 dummy gates are used in the time-critica! pathes 

to prevent excessive delay"increase due to large fan-ins. The typicaLoperating fre

quency is 13 MHz. 

The clockpulses are distributed over the chip by the same repeated fan-out method as 

in the 3422A. 

C. The OQ0040 (designed by B. Nilsson, W.K. Kalkman and ].A. van Nieten). 

This LSI chip combines ECL, I2 L and TTL in the same chip. It forms the heart of 

the Philips nine-digit frequency counter series PM667X (1-3). Fig. 5 shows the chip

photograph. The chip contains two counting registers, synchronizers and logic-control 

circuitry needed for such measurement functions as frequency, reciprocal frequency, 

period average, frequency ratio average, count, time interval, time interval average, 

phase, duty cycle and multiple burst average. The high frequncy (10 MHz) input data 

is accepted at ECL level which makes it possible to use ECL prescalers. The command 

inputs are TIL. Outputs are ECL (for fast triggering) and TIL. 

About 1000 highly packed I2 L gates operating at 70 µA/gate are used for the logic 

functions operating below 1.5 MHz, and about 500 ISL gates (also operating at 

70 µA/gate) are used for the 10 MHz functions (counting registers and control logic 

with maxima! 4 gate delays per clockpulse). The frequency specification is 10 MHz; 

a maxima! frequency of 18 MHz was measured. Power supply voltages are 5 V and 

1.5 V. Power dissipation is about 100mA•1.5V + 25 mA ' 5V = 275 mW. The chip

size is 23 .2 mm2 . 

Fig. S. Chip photograph of the OQ0040. 
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D. The ISL-CCL library (designed by D. Goddard) witb the 8X60 as application. 

The ISL-Composite Cell Logic library is a mask-library with predesigned cells, from 

which selected cells can be combined to forma custom chip which can be made with 

a short turn-around time [ 4-6]. 

The library contains AND gates, NAND gates, OR gates, NOR gates, EXCLUSIVE 

OR/NOR gates, flip-flops, three-state cells, diode cells, input- and output-buffers, 

doek buffers, etc. 

The CCL approach is particular well suited to design applications where circuit com

plexities fall within a range of 100- to 1000 gates. The internal cel! interconnections 

are made with a first layer metallization; the cells are interconnected with a second 

layer metallization on a 32 µm 2 grid. Cell sizesare 128 µm x (n x 32) µm2 , with n = 1, 

2, 3, - ... etc., depending on the particular cell size. 
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Each cell is described in a manual [6] that specifies the DC and AC characteristics. 

For instance a NAND gate has a size of 128 µmx96 µm, consumes a maximum cur

rent of 190 µA, and has a maximum propagation delay time of 6 ns at 150°C for 

fan-in= 1 (10 ns for fan-in = 5). 

F ig. 6. Chip phocograph o f the 8X60 (built-up with the ISL-CCL library). 



An example of a chip built with the ISL-CCL library is the 8X60 (design : P. Keller) 

[7], which is an integrated circuit that can convert standard random-access memories 

into large first-in, first-out buffer memories. With the 8X60 FIFO RAM controller, 

two asynchronous systems may be interconnected for buffered data-transfer rates ex

ceeding 8 MHz. The 8X60 supplies an address up to 12 bits long to a user-selected 

RAM of the desired data width. FIFO depth is selectable by two control signals 

to any of four word values: 64, 256, 1024 and 4096. A four-signal handshake inter

face is provided for read and write control from the two communicating systems, as 

well as status signals to indicate the full, half-full, and empry conditions. 

The chip inputs and outputs are standard TIL. Fig. 6 shows a photograph. The chip

size is 25 mm2 , the number of ISL equivalent gates is 564. One additional extemal 

dropping resistor of 56 n connected to the SV power supply can be used to obtain 

the ISL power supply voltage of l.SV. The typical chip power dissipation is 

80 mA·SV + 63 mA"l.5V "=' 500 mW. 

E. The 8A1200 (designed by D. Goddard and R. Bindt). 

The 8A1200 ISL gate array is an uncommitted logic array (or masterslice) of 1200 

NAND-gate equivalents featuring up to 10 inputs and 4 outputs per gate [S,8,9]. 

This gate array offers circuit designers the ability to create custom LSI circuits of up 

to 1200 gates, with a short turn-around time. 

Each 4-nanosecond gate uses 168 µW of power and the speed-power product of each 

gate is 0. 7 pJ. Logic functions are defined by the user and are implemented by inter

connecting 1144 ISL gates, using two layers of metal routing. Fifty-two Schottky 

buffers are provided to drive multi-load internal doek or enable signals. For external 

interface, up to 36 LSTTL 1/0 buffers can be specified. 

To realize the groundrail and the power supply rail in the first Iayer of metallization, 

the Iayout of the gate is different from the layout described in section 4 (see Fig. 7). 

The wafers are prediffused up to the emitter-diffusion, and stocked. Customization 

starts with the contact holes for the first layer metallization to form ohmic contacts 

and Schottky diodes. Fig. 8 shows a detail of the chip just after etching the contact 

holes; the same detail is shown in Fig. 9 after the etching of the first layer metal. 

Figs. 8 and 9 show that the packing density of the gates is not maximized; enough 

space is Ieft around the gates for routing of the metallization to achieve 100% routi

bility. 

All gates have a direct input and a resistor input (see Fig. 7). As shown in Fig. 10 

resistor inputs can be interconneeted, without current hogging problems, to be driven 

from an internal Sehottky buffer for doek distribution; this is an alternai:ive approach 

to the doek distribution in the 3422A and OQ4100Nl. 
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Fig. 11 shows an edge of the chip with bonding pads and 1/0 circuits. The metalliza

tion determines whether a buffer is an input or an output circuit (the diffusions allow 

both types). 

10µm ,___, 

BURIEO LAYER • 

0 
z 
C) 

Fig. 7. Lay-<>ut of the ISL gates in the SA 1200 gate array. 

Fig. S. Detail of the SA 1200 af ter etching of 
the contact holes. 
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Fig. 9. Same detail as Fig. S, after etching of 
the first layer metallization. 



+ 

direct input 

Rn= lkO 

resistor 

+ input 

clock 

Schottky + 

bu fier 

lkO 

Fig. 10. Clock distribution circuitry on the 8Al 200 with Schottky buffers and anti-current-hogging 
resistor inputs. 

Fig. 12 shows a photograph of the total 8A1200 chip (25 mm2), with an evaluarion 

metallization on top to realize representative logic functions as a 8 to 1 multiplier, 

a 4-bit adder, a 4-bit universa) shift register. Also the following test circuits are made: 

a D-flip-flop wired as a toggle flip-flop, demonstration of fan-out effects on ISL gates, 

Fig. 11. Detail of the 8A1200 (1/0 buffers and part of the ISL gates). 
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Fig. 12. Chip phorograph of the 8A1200 gate array. 

test of a fan-in and pattem sensitivity effects on ISL gates, and ring oscillators which 

show the basic gate delays of ISL gates and Schottky buffers under various lay-out 

and logica! conditions. 

In appendix B, the main characteristics and specifications of this gate array are summarized. 
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Appendix B 

BIPOLAR LSI DIVISION 

PRODUCT DESCRIPTION 
The 8A1200 Gate Array (Figure 1) is an uncomml1ted array of ISL 
gates (Flgure 2), Schottky buffers (Flgure 3) and LSTTL-compatible 
110 cells (Flgures 4 and 5). Thus, up 10 1200 gates can be custom 
interconnected to provlde the advantages of both Large Scale lnte
gratlon {LSI) and proprietary design. The BA 1200 array is based on 
a technologlcat subset ol LSI called ISL (lntegrated Schottky 
Loglc). ISL combines the best features of low-power Schottky and 
12L Bipolar technologles. 

Oeslgnlng wlth the SA 1200 is easy and fast, reQulrlng no more than 
conventlonal loglc design, loglc simulatlon, and custom codlng of 
metal lnterconnectlons amoog preprocessed logic gates on the 
array. The design technlques and lhe lmplementation processes 
are analogous to the design of a Prînted Circuit Board. 

Log ic functlons are deflned by the user and are lmplemented by 
lnterconnectlng 1144 ISL NAND gates, uslng two tayers of metal 
routing. Flfty-two Schottky buffers are provlded to drive muttl·load 

Flgure 1. lntemal Conflguralion of 8A1200 
ISL Gate Array 

APRIL 1981 

lnternal clock or enable slgnels. For external interface, up to 36 
LSITL lfO buffers can be specitied. As ::.~"wn in Flgure 5, ee.c~ I.'':' 
can be configured to lmplement any one of 11 different functlons: 
inputs, inputloutput, totem.pole, open collector, and three-state. 

FEATURES 
• Customer programmable LSI 

1144 ISL (NAND) gates 
Two-layer metal lnterconnectlon 

• 52 Schottky buffers 
361/0buffers 

• LSTIL compatible 
• Standard PNP Inputs 

8mA output currenl sink 
·55 •c to + 125 •c ambJent temperature 
4ns gate speed (typlcal) 

• Speed-power product-0.7 picojoules 
• 22, 28, 40, or 44-pln package 

RESISTOR 
INPUT 

DIR ECT 

Vaa ' } OUTPUTS 

INPUT -=--

No1e· Anv four ot the f i11e 0U1pull 
çan beu~ but not all fi11e 
a1 thesamet ime 

Flgure 2. ISL Gate-Schematlc Diagram 

Vaa 

AESISTOR=*OUTPUT 
INPUT 

DIRECT 
INPUT -:-

Flgure 3. Schollky Buffer-Schematlc 
Diagram 
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BIPOLAA LSI DIVISION 

INPUT/OUTPUT CELLS 
All slgnals wlthln the array Interface to external plns vla 110 buf
fers located around the device perimeter. A descr1ptlon of each 
110 cell, lncludlng the symbollc representatlon, Is shown below. 
The loglc and schomatlc representallon of each 110 cell are 
shown, respectlvely, In Flgures 4 and 5. 

Symbol 

INB 
AP 
oc 
EOC 
T5 
TOC 
TEOC 
TTS 
IOCD 
EOCD 
100 

INB 

TOC 

IOCD 

Input buffer 
Active pull-up output 
Open-collector output 
Open-eollector output wlth enable 
Three-state output 
Open-collector transcelver 
Open-collector transcelver wlth enable 
Three-state transcelver _ 
lntemal driver to three-state_bus 
Ex1ernal driver to three-state bus 
lntemal driver and Input driver 

AP oc 

TEOC 

EOCD 

·---·---..... ---·-

------------

~1 
·----------' 

____ 
" , ____ "" 
---~-----·O<> 

----·--------
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:~ 
'- ---------·' 

. .• -f'i,-----, +"i----, 
±_l~.l ------··----------__ ... ___ _ 

~:: .----· 
::=~-=~ 

Flgure 4. Loglc Repreaentatlons for Elewen 
uo Cell• 

EOC TS 

TTS 

100 

Flgure 5. Schematlc Repreaentatlone for Eleven 1/0 Cells 
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BIPOLAR LSI DIVISION 

TYPICAL PERFORMANCE CHARACTERISTICS 
Overall perlormance of the gate array Is deter.mlned by the follow
lng parameters: 

• Discrete gate delays 

Gate delays are subject to several varlables, any one of whlch can 
affect the overall circuit performance. An analysls of these 
varlables ls shown In the accompanylng graphs. 

• Gate current (18e) and gate voltage rJ 8e,) 
• Junctlon Temperature (T) 

ISLOATE OELAVV1Vbb 

1 

o~~~~~-'--'--'-~'-' 
1.0 1.2 1.4 1.6 1.8 2.0 

Vbb!Vo lts) 

TYPICAL 
GATE DE LAY V1JUNCTtoN TEMPfRATIJRE 

10 

! 6 

j 5 

~ . --~ ISlG~ 
;;>...., --

SCHOTTKY BUFFER 

1 1 
1 1 

1 
-60 -.JO 0 30 60 90 120 160 180 

Îj1,mction rei 

CHANOE IN GATE DE LAY FOA INPUT BUFFERS 
AND SCMOnkY BUFFERSVt FAN.oul' 

•10 

" " 

" 
" -IO 

1 1 
1 1 

1 1 
1 1 
1'(1o(!Hl ---

...... , 1 _ _ --,~ 

""'~ 1 ]". 
1 ~ 

1 
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 1 8 9 10 

HO. Of LOAOS 

POWER DISSIPATION 

SCHOTIKY BUFFER GATE DElAY V1 Vbb 

f-11-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-~-

1 -~~~C-+--+-+-t-H-t 
1 6 25Gc~,+-+-+-t--HH~ 
~ 5 1&5"C 

0~--'-~-'--'--'--'--'-.1....J 
1.0 1.1 1.4 1,6 

Vbb (Voltt) 
1.8 1 .0 

ISL GATE OHAV V1 FAN.OUT 

NO. OF ACTIVE LOAOS 

AOOEOGATE OELAY. n . FAN-IN 

10 
1 1/ 

-h~L~~1~l~fed --A--
bvl"1·1nl 1 1 

! 6 

~ 5 

J ' q 

0 
0 

1 v / 
Vbb" l .35V/ / 

I v 
Vbb • l.65V 

1 

" 1 

NO. OF INPVTS '"°' dummy lo.std) ·o.-.--"-"'° __ _ 

For the purpose of package selectlon, the maximum power 
dlsslpatlon lor any glvon lmplomontatlon ol the SA 1200 gate array 
Is glven by thfl followlng equatlon. 

AOOEO GAlE DE LAY V1 INPtH WIAE LENGTH 

5.0 

." 
'·' 
J.5 

! J .0 

J 
2.5 

'~ 
1.5 

1.0 

" 0 

/ 

/ 
1/ 

/ 

v ,,,. 
0 10 20 30 40 50 60 10 80 90 HXl 

LENGTH OF INPUT WIRE (G"IDS) 
!1 G1id •1 7 Micron1> 

plus,8 mW x number ol AP, OC, EOC, TS 
and 100 buffers 

plus,5 mW x number of EOCO, INB, and 
IOCObuffers 

plus,O.S)V x load current (In mA) of out
put buffers Maximum Power (In mW) = 0.25 mW x number of ISL 

plus,0.25 mw x number of Schottky bul· 
fers used 

plus, 12 mW x number of TTS, TOC, and 
TEOCbuffera 

(Note. Load current = ma'ltlmum 101 
for selected Jempereture rsngs x the total number of output bul· 
Iers and trsnscelvers that can s/multaneously be at a low output 
stole.} · 
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BIPOLAR LSI DIVISION 

AC AND DC ELECTRICAL CHARACTERISTICS 

CONDITIONS: 
Commerclal-

V rx; = 5.0V (±5%) 
V88 = 1.5V( ± 10%) 
T,' = o·c to 1o·c 

Mllltary-

Vrx; = 5.0V ( ± 10%) 
V88 = 1.5V(± 10%) 
T,' =·55"C to 125•c 

ABSOLUTE MAXIMUM RATINGS 

PARAMETER DESeRIPTION 

Vee Supply voltage 

Vee ISL gate supply voltage 

E1N Input voltage, continuous 

11N Input current, contlnuous 

Vo Voltage applled to open-
collector outPut In off-state 

TA Ambient temperature, 
operatlng 

TsTG Storage temperature 

APRIL 1981 

RATING UNIT 

+7.0 v 
+7.0 v 
-0.6 to +5.5 v 
-30 to +1.0 mA 

-0.6 to +7.0 v 

-óS to +126 •e 

-.65to+150 •c 

LIMITS (COMMERCIAL) LIMITS (MILITARY) 
PARAMETER OESCRIPTION TEST CONDITIONS UNITS 

MIN TYP MAX MIN TYP MAX 

'aaiG Power supply current per gate 74 112 164 65 112 164 ,.A 

ILF Input load f8C1or 1 Unit loed 

FO Fanout 4 Unit loed 

ixfAV Avenagegatepropagation ~ay Fen-in =one (t) ISL gate or 2 6 

'P<fLH + 'P<fHL 
Schottky buffer 

ixfAV - 2 
Fan-out'"' one (1) ISL gate or 

Schottky buffer 

ixfHL2 H ~·to-low propegatlon defay Delay Is inferred from circuit 
simolatlon 

'PdLH2 Low-to-high propegation delay 10 

MIN TYP MAX MIN TYP MAX 

lbt/G Power supply current per gate 74 112 164 65 112 164 •A 

ILF Input load factor 1 Unit loed 

FO Fenout 10 Unit loed 

'PdAV Average gate propegation delay Fan in= one (1) ISL gate or 5 
Schottky buffer 

'PdLH + 'PdHL Fan out:.. one (1) ISL glte or 

'PdAV" Schottky buffer 

'PdHL2 H tgh ·to-low propagation delav Delay is inferred trom "' 
'PdLH2 Low-to-high propagation delay circuit simutation 10 

S~flll!llCS 
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BIPOLAR LSI DIVISION 

PARAMETER DESCRIPT ION TEST CONOITIONS 

'cc IOCD power supply cunent From array• high 

100 pOWM wppty current VIN• 3V, frorn art'11y •high 

ILF Input loed factor 

FO FanQut (drives 3-$Ulitt inputs only) 

i>dAV Averege propegetlon delay Fan In• one (1) ISL gate or 

'PdLH + i>dHL 
Schottky buffer 

'PdAV" 2 
Fan out= one (1) frorn 

three state input of 

PARAMETER DESCRIPT ION TEST CONDITIONS 

1cc TOC, supply cuf"l'ent V1N • 3V, from Array • l 

INB, EOCD, supply current VIN• 3V 
100, supply cunent V1N • 3V, from Array • H 

TEOC, supply eunent VIN• 3V, from TS = H" 
from Array"' L 

TTS, supply eummt From Arrsy • L, from TS • H 

V 1N • 3V 

VTH Input threshold voltage 

vco lnputclamp diode voltage llN ::.. -18mA 

llL Input low current VIN • 0.4V 

l1H Input high current V1N • 2 .7V 

'• MaK input high current VIN• 5.5V, Vee • MalC 

FO INB& 100 "to array" outputs 

EOCD & 100 "to three--state" 
outs> uts 

'PdLH Propagation detav, low-10-high 
~ :0. • one (1) tSL foed 

'PdHL Propagation de lay, htgh-to-low 
F .0. a one 11) ISL leed 

lsee fig. 16) 
'PdLH Propegetion delav, low-to-high 

F .O . • ten (10) ISLl~s 

i>dHL 

PARAMETER DESCRIPTION TEST CONDITIONS 

1cc Power suppty current F rom array = f'1 igh 

ILF Input load factor 

Vol OutPut low voltage lol ·o 8mA 

10L " 4mA 

VOH OutPUt high voltage 10H • -400µA 

1os Output short circuh current VouT : OV 

i>dLH Propega1ion delay. low to RL • 2K 
high output CL• 15pl 

tPdHL Propegation delay, high to lseiafig.16) 
low output 

S!!JRl!tlCS 

LIMITS (COMMERCIAL) 

MIN TYP MAX 

0.70 0.95 1.36 

1.30 1.76 2.50 

LIMITS ICOMMERCIALI 

MIN TYP MAX 

0.90 1.20 1.75 

0.60 .BO 1.15 

1.30 1.75 2.50 

1.65 2.20 3.10 

1.65 2.20 3.10 

LIMITS ICOMMERCIALI 

MIN TYP MAX 

0.70 0.95 1.35 

500 

2.7 

APRIL 1981 

LIMITS (MILITARY! 

UNITS 
MIN TYP MAX . 

0 .65 0.96 1.45 

120 1.75 2 .65 

3 

16 

10 14 

LIMITS !MILITARY) 

MIN TYP MAX 

0.86 120 1.80 

0 .55 .BO 1.20 

120 1.75 2.65 

1.55 220 3.30 

1.65 220 3.30 

0.80 2.0 

-1.6. 

-20 

20 

100 

10 

16 

LIMITS (MILITARY) 

MIN TYP MAX 

0 .65 0.95 1.46 

400 

2.5 

-15 - 100 

8 

8 

mA 

mA 

Unit IOld 

UNITS 

mA 

mA 

mA 

mA 

mA 

v 

v 
µA 

µA 

µA 

Unit loed 

Unit lo:ad 

ns 

UNITS 

mA 

Unit loeds 

mV 

mV 

v 
mA 

ns 
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LIMITS ICOMMERCIALI LIMITS (MILITARY) 
PARAMETER DESCRIPTION TEST CONDITIONS UNITS 

MIN TYP MAX MIN TYP MAX 

1cc OC power suPOlv current From array •high 0.70 0.95 · 1.35 0.65 0.95 1.'6 mA 

TOC power SUl>PIV current From errav •low 0.90 1::Zo 1.76 0.85 1.20 1.80 mA 

EOC power wpply cuinnt From 9"'8Y • low, 
1.05 1,40 1.96 1,00 1,40 2.10 mA 

From T .S. • high 

TEOC power WPPIY c:urrent From errey •low 
1.65 220 3.10 1.55 2.20 3.30 mA 

F rom T .S. • h;gh 

ILF Input load flCtor Unitload 
"hom •tTSY'. 

lnPUt lotd f1e1or ''from T .S." 3 Unit loed 

VOL Output low vott&ge .loL • 8mA comm 600 mV 

'ov" 4mA 400 mV 

JOH Output high current VOUT " 5.6V 20 •A 

'odLH P1opagation delay 
RL • 2K 9 TBO ns 

low to high outPut 
CL= 15Pf 

'odHL Propegation delay h•••ig. 171 B TBO ns 
high 10 IOW OUtPUl 

LIMITS (COMMERCIAL) LIMITS (MILITARY) 
PARAMETER DESCRIPTION TEST CONDITIONS UNITS 

MIN TYP MAX MIN TYP MAX 

1cc TS power supply current From T .S. • high 
1.05 1.40 1.96 1.00 1.40 2.10 mA 

From array ..: low 

TTS POV\ler supply cunent From amw • low 
1.65 220 3.10 1.55 2.20 3.30 mA VIN= 3V, hom A.S. z htgh 

ILF Input load tector, 
3 Unit loed 

either input 

VOL Output low vottage 10L" 8mA 500 mV 

lot =4MA 400 mV 

VOH OutPut high voltege 'OH • -400•A 2.7 2.6 v 

1os Output short circurt current Vour•OV 16 -100 mA 

10LZ Three -state oH cunent, 
VouT=0.4V -20 .A output low 

10HZ Three-state off cummt 
VouT " 2.•v 20 "" OUtl)Ut high 

'odLH PTOQ&98tion delav . IOON to 
RL =2K 9 ns 

high ouo:>ut 

'odHL Propagation delav, high to 
Cl. • 15<>1 6 10 ns 

lowouU>ut 

'PdZL PrOl)&941ion delay , H 1 Z to 
hee fig . ta• 11 14 .. 

IOWOUtJ)UI 

'odZH Pr0Qr8981ion detav , Hl z to ' AL • 2K , CL • 15pf 
10 13 ns 

htgh OUIJ>UI h•••ig. 18) 

'odLZ Propaga1ion delay , low 10 
RL • 2K 6 12 .. 

Hl Z output 

'odHZ Pr0Pag8tion delay. high to CL ~ 15pf 
Hl Z output (see fig. 18) 

Notes: 

1. Maximum power d i5'ipation limit of circuit is de.ermined bv package selection. 

2 . Guarenteed value is lpdAV · 

3 . F°' all input parameters on TEOC and TTS, the "trom Three.State" input should be high . 

S!!JDl!flCS 
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BIPOLAR LSI OIVISION 

EQUIVALENT CIRCUIT OF 
ISL UNIT LOAD: 

a. Input Buffer 

TEST SETUP: 

ORDERING INFORMATION 

b. Active Pullup Output 

TEST SETUP: WAVEFORMS: 

c. Open Collector Output 

WAVEFORMS: 

d. Three-State Output 

Flgure 8. Test Circuits 

For addltlonal Jnformatlon on the 8A 1200 and other Gate Array pro
ducis from SIGNETICS, contact your nearest Sales Office. 

S!!JDDtiCS 
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Summary 

lntegrated Schottky Logic (ISL) is a new logic gate (with a 200 mV voltage swing) 

for LSI and VLSI circuits, which can be made in standard bipolár processes. lt has been 

developed to bridge the gap between lntegrated lnjection Logic (I2 L), which has VLSI 

capabilities but not a very high speed, and low-power Schottky TTL, which features a 

good speed but consumes too much chip area and too much power. 

The ISL circuit concept is similar to Schottky Transistor Logic (STL) except for 

the Schottky damp diode which is replaced by a merged p-n-p transistor, consisting of 

a combination of a vertical and a lateral p-n-p transistor; the n-p-n transistor is used in the 

nonna! downwards mode. 

The max. speed of ISL depends strongly on the cut-off frequency of the damp 

p-n-p transistor. In a standard pn-isolated buried collector process with a 3 µm epilayer 

and 5 µm min. details, the cut-off frequency of the combined vertical/lateral p-n-p 

transistor is about 100 MHz, and the min. propagation delay time of ISL is 2 ns at 500 

µA per gate (which is at least five times faster than 12 L made in the same process). At 

200 µA per gate the propagation delay time is 2. 7 ns. 

In a standard oxide-isolated process with 1.2 µm epilayer and 3 µm min. details 

the relative slow lateral p-n-p transistor is eliminated, resulting in a p-n-p cut-off fre

quency of about 600 MHz and a min. ISL propagation delay time of 0.6 ns at 500 µA 

per gate (at 200 µA per gate the propagation delay time is 0.7 ns ; at 100 µA per gate 

1.0 ns). 

Due to the separate load device (resistor or lateral p-n-p transistor in a separate 

island) the packing density of ISL is about 60% of the packing density of 12 L. 

Extended measurements on ISL structures in the pn-isolated process and the oxide

-isolated process are carried out. Speed comparisons are made with 12 L and STL. 
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Analytica) expressions of the propagation delay times of ISL and STL are derived. It 

tums out that oxide-isolated STL is marginally faster than oxide-isolated ISL at the cost 

of higher process complexity. 

First-order models of pn-isolated and oxide-isolated ISL-gates are obtained. 

Further the statie and dynamic noise margins of logic circuits in general and of ISL 

in particular are investigated experimentally, by computer simulation, and analytically. 

Also the temperature behaviour of the statie noise margins of ISL and STL structures are 

derived analytically and by computer simulation. 

Finally ISL applications are discussed such as a shift-register chip, a pipeline

-multiplier, a counter chip, a custom cell lay-out-library and a gate array. 
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Samenvatting 

Integrated Schottky Logic (ISL) is een nieuwe logische poort (met een 200 mV 

logische slag) voor LSI en VLSI circuits, en kan gemaakt worden in standaard bipolaire 

processen. ISL is ontwikkeld om een tussen-oplossing te bieden tussen Integrated Injec

tion Logic (I2 L), dat VLSl-mogelijkheden heeft maar een relatief lage schakelsnelheid 

heeft, en low-power Schottky TIL, dat een goede schakelsnelheid heeft, maar te veel 

chip-oppervlak bezet en te veel vermogensdissipatie bezit. 

Het ISL circuit-concept is in principe gelijk aan dat van Schottky Transistor Logic 

(STL), behalve het clamp-device dat in ISL bestaat uit een geintegreerde p-n-p transis

tor, bestaande uit de combinatie van een verticale en een laterale p-n-p transistor; de 

n-p-n transitor wordt op normale wijze bedreven (emitter boven, collector beneden). 

De maximale schakelsnelheid van ISL hangt sterk af van de afsnijfrequentie van de 

clamp p-n-p transistor. In een standaard pn-geiSoleerd proces met een 3 µm dikke epitac

tische laag en 5 µm minimum lithografische details, is de afsnijfrequentie van de gecom

bineerde verticale/laterale _p-n-p transistor ongeveer 100 MHz, en de minimale poonver

tragingstijd van ISL is 2 ns bij 500 µA per poort (dit is ten minste 5 maal korter dan van 

12 L gemaakt in het zelfde proces). Bij 200 µA per poort is de poonvemagingstijd 2, 7 ns. 

In een standaard oxide-geïsoleerd proces met een 1,2 µm dikke epitactische laag en 

3 µm minimum lithografische details wordt de relatie langzame laterale p-n-p transistor 

geëlimineerd, waarmee een afsnijfrequentie van de (verticale) p-n-p transistor van onge

veer 600 MHz wordt verkregen en een minimale poonvemagingstijd van 0,6 ns bij 500 µA 

per poort wordt bereikt (0,7 ns bij 200 µA per poort en 1,0 ns bij 100 µAper poort). 

Door het gescheiden belastingselement (weerstand of laterale p-n-p transistor) is 

de pakkingsdichtheid van ISL ongeveer 60% van de pakkingsdichtheid van I2 L. 

Uitgebreide metingen zijn gedaan aan ISL structuren in het pn-geisoleerde proces 
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en het oxide-geïsoleerde proces. Schakelsnelheidsvergelijkingen zijn gemaakt met 12 L en 

STL. Analytische uitdrukkingen voor de poortvertragingstijden van ISL en STL zijn ver

kregen. Het blijkt dat oxide-geïsoleerd STL marginaal sneller is dan oxide-geïsoleerd ISL 

ten koste van een hogere proces-complexiteit. 

Eerste orde modellen van pn-geïsoleerde en oxide-geïsoleerde ISL poorten zijn ont

worpen. 

Verder zijn, d.m.v. experimenten, computer simulaties en berekeningen, de sta

tische en dynamische storingsmarges onderzocht van logische circuits in het algemeen en 

ISL in het bijzonder. Ook is de temperatuur-afhankelijkheid van de statische storings

marges van ISL en STL onderzocht d.m.v. computer simulaties en berekeningen. 

Ten slotte worden een aantal ISL toepassingen besproken zoals: een schuifregister

chip, een pijplijn-vermenigvuld_iger, een teller-chip, een custom lay-out bibliotheek en een 

gate array. 
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STELLINGEN 

behorende bij het proefschrift van J. Lohstroh 

Onder de "punch-through"-spanning van een npn- of pnp-transistor dient de waarde te 

worden verstaan van de collector-emitterspanning waarbij de collector-basisdepletielaag de 

emitter-basisdepletielaag raakt, onder de conditie V BE = 0. 

II 

J. Lohstroh et al., Solid-State Electronics, 
vol. 24, no. 9, pp. 805-814, Sept. 1981. 

De idealiteitsfactor van het exponentiële deel van de stroom-spanningskarakteristiek van 

n•pn+- en p+np+-structuren in de toestand van "punch-through" is groter dan 2. 

----- , Solid-State Electronics, 
vol. 24, no. 9, pp. 815-820, Sept. 1981. 

111 

Een "punch-through"-structuur leent zich goed voor toepassing als compact belastings

element in translineaire circuits. 

IV 

J. Lohstroh, IEEE ]. Solid-State Circuits, 
vol. SC-14, no. 5, pp. 840-844, Oct. 1979. 

Met het naar standaardsimulatieprogramma's getransformeerde "lumped transistor model" 

van Linvill kan op relatief eenvoudige wijze het ruimtelijke en dynamische gedrag van 

minderheidsladingdragers in transistoren worden gesimuleerd. 

v 

----, IEEE ]. Solid-State Circuits, 
vol. SC-12, no. 2, pp. 176-184, April 1977. 

De door Poorter als "figure of merit" van een logische poort gedefinieerde energie-sto

ringsmarge is niet noodzakelijkerwijs gelijk aan de energie die nodig is om een logische 

poort te storen. 

T. Poorter, IEEE ]. Solid-State Circuits, 
vol. SC-12, no. S, pp. 44-0-449, Oct. 1977. 



VI 

Hoewel er over I2 L enorm veel theorie gepubliceerd is, is het doorbreken van de lns-grens 

voor de poortvertragingstijd bereikt door het toepassen van inzichten die reeds kort na de 

uitvinding van I2 L bekend waren, zoals: 

a) het dunner maken van de epitactische laag en het toepassen van oxide-isolatie, 

b) het beperken van het extrinsieke gebied van de inverse npn-transistor, 

c) het beheersen van de inverse stroomversterking van de npn-transistor d.m.v. injectie 

terug in de injector. 

VII 

D.D. Tang et al., IEEE IEDM 1979 Dig. 
Tech. Papers, pp. 201-204, Dec. 1979. 

In alle tot dusver over I2 L gepubliceerde theorie is verzuimd de laterale diffusie te be

schouwen van gaten in de emitter van de inverse npn-transistor. 

VIII 

In het alpinisme kunnen meer mensenlevens worden gespaard door, in aanvulling op de 

bestaande informatie over de objectieve alpiene gevaren in boeken, tijdschriften en gidsjes, 

langs de aanlooproutes naar veelbezochte berggebieden borden te plaatsen met informatie 

over de specifieke objectieve gevaren van het betrokken gebied. 

IX 

Om vervuiling van de bergen door massarecreatie verder te voorkomen, en om aan de 

primitiviteitsbehoefte van bergbeklimmers te blijven voldoen, dient men op te houden 

met het "bewirtschaften" van steeds meer berghutten. 

x 
Het door luidsprekers ten gehore brengen van - zogenaamd functionele - achtergrond

muziek in winkels, vliegtuigen, liften, hotels, restaurants en andere openbare gelegenheden 

is een inbreuk op de menselijke vrijheid en dient te worden verboden. 

Eindhoven, november 1981. 


